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This thesis examines modern interpretation of historical narrative in the Qur}an,

taking as an example Sayyid Qu~'s exegesis of the stories of (Ad and Thamud in bis

tafsir, Fi~aJaJ-Qur>an. This is accomplished by surveying of (Ad and Thamud prior to

Qu~b to show how great the shift of interpretation is between classical and modem

exegetes. Furthermore, close reading of Fi~aJaJ-Qur>an is made in arder to trace the

significance of the two tales for Qu~, as Qu~'s interpretation is not only a response to

bis predecessors but also to bis contemporary milieu; which featured. political,

ideological and religious conflict His experiences with the latter are reflected in bis

interpretation which follows the pattern of jahiIiyah versus Islam, (Ad versus Hüd, and

Thamüd versus ~. Hüd and ~, as prophets and callers to the truth, represent

Qu~b himself, whereas (Ad and Thamüd, as challengers and evildoers, stand for bis

enemies; the West, its materialistic tendencies and the Egyptian government. In

commenting on the ~aI's hermeneutic, we will examine its systematization of the

sUrahs and verses which contain these two tales as weIl as analyze Qutb's

argumentation, historical consciousness, hermeneutic, and persona! judgem.ent
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Ce mémoire examinera l'interprétation moderne du récit historique dans le

Qur)an, en prenant pour exemple l'exégèse Sayyid ,Qu~ des récits de <Ad et Tham:üd

dans son tafsir, Fi~aJaJ-Qur)an. Ce qui sera atteint par un survol de (Ad et Thamüd

précédant Qu~b afin de montrer l'importance du changement d'interprétaion entre les

éxegètes classiques et modernes. De plus, une lecture approfondie du Fi~a7al-Qur)an

retracera l'importance des deux récits pour Qufil. En effet, l'interprétation de l'auteur est

non seulement une réponse à ses prédécesseurs mais aussi à son milieu contemporain

caractérisé par des conflits politiques, idéologiques et religieux. L'expérience de Qufil

avec l'aspect religieux se reflète dans son interprétation suivant le modèle jahillyah

contre Islam, <Ad contre Hud, and Thamüd contre ~. Hud et ~, en tant que

prophètes et évocateurs de la vérité, représentent Qu~b lui-même, alors que (Ad et

Thamüd, en tant qu'adversaires et malfaiteurs, sont ses ennemis; c'est-à-dire l'Occident,

son matérialisme et le gouvernement égyptien. Tout en commentant l'herméneutique du

~iJaJ, nous examinerons sa systématisation des sÜTahs et des versets contenant ces deux

récits et nous analyserons l'argumentation de Qu~b, sa conscience historique, son

herméneutique ainsi que son jugement personnel.
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• The System of Transliteration

The system of transliteration of Arabie words and names follows that of Institute of

vü

IsIamic Studies, McGill University.

~ =b ~=dh J =[

L..:::.....! =t
,

\P =~ \ =mJ =r
\
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.
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.-
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"r

Lf L0=k ~<-> =d =cJ. =)

Short ./ =a; =i; .7 =u
/'

Long: \ =a; l! =1; l>

./ =u

Diphthongs:
1-

~\ =ay;
~y \ =aw.

•

Long vowel with tahsdid for 0" and -'\ ,lya and iiwa are employed.....

In the case of taJ marbU~ (1) ) h is written, and if it occurs within an ic!aEah, it is

transliterated with at

The hamzah ( , ) occurring in the initial position is omitted.
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Introduction

The Qur)an contains many narratives, sorne of them. with parallels in Biblical

staries and others not,. the tales of <Ad and Thamüd being among the latter. According

ta the common classification of these narratives, we have three categories: (1) narratives

of the prophets (q~$ aJ-anbiyaJ), which tell of 25 prophets and their people (CAd and

Tham.üd being included in the latter); (2) narratives of extraordinary people in the era

prior to revelation of whom. it is not c1early understood whether or not they were

prophets; for example, the a§lJao aJ-kahf (Q. 18) and dhû aJ-qarnayn (Q. 18); and (3)

narratives which tell about events contemporary ta Prophet Mul].anunad; for example,

the battle of Badr (Q. 3), UI:tud (Q. 3), I-Junayn (Q. 7), TabUk (Q. 7), and the night joumey

of ProphetM~ammad(Q. 17).1

There have been many studies of these narratives written by bath Muslim and

Western scholars. Oassical and modem ~!uslim scholars have explained. them in books

of qi$a$,2 taJikh,3 and tafSir.4 According to Wansbrough's typology of this kind, exegesis

has a haggadic tendency,5 such as in the explanation of <Ad and Thamüd, encountered

in these works. Western scholars on the other hand usually adopt one of three

approaches, generally speaking: (1) seeking parallels between these narratives and non-

1 (Abd Allah Shil}atah, cu/tim a/-Taftfr (Cairn: Maktabat Nah4at al-Sbarq, 1986) 107-8; T. M Hasbi Ash
Shiddieqy, I/mu-Ilmu a/-Qur}tin: Media Pokok da/am Menafsirkan a/-QurJtin (Jakarta: BuIan Bintang.
1972)176-7.
2 al-KisaJi, Qi~ a/-Anbiya7. ed. Isaac Eisenberg (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1922); al-TbaClabï, Kitàh Qi~~ a/
Anbiya7 a/-Musammtibi al-lAra7 is (Cairn: Dar D;1.yi) al-Kutub al-CArab1yah, n.d.); Ibn Katliir. Qi~ al
Anbiya}, ed CAbd al-MaJÏd Tu(mah Ifalabi (Beimt: DaraI-MaGirif, 1997);
3 TaOOii, TtirikJr a/-Rusul wa al-Mu/u7c, edM~Abü al-F3(Il Ibriïh1m., 4th ed. (Qriro: Dar al-Ma<arif.
1979).
4 Tabâii, Jami( a/-Baytin .If TaftTr a/-Qur}tin (Beimt: Dar al-MaCrifah, 1986-7); al-Tabarsï. Majma Ca/
Baytin jfTafsi7 al-QurJan (Beimt Dar al-Fikr, 1957).
5 See bis Qflranic Studies: Sources and Method ofScriptural Interpretation (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1977) 122-48.
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Qur)amc sources, through comparison or derivation, an approach which is very

common, especially when comparing Qur>8n:ic and Biblical characters, and which may

be seen in the writings of Jacob Lasner,6 Yoram Erder,7 Marilyn R Waldman8 among

others; (2) study of the narratives based solely on the Qur>an itself, for example

Mustansir Mir's examination of the characters in the story of YüsüE in Q. 1409 and (3)

study of narratives in the exegetical works, such as Anthony H. Johns' study of the

figure of Ibralùm according to Fakhr al-lYm al-Riz1t0 and those of MÜSéi and FirCawn in

the commentary of Sayyid Qu~.l1

A number of scholars have studied Sayyid Qu~'s thought, particuIarly from the

stand-point of bis Islamic principles, fundamentalism, political activities, and tafSir.12

Where the latter is concerned, we may point to Olivier Carré's study of radicaIism in

Qu~b'sFi#la7 al-QurJ;in,13 Ibrahim. Abu Rabi<'s discussion of sorne important points of

6 Demonizing the Queen of Sheba: Boundaries of Gender and Culture in Postbiblical Judaism and
Medieval Islam (Chicago: The University ofChicago Press, 1993).
7 See bis "'The Origin of the NaIne Idiis in the Qur)in: A Study of the Influence of Qumran Literature on
Early Islam," Journal ofNearEastem Stlldies 49 (October 1990) 339-50.
8 See ber "New ApporadJ.es ta "Biblical" MateriaIs in the Qur>an," The Muslim World 75 (January 1985) 1
16.
9 See bis "The Qur>anic Story of Joseph: Plot, Themes, and Cbaraeters," The Muslim World 76 (Ianuary
1986) 1-15.
10 See bis "Al-Rjzï's TreatmeD1 of the Qur)3nic Episodes Telling of Abraham and bis Guests Qur)3nic
Exegesis with a Human Face," Institut Dominicain D'études Orientales du Caire, Mélanges (MIDEO) 17
(1986): 81-114.
Il See bis "Let My People Go! Sayyid~ and the Vocation of Moses," Islam and Christian-Muslim
Relations 1 (Deœmber 1990) 143-10.
12 Issa J. Boullata, Trends and Issues in Contemporary Arab Thought (Albany: State University of New
York Press, 1990); Ahmad S. Moussali, RadicalJsJamic Fundamentalism: The ldeological and Political
Thought ofSayyid Qu.tb, 200 ed (Beirut: American University ofBe~ 1992); Adnan A. MnsalJam , "The
Formative Stages of Sayyid Qo~'s Iatellectual Caœer and His Emergence as an Islamic DiCiya" (ph.D.
Dissertation, University of Michigan, 1983); idem, "Prelude to Islamic Commitment: Sayyid QuJb's
Litet31Y and Spiritual Orientation, 1932-1938," The Muslim World 80 (Iuly-october 1990): 117-89; ide~
"Sayyid Qu~ and Social Justice, 1945-1948" Journal oflstamic Studies 4 (January 1993); Yvonne Y.
Haddad, "Sayyid QuJb: Ideologue of Islamic Revival," Middle East Journal 37 (1983); John Calvert,
"Discourse, Community and Power: Sayyid Qu~ and the IsIamic Movement in Egypl" (ph.D. dissertation,
McGill University, 1993); William E. ShepaId, Sayyid Qu!b and lslamic Activism: A Translation and
CriticalAnalysis ofSocialJustice in Islam (Leiden: E.J. BrUI, (996).
13 Olivier Carré, Mystiqlle et politique: lecture révollitionnaire du Coran par Sayyid Qu.lh, frère musulman
radical (Paris: Presses de la Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques, 1984).
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~iJaI,14 Mhd. Syahnan's examination of the development of the text of ~aIbetween its

earlier and later editions.Is However, there has been no attempt made at close reading of

the ~aJ with particular attention to its treabnent of Qur>amc narrative; with the

possible exception of Anthony H. Johns, certainly no one has investigated in depth

Qu~'s treatment of (Ad and Thamud, and their semiotic values for bis thought. This

thesis will attempt ta fill this gap.

In tItis study my primary source will he the text of Fi~;uaJ-QurJân of Sayyid

Qu~b, and 1 will use the 1988 edition published in Beirut by Dar éÙ-Shuriïq. 1 will aIso

compare the text with the main principles of Qu""s thought as portrayed. in bis other

works or discussed by other scholars. In terms of methodology, 1will take a comparative

approach, beside examining the 4ilaJ in the light of Qu~ other W'orks or of those by

other scholars, concentrating in particular on his treatment of the (Ad and Thamüd

narratives. 1 will also look at my sources from the angle of hermeneutic;16 the affinity

between the historical situation of QUJb and bis exegetical text is maintained by

observing bis use of language. Furthermore, in examining the structure of the tale of (Ad

and Thamüd as recounted in the ~a7, the study will draw upon the semantic method of

Toshihiko Izutsu17 and the search for the meaning of symbolism advocated by Clifford

Geertz.18

14 Ibrahim Abu RabiC, Intellectua/ Origins ofIs/amic Resurgence in the Modern World (Albany: State
University ofNew York Press, 1996).
15 Mhd. Syahnan, "A Study of Sayyid~'s Qur)an Exegesis in Earlier and Later Editions of His FI?ila7
al-QurJa-": With Specifie Reference to Selected Themes (MA. thesis, McGill University, 1997).
16 Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, tIans. Joel Weinsheimer and Donald G. Marshall, 2m revised
cd. (New York: Continuum, 1997).
17 See ms God andMan in the QurJa;,: Semantics ofthe Koranic Weltanschauung (Tokyo: Keio lnstitute of
Cultural Studïes, 1964);~ Ethico-Re/igious Concepts in the QurJa;, (MoDlrea1: McGill University
Press, 1966).
18 Clifford Geertz, "Religion as a Cultural System," in bis The Interpretation of Cultures (New York:
Harpe1Collins, 1973).
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The thesis is divided into five sections: an introduction, three chapters, and a

conclusion. Chapter one will survey the references to (Ad and Thamùd in the Qur)an

and in the interpretations prior to Sayyid Qu~, covering qi§a$, tarïkh, classical and

modem. talSirlii:erature, and aIso Western scholars' research. Chapter two will examine

the significance of (Ad and Thamüd for Sayyid Qu~; it will study the structure of his

presentation and interpret bis use of symbolism, and espeeially the affinity between time

and space. Chapter three will examine Qu~'s hermeneutical approach in interpreting

the stories of (Ad and Thamüd, analyzing the structure of his tafSir and showing how

Qu~ arranges the sürah and the verses which contain the tale of (Ad and Thamüd, and

appraising and criticizing Qu~'s method in assigning meanings. Finally, a conclusion

summarizes the main points of this study.
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ChapterOne

Interpretations of (Ad and Thamüd prior to Sayyid Qu~b

The task of commentary can never,
by definition, he completed.

Michel Foucault1

A.(Ad

1. In the Qur>in

The existence of (Ad is confirmed by the Qur>in, which mentions them twenty-

four times.2 (Ad disobeyed the Prophet Hüd's caa which brought retribution in the

form of a devastating wind. They were destroyed in the end. According to the Qur>an,

(Âd were a nation renowned for their prosperity (Q. 7: 69 and 41: 15), who lived among

sand dunes (a1)qaJ!) and built greatstructures (Q. 24: 128, 89: 6-7). Then Hüd was sent ta

them. with a summons ta obey Cod (Q. 11: SO), which (Ad betrayed (Q. 26: 123; 38: 12;

50: 13; 54: 18; 22: 42). They are described on more than one occasion as an arrogant

people (Q. Il: 59, 50: 15). Finally, God sent them a wind(~or (aqim) as punishment

(Q. 51: 41; 69: 6). As can he seen from the above, the Qur>an tells the story of (Ad in

short, disjointed sections, often repeating individual elements for effect. Nowhere is the

narrative given in ils eDtirety aIl at once.

The simple references ta he found in the Qur)ëÜl raise sorne pertinent questions,

among them the fundamental one of the existence of (Ad and their historicity. There are

approaches to answering this question, which we may dassify under three headings,

generally speaking. The first is that of the c1assical exegetes, who tried ta reconstruct the

1 In. bis The Order ofThings, an Archaeology ofthe Human Sciences (New York: Vmtage Books, 1994) 41.
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myth of (Ad. This includes al-Tabarl's (838-923)3 approach seen in both bis Tafsir and

his Tarfkh.4 Other examples of fuis methodology include Qi§a§ al-AnbiyaJ of al-Thaqabl

(d. 1035), al-Kisâ>1,5 Ibn Kathir (1301-1373), etc. The second approach to the narrative is

that of modern Western scholars. They sought to demythologize the story of (Ad,

tracing its historical basis, and rejecting the irrational myths of the first approach. The

third approach on the other hand consists in extracting the moral lessons and avoiding

comment on all the details of the story. Modern Muslim scholars, especially exegetes,

attempt this, following in the footsteps of Mu1).anunad CAbduh (1849-1905), who insisted

on retuming to the essence of the Qur>an and 5unnah and avoiding israJiliyat6 This was

developed by other modern exegetes, such as Raslùd Riça (1865-1935), al-Maraghi(1881-

1945), Bint al-Sha~i> (1913-1998) and our figure, SayyidQu~ (1906-1966).

2 This is confirmed by Bint aI-SWïp>, see berAI-Tafsfr al-Baya;,fli al-QurJa;, al-Karfm, vol. 1 (Cairo: Dar
al-MaCiri( 1990) 143.
3 Sec Andrew Rippin, "ai-TabaiL" ER 14, 231-3; R Paret, "al-Tabaii." El, vol 8, 578-9; BrockelmaJUl,
GAL l, 142; Jane Dammen McAuliffe, QurJâiric Christians: An Analysis of Classieal and Modem
Exegesis (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1991) 38-45; Mahmoud M. Ayoub, The QurJa;, and Its
Interpreters (Albany: State University ofNew York~ 1984) 3-4.
4 Sec aI-Tabaii. Jâini( al-Baya;, fi TafsU a/-QurJa;, (Beimt: Dar al-MaCrifah, 1986-7); idem, Ttii-ikh a/
Rusu/ wa a/-Mu/ri/c, ed. Mnl)ammad Abü a1-Fa~Ib~ 4 th ed. (Cairn: Dar al-Ma<ant: 1979).
5 1. Eisenberg who edited Qi~ al-Anbiya? of al-KisVi in 1898 believed that the author of this book was
MuJFmunad ibn (Abd Allah whom Hânm al-Rasliid (763-809) entrusted with the task ofeducating bis two
sons: al-Amln (787-813) and al-Ma)mün (786-833). However, T. Nagel is rather doubtful of this
conclusion that, in faet, the one who was entrusted to do so by al-Rashïd was Abu aI-1fasan (Ali ibn
FJa.mzah (737-805), one of seven famous Qur)3nic readers, so the author of the Qi~~ is still an enigma
See, T. Nagel "al-IGsa>l" in Ell , voL 5, 176; al-KisaJi [Mul.wnmad ibn (Abd Allah, sicl], Qi~ al
AnbiyaJ , ed. Isaac Eisenberg (Leiden: E.J. Bri14 1922).
61bis disputOO tenn reCers to a genre of narrative which origi.nated from non-Qur)3nic sources, especially
from the previous revealed books (Tawrat and fnja, and other Judeo-ehristian traditions). The narratives
are usually round in telling the stories related to the Prophets (Qi~~ al-Anbiya). Two among the important
transmitters ofthis kind of narratives were KaCb al-AtJbir (d 652/4) and Wahb ibn Munabbih (d 728/32).
Sec G. Vajda, "IsraJiRyat" in Ell , vol. 4, 212; GR.A. Juynboll, The Authenticity of the Tradition
Literature: Discussions in Modem Egypt (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1969) 121-138; 1. Goldziher," Isra>lliyyat,"
Revue des Études Juives 44 (1902) 63-6; idem, Madhtihib al-Taft;;' a/-Islâinf, tIans. 'Abd al-IfaflDl al
Najjar, 2 00. (Beirut: Dar al-Iqra), 1983) 111-2; Benhard Helier, "Légendes bibliques attributées à KaCh el
Ahbar," Revue des Études Juives, 69 (1919) 86-107; Nabia Abbott, Studies in Arabie Literary Papyri 1.
Historical Texts (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1957) 36 and 59; idem, Studies in Arabie
Literary Papyri IL· Qur)a;,ie Commentary and Tradition (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1967)
8-9; Jane Danunen McAuliffe, QurJanic Christians 131-2, fi. Il; Mahmoud M. Ayoub, The QurJan and Its
Interpreters 30-2.
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2. Reconstructing the myths

In~ aJ-AnbiyaJ of al-IGsa>l and that of al-ThaClabl, the Tarikh of al-1;abari

and especially~~of Ibn Kathir, we find in addition to traditions, frequent quotations

from the Qur>an. relating to the story of CAd. The verses are cited to strengthen the

interpretation offered.. Most classical exegeses take the same approach, although they

more or less concentrate on the Qur>an itself. Of the non--exegetical works, Ibn Kath1r's

~ relies the most on the Qur>an, while still citing traditions and stories preserved by

bis predecessors.7 The traditions and information on (Ad provided by t8rikh and~

works are later cited more or less in the classical exegetical works, among them those of

al-l'abaii, Ibn Katliir, al-1;abarsl (d.1153), Fakhr al-Oin al-Raiï (1149-1209), and al-

Zamaksharl (1075-1144). For example, we find the same staries retold by al-Tabarsi. in

commenting on Q. 7: 65-728 For titis very reason we will. present the story of (Ad

recorded in the~of al-ThaQabl, al-KisaJl, Ibn Katlùr and the birikh of al-Taban.

The people of (Ad9 were pagans who worshiped idols called ~am.üd,Sanda, and

al-Haba,l° and were well-known for their strength and physical stature; it was said that

7 Ibn Katbïr, Qi~tli a/-Anbiya, cd. (Abd al-MaJÏd Tu(mah Ifalabl (Beirut: Dar aI-Ma<arif, 1997); ide~
Tafsfr al-QurJan a/-APm, ed. Kb3lid MuJ:mmmad MuJ.mnmad (Beimt: al-Maktabah al-(~ 1997).
The feature of bis Qi~ is designated the most Qur)ânic. For us, il is reasonable for he himseJf is among
those who countered using isra~Hfyàt. See G. Vajda "Ism-mi.yyal" in EP 212; Henri Laoust MIbn Ka!ir
Historien," Arabica 2 (1955) 75.
8 al.TabarSï, Majma(a/-Bayon JfTafsfr a/-Qur)an, vol. 8 (Beirut: Dar al-F1kr, 1957) 92-9.
9 We find (Ad's genealogy as follows: (Ad ibnA~ ibn Ariim ibn sam ibn Nüh. Al-TabaiL The History of
a/-Tabarf: An Annotated Trans/ation. volume n. Prophet and Patriarchs. trans. William M. Brinner
(Albany: University of New York Press, 1987) 28; Ttin7dr a/-Rusul wa a/-Multik, vol. 1, 216; Ibn Kathïr.
Qi~~ al-Anbiya7 101; al-TbaCJabl, Kittib Qi~ al-Anbiya a/-Musamma-bi al-CAra7 is (Cairo: Dar II.lYa> al
Kutub al-CArabïyah, n.d.) 34; {Abd al-Wahhab al-Najjir. Qi~ll§ al-AnbiytiJ, 3rd ed. ([np.l. Maktabat al
Qudsl, [n.d]) 50.
10 Al-TabaiL The His/ory of a/-raban 28; ide~ TàTfkh a/-Rusul wa al-Multik, vol. 1. 216; Ibn Kathïr,
Qi~~ al-Anbiya7 101.
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sorne even reached 70 or 100 dh.inic (cubits) in height Hüd,l1 sent as a prophet to (Ad,

was a rnember of the tribe.

Al-lGsa>l provides the story of Hüd's birth. According ta him, Hüd's father was

Khu1üd ibn SaCd ibn (Ad. He was among the men who were placed by King Khuljan at

the service of the three idols referred. to above. A d.ream in which he saw a white chain

coming out of bis loins told him. not to marry until the same dream occurred again and

he was told whom he should wed. The second dream instructed mm to marry bis uncle's

daughter, and he did 50. The woman, then, conceived Hiid who was born on a Fri4iy.u

According to al-Kisi>l, Hiid entered into his prophetic office at the age of forty.

The story of bis involvement with (Ad is given by al-KiséÏ)l in sorne detail, for he

mentions exact names, Hiid's actions and Hiid's miracles. When Hiid called bis people

to worship Gad, citing Q. 7: 65, a man called CUmar ibn Ahla challenged hint to describe

the physical form of God. Hüd then explained. the majesty of God, in confirmation of

which al-Kisa>l cites Q. 41: 15.13 However, MOst of the people of CAd betrayed~ even

though Hüd spread the calI to Cod for seventy long years. Ultimately, Hüd had ta give

up on the community.

According ta al-KisaJi,14 when the calI te Cod was repeatedly defied by <Ad,

Hiid prayed twenty rakaCahs asking Gad for guidance respecting the people's deeds,

and asking Him ta punish them with drought and famine. God commanded him and all

Il Hüd ibn CAbd A11ih ibn Rab~ ibn al-Kba1üd ibn (Ad ibn A~ ibn Aram ibn sam ibn ~uh, or CAbir ibn
Shalïkh ibn ArfakhshaQ ibn sam ibn~~ See a1soA1-~ aJ-Kashshtif Can lfaqa7 iq al-Tanzll wa
CUyu-" aJ-Aqawz7.1f Wujüh al-TaJwI1. vol. 2 (Beimt: Dar a1-MaCrifah. nd.) 68; Al-Riii's TafsiT is called
Afafalll} a/-Ghayb or a/-Tafsi"r a/-Kabu-. vol. 12 (Beirut: Dar I1)yi al-Twith al-(Ar3b~ [ad.]) 155.
1_ AI-Kisa~The Tales ofthe Prophets ofal-Kisa-:Jr. trans. W.M Thackston (Boston: GK. HaIL 1978) 109
10; id~ Qi~~al-Anbiya7 103.
13 This request for a description of God occurs in many staries Iike that of Ibr3hïm with Namriid and MUsa
with FirCawn.
14 A1..K.isa:Jï, The Tales 113; id~ Qi~a/-Anb;ya-:J l05~.
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believers ta depart from the people. Therefore, Cod refused to send any rain to <Ad for

four years.ts

According to the tradition of the time, when there was no rain a delegation

would he sent to Mecca to pray. CAd's delegation consisted of seventy people. In Mecca,

Bakr ibn Mu<awlyah received them warmlYI giving them two girls ta sing to them and

wine ta drink. This 100 the delegatïon to forget its original intention of praying.

MuCiwiyah, as a hast, realized this then reminded them indirectly.t6 Afterwarcls, they

prayed, asking for raiD, but it was useless, until Gad sent three doucis; white, red, and

bla~ ta destroy aIl of them except Hud and bis folIowers.17

According to al-KisiJi and al-ThaClabl, there was a man from Hadramawt who

saw Hüd's grave in a cave in a high mountain, and he came to CAli ibn Ab1 TaIib (h.

600/1) and said that

1 touched bis body; it was Hud. 1 looked. at him and saw that bis eyes were large
and bis eyebrows met. He had a wide forehead, an oval face, fine feet and a long
beard. He had never known affliction. Over bis head was a rock shaped like a
board, on which were written three lines in Indian letters. The fust of these said,
"There is no god but Cod; M\Ù}ammad is Godfs messenger." On the second was
written, "Gad has commanded that none be worshipped but He: do good to your
parents." And on the third was written, "1 am Hud ibn Khulüd ibn SaCd ibn CAd,
God's apostle to the tribe of <Ad. 1came to them with a message, and they deniOO
me. Gad took them with the Barren Wind. After me shall come~ ibn Kanü.l1.,
whose people shall he obstinate. The Great Cry shall take th~ and they shall be
left in their region lying on their breasis.18

Interestingly, there is a similar story about a grave, not that of Hüd, but of a king.

In the time of MuCawiyah (d. 680), a man called (Abd ADah ibn KhuIabah found a grave

with the image of a king, and an inscription stating:

IS See aIso aI-ThaClabï, KittÏh Qi~44.
16 For the detai! sec Al-TabaiL The His/ory 30; idem, TtinKh a/-Rusu/ wa a/-Mu/uK. vol. l, 218.
17 For the details sec Al-Taban, The History 37; idem, TiiTikh al-Rusu/ wa a/-MuluK. vol. l, 223; Al-Kisa)ï,
The Tales 115; idem, Q;~ a/-Anbiya7 108.
18 Al-KisaJï, The Ta/es 117; idem, Qi~ a/-AnbiyâJ 110; al-ThaCIabï, Ki/tÏh Qi~l1.f45.
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l was the Master of Ir~ city of golden pillars, the floars inIaid with. pearls, the
walls beset with diamonds. Hundrecls of ships from every port called here ta pay
me tribute; monarchs of East and West arrived to pay me hornage! One man, the
Prophet Hüd, refused ta bow before me. "1 worship God alone!" Thus he,
standing proudly. 1 did not heed Godls ward, so Allah struck me down.19

3. Demythologizing of (Ad

According to modem schoIars, wha1ever information cIassical Muslim scholars

provided in an attempt to interpret and expand the tale of (Ad is unreliable, consisting

as it largely does of tales, myth, Iegend and irrational stories. This renders the existence

of this tribe doubtfuI, and the data available in the classical texts unconvincing as ta the

place and time of (Ad. Westem scholars who have examined the existence of CAd have

come to different conclusions regarding thei::r historicity. On the one hand, sorne see (Ad

as a historical phenomenon, and relate thern ta other more convincing sources. Others

deny the possibility of their existence. An illustration of this position is the stance of F.R

Buhl. Another approach is that of Richard Bell, who acknowledges the phenomenon of

(Ad in the Qur>an, but states that its historicity is still doubtful.

One Western scholar who admits the existence of (Ad is Loth,20 who was of the

opinion that (Ad were a famous tribe of Iyad.n Sprenger22 relates CAd to the Oadites,

who, according to Ptolemy, lived in northwest Arabia. He links the statement in Q. 89: 6-

7 ("CAd, !ram. of the pillars [iram dJuit al-{irnadj,") to the weIl of Iram in I-Jismah. At the

excavation of Jabal Ramm, a second-eentury Nabatean temple, located twenty-five miles

19 Jan Knappert, Is/amie Legends: Histories ofthe fkroes. Saints and Prophets ofIslam, voL 1 (Leiden:
E.J. BOR 1985) 64. See also Qu~ al-IYm SaCul ibn Hibat A.Uah a1-Rawandi, Qi~ a/-Anbiya"7, 00. Ghulim
~ <Ir1anïyin (Tehran: Majma( al-Bw,uth al-Isliniiyah, [o.d.]) 93-5.
20 F.B~ ..<Ad,Il El, vol. l, 169; Josef Horovitz, Koranisehe Untersuehungen (Berlin: Walter de Gmyter.
1926) 127.
21 lIfan Sbahîd round that lyad was one of the tIibes ~th the Byzantine empire in the fifth century; in the
sixth centmy this tribe settIed in Emesa (Syria) and inarf/ al-Rûm (Anatolia). See Byzantium and the Arabs
in the Fifth Century (Washingt~ D.C.: Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection. 1989) 273-4.
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east of CAqabah, an inscription was found referring to a place called J-r-m. Sprenger

sees a connection here with the Iram of (Ad, which in Ptolem.y is referred as Aramaua.23

Philip K. Hitti descnbes titis tribe, formerly of èJa4ramawt, as extinct (b;iJidah), since

this term. is used by al-Tabaii and other dassicaI Muslim scholars. However, Hitti does

not provide any evidence of CAdIs existence.24

These opinions, on the other hand, did not convince WeIlhausen or F.R. Buhl

Wellhausen flatly denies Ad's existence, stating that they were ooly a mythical nation.

For Wellhausen, the name (Ad [ancient tinte] is a noun forro. of CAdi [adj. very ancient].

The common expression of min a/-Cao [die aile Zeit: since the time of (Ad], has since

then been misinterpreted as referring to a particular nation. Buhl supports this

conclusion, saying that the interpretation of CAd of the Qur>an goes too far, and is not

related ta the text The provision of genealogies and locations, and the identification of

aram with iram, whether by Muslim. or non-Muslim scholars, are unreasonable in bis

eyes.2S

4. Retuming the Tale ta ils Qur>ânic Conœxt

Mul)ammad CAbduh, 26 as a reformist and a rationalist scholar, relied on the

tooIs of Western logic in examining this narrative. The following principIe is expressed

22 A. Sprenger, Das Leben und die Lehre des Mohammad 1 (Berlin: Nocolai'sche, 1861) 504-18; idem, Die
Alte geographie A/'abiens (Bem: Druck von Heinrich Korber, 1875) 199.
23 F. Buhl, "CAd" 169.
24 Philip 1(. Hi~History ofthe Arabs: From the Earliest Times to the Present, 8th ed. (London: Macmillan,
1964) 31-2.
2S F. Buhl, "CAd," 169; JosefHorovitz, Koranische Untersuchungen 127.
26 For MlIQammad CAbduh's biography, see Mnl}ammad Rashïd Ri(la, TiiTikh a[-Usttidh al-Imam a/-shaykh
MulJammad CAbduh (Cairo: Dar al-Manar, 1931), especially in voL 1; Albert Hourani, Arabie Thought in
the Liberal Age (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1962) 130-60; Malcolm H. Kerr, Islamie
Reform: The PoliticaJ and Legal Theories of MulJammad CAbduh and Rashfd Rirj,f (Los Angeles:
University of caIifomisa Press, 1966); Charles C. Adams, Islam and Modemism in Egypt: A Study ofthe
Modem Reform Movement Inaugurated byMulJammad CAbduh (London: Oxford University Press, 1933).
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in bis TafsùSürataJ-FatilJal.r. flThe narratives (in the Qur>an) indeed are aimed at giving

examples and moral lessons. "27 For this reason he avoids giving further details and

malœs the story as simple as possible. In bis interpretation of Q. 89: 6,28 he informs us

that <Ad were fla race of bâJidah (extinct) or (Mibah (distinct) Arabs." Although he

provides a genealogy of <Ad, he insists that, whether the genealogy is true or not, the

most important thing is that the tn"be was well known ta the Arabs.29 Most Iikely basing

himself on previous interpreters, he tells us that the CAd inhabited Al.tqëif and

I-Jae:Jramawt. For him, <Ad served as a symbol of strength and greatness, having built a

great city with high houses, and represented an example of a people who perished for

their iniquitous deeds.30 <Abduh explicitly refuses to go into any more detail about CAd,

unlike previous interpreters.

CAbduhfs influence on tafsIr was considerable, especially in freeing the

interpretation of the Qur)in from dependence on out5ide sources, such as isniJiliyat

Mul:.tammad Rashld Riga in Tafsir al-Manar (Q. 1-12), a tafsir aIso associated with bis

teacher CAbduh,31 deals with <Ad on a number of occasions. In interpreting Q. 7: 64-71,

for example Tafsir al-Manârr unIike Tafsirluz (Amm written soIely by CAbduh, provides

few details regarding the story of Hiid and <Ad, and still relies on traditions, such as the

Z7 Mnl}ammad cAbduh, Dunis min a/-Qur)tiil (Beirut: Dar II}.ya) al-CUI~ 1980) 29.
28 Mnl)ammad (Abduh, Tafsfr AI-QuràiJ al-Karim, Juz) lAmma (Cairn: al-~Cah al-Amïiiy~ n.d.) 78;
Al Makin, "Two Approaches [Mu9;Jrnmad (Abduh's and Bint al-Sh3tj.>'s) to the Historical Narratives of the
Qur>an: The Case of (Ad, 1bamiid, and Pharaoh, in Q. 89: 6-10," Presented at Concordia University's
conference, MontreaI, May 12, 1999.
29 "CAd was a tn"be of cQribah or btiCidah Arabs, [we find their genealogy] as follows: ibn CAws ibn Iram
ibn sam ibn NüJ:L Whether this genealogy is true or not, the most important thing is that this race is well
known by the oame of CAd." Mll'punmad CAbduh, Ta/sir al-Qur)tÜI al-Karim 79.
30 MnJ,ammad (Abduh, Tafsfr a/-QurJa;, al-Karfm 79.
31 According ta Brocldemann (Abduh wrote Ta/sir al-Mana; until Q. 4: 125, for Adams until Q. 12: 107
and for al-DhababI uotil Q. 9: 101. See Carl Brocklemann, GAL, Sup. 3, 320-2; Charles C. Adams, Islam
and Modemism in Egypt 199; Mutwnmad Ifusayn al-Dhahabl, al-Tafsfr wa al-Mufassinin, vol. 3 (Cairn:
Dar al-Kutub al-If.a~ 1961) 243. For a more comprehensive discussion about Tafsrr al-Mana; see
McAuliffe. Qur)tiilic Christians 78-85.
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one which mentions that (Ad dwelled in Hadramawt, another containing their idols'

names, and finally one which declares that Hüd from the tribe of Khulüd, was the tirst

man ta speak Arabie. Tafsir al-Manar also descn"hes the physical appearanee of Khuliid

tribe members, noting for instanee that they wore long beards. Hiid's grave is in

Another modem. eommentator who discusses the story of (Ad is al-Maraghi. In

interpreting Q. 7: 6-72, he relies on a tradition mentioning the names of the idols

worshipped by CAd, the tribe of Khulüd, and also the dwelling-place of (Ad in the sand

dunes between Oman and fJaq.ramawt Nevertheless, he relies more on logie and he

places greater stress on the implicit morallesson. For example, instead of repeating the

long genealogy of (Ad and Hüd when interpreting the passage "Hiid, a brother of CAd,"

he interprets "brother" ta Mean of similar race, such as the custom of Arabs ta calI one

• another, "0 brother Arab."33 Al-Maraglù follows CAbduh's lead in tryng to simplify the

story and in extracting the moral Iessons from the tale.

Mu1)ammad Clzzat Darwazah (1888-1984) stresses that the Qur)an does not

function as a historieal record, but that it uses stories "ta draw a moral, ta illustrate a

point, to sharpen the focus of attentio~ and ta reinforee the basic message. "34 Ta go into

further detail or even to find similarity between the Qur)inic and Biblical staries, for

hint, is irrelevant35

•
32 Rashïd Ri~ Taftfr al-Qur1tiiz a/-fJakfm [Tafm a/-Mantii-J, voL 8 (Cairo: Ma~Cat Mul)ammad (Ali
$ubayJ, wa Awlidih, 1954) 495-6.
33 AQmadM~ al-MaIigliL Tafsfr a/-Martïghf, vol. 8 (Cairn: Sharikat Maktabat wa~CatM~
al-Bibi al-~lwa AwIadih, ad.) 192-3.
34 Ismail 1(. Poona~ "MuQarnmad Izzat Darwaza's Principle of Modem Exegesis: A Contribution
toward Quranic Hermeneutics" in G. R Hawting and Abdul-Kader A. Sh.areet: Approaches 10 Ihe Qur)a"
(London: Routledgc; 1993) 231.
3S See Mnf:1ammad Izzat Darwazah, a/-Qur1a;, al-MajFd (Beirut al-Maktabahal-(~ [n.d.])166-85.
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Another modem scholar who is more or less in titis position is Mul)ammad

~ad Khalâf Allah who cites Q. 45: 21-18, explaining that this CAd story is a kind of

example ta the people of Mecca at the tinte of M~ad, waming them to

contemplate how terrible punishment has been visited in the past on evildoers. This

function as a waming for them not to repeat the same deeds.36 Whether it is a fictional or

historical phenomenon, it is evident that this story should also be viewed from the angle

of literary beauty, art and morallesson.

Another exegete in the tradition of CAbduh is <A>ishah (Abd al-Ral:mtin known

as Bint al-5hap.>.37 Her fundamental rule was to interpret the Qur>an by the Qur)an. In

the case of (Ad, Bint Shi~:P re~xamined CAd in the light of the Qur>ân itself,

disregarding outside sources. For example, in interpreting Q. 89: 6--8,38 she clearly refutes

her predecessors such as al-Taban, al-Zamakhshirl, and al-Raii, and rejects the detaiIs

given by historical works or in the qi$a~al-anbiyaJ works. BiIlt al-Shap.>, in dealing with

CAd, cross-references and compares the verses of the Qur)an which mention CAd. From

her findingsr she concludes that nowhere in the Qur>ân does it say anything of their

genealogy, strength, or ability at building towers. It only states that (Ad existed in the

time of Hud, and that they betrayed him.

36 Mulpmmad AI)mad KhaI3f AJ.Iah, al-Fann a/-Q~~ji a/-QurJan al-Karim (Caire: Maktabah al-NaIu;Iah
a1-Mi$iiyah, 1950-1) 138-9.
37 On ber life and works, see Mul)ammad Am..in, "A Study of Hint aI-Shi~:P's Exegesis," (MA. th~
McGill University, 1992) 6-23; 'IahirT~,"Bintal-S~),"a/-HUm 59 (1951): 26-7; C. Kooij, "Bintal
Sh3~P: A Suitable Case for Biography?" in Ibrahim A. EI-Shey~ C. Aart van de Koppel and Rudolph
Peters, eds., The Challenge ofthe Middle East (Amsterdam: University of Amsterdam, Institute for Modem
Near Eastern Studies, 1982) 67-72. And for more on Bint al-Sh31j)'S henneneutic see~ Issa J.~
"Modem Qur>an Exegesis: A Study of Bint al-Sb3tP's Meth~" The Muslim World, 64 (1974); idem.
"Poetry Citation as Interpretive IDustration in the Qur>in Exegesis: Masa)il Nafi) ibn al-Azriiq," in Wae1 B.
HaIIaq and Donald P. Little, eds., IsIamic Studies Presented to Charles J. Adams (Leiden: E.J. Hrill, (991)
27-40; Sahiron Syam.suddîn, "An Examination ofBint al-Shatp's Method of Interpreting the Qur)an (MA.
thesis, McGill University~ 1998).
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B.Thamiid

1. In the Qur>in

Thamüd are mentioned in the Qur>an 26 times.39 Thamüd were, like <Ad, the

subject of traditional Arabic tales, and are not therefore mentioned in the Bible.40 They

are depicted as evildoers who opposed the prophet~ and rejected bis call to one God

(Q. 7: 73; 11: 61; 27: 45). The story emphasizes the stubbomness of Tham.üd in refusing to

accept the caIl of~ and even challenging this Prophet to produce a miracle from

God. In response Gad sent a she-camel as a test of their patience, a test that they failed.

Godls specifie command was to share water with the she-cameL Instead, they hamstrung

and slaughtered it (Q. 91: 12; 11: 64; 38: 187). The fate of this tribe was similar to that of

(Ad, who perished by a {Nly1)alJ (lit., a scream, perhaps a thunderbolt or earthquake) sent

trom Gad (Q. 11: 68; 69: 5, etc). Thus, Thamud were among the peoples recorded as

having been punished in the Qur>an.

It is just as difficult to obtain the complete story in the case of Thamüd as it is in

that of CAd. This is due to the simplistic descriptions in the Qur>an and to the fact that

verses dealing with Thamud are scattered in many different sUrahs and ayahs. This

demands many different approaches to interpreting the story. We will present here three

such approaches offered by dassical Muslim, modem Westem, and modern Muslim

scholars.

38 See her,AI-TafsIr a/-BayanT l, 138-9; Al Makin, "Two Approaches ta the Historical Narratives."
39 Bint Sb3!i>,AI-Tajsfr al-BaytinfL, 146.
40 See al-Tabaii's confirmation, The History 46; idem, TtÏrrkh al-Rusul wa aJ~Multik 232; Richard Bell,
Introduction to the Qur}tin (Edinbmgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1958) 119-21; al-Najjar. Q;~ aJ
Anbiya7 49.
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2. ReconstructingtheMytbs

As in the case of (Ad, we find exact names and places, extraordinary events, and

detailed information on the miraculous acts of a prophet in connection with Thamûd in

qi§a$ and t;iiikh works. Their mention of particular traditions in these works later

influenced classical exegetes in their interpretions of the verses of the Qur>an conceming

Tham.üd. We find some exegetes, such as al-Tabaii, Ibn KathIr, Fakhr al-Oin al-Raii, al-

Zamakhsharl, al-Taba.rs1, etc., citing more or less these qi§a$ and tarikh works.

According ta al-KisiJi, al-Tabari, and Ibn Katlùr, as well as many other classical

scholars, Tham.ûd41 were a great tribe. Al-IGsiJi says that they lived in al-lfijr between

I-Jijiz and Syria, and near Wadi al-Quri. Their high level of civilization is stressed by al-

KisiJi. who says that their houses were carved out of the mountains (each a hundred

cubits long and deep) and covered with iron plates and riveted with. brass nails.42 Under

a king called Janda( ibn (Amr ibn al-Qayl,43 worshipped a huge idol, surrounded by

many other idols. ~ts father, Kanü4 ibn CUbayd, was consecrated to serve the idoL44

Once, when the people had gathered to worship the idol, an extraordinary and

miraculous event is said to have occurred: ~'s seed moved in bis father's loins and

emitted a blinding light45 A voice read out the words of Q. 34: 49, Kanii4 bowed to the

41 Al-Raii and al-zamakhshâii give an account of the genealogy of Tbamüd as follows: Tbamiid ibn (Abir
ibn Iram ibn sam ibn Niitl- See al-ZamaJcbsban,. al-Kashshtij, vol. 2, 70; al-Razl, Mafah7, vol. 12, 161; al
Na.ijar,Q~ al-Anbiya"J 58.
42 Al-Kisa)~The Ta/es 118; idem, Qi~ al-Anbiya7 110; al-Tabaii, The History 42; ide~ Ttirl1ch a/-Rusu/
wa al-Mullik, vol. 1, 227.
43 Or Janda< ibn <Amr ibn Jawis; see al-Thaqabï, Qi~al-Anb;ya"J 47.
44 It was said t.bat he is CUbayd ibn <Asir ibn Masïkh ibn (Ubayd ibn iji4ic ibn Thamiid ibn 1Ji4ir ibn Aram
ibn sam ibn ~uI;t or (Asir ibn Kamashij ibn Iram ibn ThamUd ibn :ijj4ir ibn sam ibn ~uh. See Ibn Kattiir,
Çli~a.r 120; al-ThaCIabl, Qi~ a/-Anbiya"J 46; al-Rawandï. Qi~ a/-Anbiya? 95.
4 Stetkevych observes the symbolical simiJarities between ~8liJ;l's story and tbat ofMlIl)ammad recorded in
the. sfrah of Ibn Hishâm. In bath cases a ligbt shone forth. during their mothers' conceiving, then
disappeared when bath were hom. See Jaroslav Stetkevych, MulJammad and the Go/den Bough:
Reconstructing Arabian Myth (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1996) 117, nOle 6; Ibn Hisham, A/
Sfrah al-Nabawfyah, 005.M~ al-Saqqa, lbr3Iiim al-Abyid and (Abd al-~ Slubfi, voL 1 ( Beirut:
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great idol, which then said, "0 Kanül), in your loins is a prophet The earth is

illuminated by the light ofyour seed. ft The ido! toppled over on its face and its crown fell

to the ground. The king Janda( heard of this, and ordered someone to kill I<anüQ, but the

plan failed when the would-be killer was struck blind. Cod furthermore ordered an

angel to take Kan~ away ta sleep in Wadi al-Ashjar,46 where he slept for a hundred

years.

Kanü1:l awolœ when bis wife RaWIItO finally found him. Rawm was guided by a

raven. Convinced that her husband still lived, she traveled with the bird and found

KanüJ:.t. Alter their union, Rawm conceived~. Kan~ died before Rawm retumed to

al-Jiijr.~ was barn on a Friqiy of (AshÜ1'a") (month of MuiJarram).

When~ was forty, Cod sent Jibri.l to appoint him. as a prophet, and to calI

Thamiid to worship Gad and abandon their idols. After a hundred years of trying to

convince titis people, during all of which time they still defied him, he escaped to a cave

and slept for forty years. Afterwards,~ retumed to call bis people but the rest of

Thamüd remained unbe1ievers, and even challenged~ to produce a very specifie

type of she-camel as a miracle.48

According ta al-Kisâ)l, after $âl:il}'s performance of two rakaJahs of prayer,49 the

rock began to shake and tremble. The birth of the she-camelso from the rock was like the

Dar ibn Katliir. [n.d)) 158. Another sigoificant parallel is that both Mnl)ammad's father (Abd AUah and
saIih's father Kanüh dieel before bath were bom
46 There is a parallél between the staries of~ and the companions of the cave (A.~aD al-KahfJ in Q.
18: 9-26. See Stetkevych,Mul}ammad and the Go/den 117, note 7.
47 Her name was also said Raghua, see~ Is/amic Legends 67.
48 Al-KislJi, The Tales 118-22; idem, Qi~ a/-Anbiya7 113-4; Knappert, Islamic Legends 69. Ibn Katliir
reports that after God sent the shcxamel to them, tbeœ were many believers, including Janda( ibn (Amr
ibn MuJ;Iallah ibn Labïd ibn Iawis. There were also many demands as to what kind of she-camel was
needed, nx:alling to the account of the baqarah (cow) in Q. 2, and the demanded impossible requests made
bl the Banü Isra>ïl ofMüsi that led to 50 much trouble.
4 See also al-Riii, Maftih1], vol. 12, 162. Ibn Katliir aIso confirms the prayer of ~ilil).but does not mention
two rakaCahs, see Ibn Katliir, Qi~ 126.
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baby from his mother, but was surrounded by miraculous events, such as the sounds of

thunder and birds gathering around her, and Jibrll's rubbing of her beUy to de1iver an

identical kid. Al-Tabari. and especially al-Kiséi)"i, while citing Q. 26: 155, add the further

detail that the she<amel was to drink water from the well on one day, while on the

altemate day it was the people's turn. On the days when it was the she-camel's tum, the

people were to drink her milk. Al-IGs8:Ji reported that the milk irritated unbelievers but

nourished believers, while al-Tabari. informs us that the people broke this arrangement

by hamstringing the animal and keeping her away from the weil sa that she could not

drink from it

There was a woman of Thamûd named ~diiqah bint al-Mul.tayyas1 who agreed

to marry M~ddi( ibn MuJ:.tarrij on the condition that he slay the she-camelof~.The

same was the case with CUnayzah hint CUmayrahS2 who went to Qidâr ibn saIif,53 and

told mm that she would let him. marry her daughter on the condition that he kill the she-

carneL Qidar and MID?éldcli(54 formed a conspiracy with seven other men. Al-KïsiJi gives

this account in commenting on Q. 27: 48. The nille people were together responsible for

slaying the she-camel55

50 The sbe-camel was aIso called Bint al-Th3bitah (daughter of steadfast); see~ Islamic Legends
69.
51 ~adüqah bint al-Mu{Iayyi ibn Zubayr ibn al-Mukhtir, see Ibn Katlür, Qi~ 127. She was also called
Sadüfah, see Knappert, Islamic Legends 71. Al-Tba(labï caIls ber~ bint al-Muhayya ibn Mahr, Qi~
al-AnbiyaJ 48.
52 CUnayzah bint Ghunaym ibn Mujl3z, see Ibn Katliir, Qi~ 127, or CUnayzah bint Ghanïm ibn MnkhalJad
(with hernickname Umm Gban3m), see al-ThaClabï, Qi~ al-Anb;yaJ 48.
S3 Ibn Kathïr gives a more complete genealogy ofQidir, he is Qid3r ibn saIif ibn Jundac, see Ibn Kathïr~
Qi~~ 127. He was aIso called Ibn Qudayrah, see Knappert, Islamic Legends 71.
54 He isM~C ibnM~j; see al-ThaClabl, Qi~ a/-AnbiyâJ 49.
S5 Al-Kisi'ï, The Tales 124-5; idem, Qi~ a/-AnbiyaJ 117-8; it is aIso said that Qidar and M~ddiCgot
dnmk: befme killing the~I; see al-TbaCIabï, Qi-1D! al-AnbiytiJ 49. According to al-ThaCIabï, the day
ofkilling was Wednesda.y, on lbursday their faces becam.e yellow, Fri4iY red, and Saturday black, while
Suoday marlceit the begiIming of the "scream"; sec al-TbaClabi, Q~ 50. Al-Tabaii gives a different
account of the killers of the she-camel. There were two shaykhs, one with a son and another a daughter.
These two married, and had a son who was later to lead the conspiracy with other eight unrepentant
evildoers to kill the she-cameL This extraordinary son, as al-Tabaii descn"bes Iùm grew so fast and strong
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According ta al-Kisi>l, the first day after the killing saw the blood of the she-

came! bubble up from every place. Next, the faces of people changed to yellow. Rather

than make them regret their sin, it merely encouraged them ta accuse~ of shortening

their lives. Theyeven threatened ta kill ~~ hïmseH. When the rune evildoers were

killed mysteriously, the rest of Thamüd supposed that~ was responstble. They

chased~ into bis mosque in order ta kiIl hint, but they failed. to find him. The next

punishment was that their faces turned red. Finally, on the third day their faces became

as black as coaL On the fourth day, Jibr1l commanded. Malik to send sparks from beneath

the earth to destroy the houses and palaces of Thamüd. Theo, Jibr1l himseH spread bis

wrathful wings ta destroy Thamüd's dwellings. Jibrll screamed, and there appeared

black clouds that changed. to tire. Finally, by the seventh day, everything had been

reduced ta ashes.~ and bis followers were saved. by Gad and went ta Palestine,

• where bis grave is said ta he located.S6

3. Demythologyzing ThamüdS7

Westem scholars have concentrated. on verifying the historicity of Thamüd, just

as they have CAd's, especially by tracing the parallels between modem findings and

Thamüd's depiction in the Qur>an and in the classical Islamic literature. Sorne have tried

to identify the Qur>amc Thamüd with a race known to Ptolemyand Pliny, as Thamudaei

•
that it was no surprise that he was chosen as a leader. Al-T~ The History 42-3; Ttin1ch a/-Rusu/ wa al
Mu/üJc. vol. 1,229.
56 Al-KisaJI, The Tales 124-6; idem, Qi~ a/-Anbiya7 119. Bath al-Tabarl and al-1baClabl mention that
~ died al Mecca; see Al-TabaiL The History 47; idem, Ttirikh al-Rusul wa al-Mulûk. vol. 1, 232; al
ThaCJabl, Qi~al-Anbiya"J 50.
51 The title of this section echoes that of Stetkevych in bis MulJammad and the Go/den Bough 57.
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or Thamudenes who dwelled in Domatha and Hegra.58 These two places are

approximately located in Durnat al-Jandal in Jawf and al-fJijr between I-Jijaz and al-

CAli.59 Among the Most recent scholars to have studied this is Jaroslov 5tetkevych. His

intention in looking at Thamiid is not only in order to trace their historicity but to

discover their symbolic meaning from a mythological pelspective. His demythologizing

of Thamiid is helpful in distinguishing reality from fancy in the tale, for he successfully

identifies its relationship with historical reality. The reJationship between the I-fijr of

Thamud and Petra of the Nabateans60 is aIso discussed. The tragedy of the killing of the

she-camel which caused the destruction of the people of I-Jijr as punishment from Gad,

recorded. as myth, bas a parallei with the fall of the attested historical Petra. Alter the

Caravan Empire collapsed, a process of bedouinization aIso took place in the area of al-

~ijr. With the faIl of Petra and the sovereignty of Rome (AD. 106), Tham:ud became part

• of the Roman Empire. However, the process of mythologizing of the tragedy of killing

the she-camel of Thamiid has aImest nothing to do with the fall of Petra, except that it

may represent an attempt to record the real Thamiïd as a myth. Myth, while based in

reality, is different from thatreality.61

•

58 For Thamudenes who Iived in Domatha and Hegra, sec also A.. Kammerer, Petra et la Nabatène (paris:
Librairie Orientaliste Paul GeutImer, 1929) 529. Kammerer aIso shows four inscriptions caUed Médaïn
SaIih in bis Petra et la Nabatène: At/as (paris: Librairie Orientaliste Paul Geuthner, 1930)143-5.
S9 Sec H. H. Brau,~"Er, vol. 4: 2, 736.
60 For the basic history ofPetra see A.. Kammerer, Pétra et la Nahatène; Sir Alexander Kennedy. Petra: Us
History and Monuments (London: Country Life, 1925); Nelson Glueck, Deities and Do/phins: The Story of
the Nahatean (New York: Strauss and Giroux, 1965); Peter J. Parr, "A Sequence ofPottery from Pe~" in
Nem- Eastern Arhaelogy in the Twentieth Century: Essays in Hanor of Nelson Glueck, ed. James A..
Sanders (New York: Doubleday and Company, 1970) 348-9.
61 Stetkevych, Mul]ammad and the Go/den &ugh 66-7. He aIso cites sorne important sources among them
Alfred von Kraemer. KIaemer says that the Petra of Tbamüd feU due to war, not to punishment by God as
told by the Qur>an; see bis Über die siidarahische Sage (Leipzig: F. A.. Brockhaus. 1866) 17-9; about
Thamüd's economy, see M. Rostovtzeff: Caravan Cilies, trans. O. and T. Talbot Rice (Oxford: The
Clarendon Press, 1932) 50. However, there was a tribe called the Banü $ilih who wandered in Mt Sinaï
and Egypt, according to Irfin ShaIiid. Il is possible that they were the remnants ofTharmïd See Byzantium
and the Arabs in the Fourth Century (Washington, D.C.: Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and
Collection, (984) 385.
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• 4. Retuming the tale ta ils Qur)inic Context

The case ofThamûd in modem exegesis is not sa very different from that of (Ad.

Modern exegesis in treati.."1g Thamüd attempts ta deconstruct the myth in classical

literature and, in response ta the Western logical approach, is a synthesis, reconciling the

Qur>in and logic. MuJ::tammad <Abduh's consistency in using Thamûd as a lesson for

Muslims of today is inte.testillg. Following bis principle of emphasizing the moral

significance of the story, he provides a very brief and logical interpretation, as he does

with <Ad. ln commenting on Q. 89: 9,62 (Abduh states that this tnbe included Many

béiJidah Arabs. For~ however, the question of correctness of the genealogy provided

by bis predecessors for Thamûd is not important, since Thamûd were a well-known

Arab tribe like <Ad.63 Far more significant was the tradition that Thamûd possessed

• strong physiques and minds, since they had the ability to build rock houses in valleys

and dams for agricultural purposes. This indicates that Thamüd were as well-developed

as (Ad.

Raslùd Riga comments on Thamûd in bis Tafsir aJ-Manar when discussing Q.

Il: 60, 96, 7: 72, 9: 71. In reference ta Q. 7: 72 especially, there is discussion of the

genealogy of Thamûd and ~, 60t whereas in bis interpretation of Q. Il: 61-3, it is

mentioned that $ilil). was the second prophet of Arabia. But, as always it is stressed that

•
62 Mnfytmmad CAbduh, Taftrr AI-QurJàn al-Karim 79.
63 "Thamüd was a tribe of ba-(;dah Arabs descended ftom Katlùr (called Jâthir in the Tawrat) ibn Aram ibn
sam. Iram is known as Aram in the Torah. Whether or not the genealogy is correct. the most important
thing was that this tribe is known to Arabs including the raet that they lived in ijijr between Syria and
fJijaz."
64 Rashïd Ri4â, TafsTr aJ-Manar, 8, 501.
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the ultimate pu.rpose of mentioning such a fact is to extract the lesson, and nothing

more.6S

Al-Marâglù, although obviously influenced by CAbduh in that he mes to extract

the lesson behind the tale of Thamüd, still provides the genealogy of Thamud in bis

interpretation of Q. 7: 73-9.66 However, he stops short of providing any extraordinary

tales relating to Thamud, details on the story of the she<amel and anyextraordinary

events relating to this narrative, something that al-rabaii and other dassical exegetes

did, thus, avoiding details and emphasizing the moral-and therefore Qur>in.ic-sense

of the tale appears ta he the trend.

Hint al-shâJP's concern ta make the Qur>an speak for itself on Thamüd

represents one of her ManY important contributions ta modern exegesis. As she does in

the case of the cAd, Bint al-5hâJP relies on the other verses of the Qur)an for

explanation, allowing no other details extemal to the Qur)an to he considered.

Moreover, she rejects information fumished by previous interpreters. One such

interpreter held that Tham.ud was a strong race of men who built 1700 rock houses in the

valley where they dwelled, while another claimed that they built a dam by which they

redirected water in that valley. For Bint Sha~P, Thamud were simply an Arab ba7idah

tribe, as CAbduh said, who lived at the timeof~, after CAd's generation.67

65 Rashïd Ri4i. TafsFr a/-Manar., 12, 120-1. We have neglected to mention Darwazah and Kbalaf All8h
among the modem exegetes discussed in tJris section simply because there is consideralbe simiJarity
between their tteatment of'Ibamiid and the situation involving <Ad.
66 Al-Maragta Tajsfraf-MartÏghf. 8, 197.
67 <A)isbah (Abd al-Ral;un3n, Al-Tafslr a/-Baya;,ll, 143-4.
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C. The Search for Significance in the Exegetical Context

Every generation, indeed even every person, has a unique interpretation of the

Qurlan. Given various interpretations of (Ad and Thamiïd offered by different scholars

depending on their time and location, we may weIl understand Gadamer's statement

that:

Every age has ta understand a transmitted text in ils own way, for the text
belongs to the whole tradition whose content interests the age and in which it
seeks to understand itself. The real meaning of a text, as it speaks to the
interpreter, does not depend on the contingencies of the author and bis original
audience. It certainly is not identical with them, for it is aJways co-determined
also by the historicaJsituation of the interpreter and hence by the totality of the
objective course ofhistOry.68 [italics mine]

AIso in looking al the many interpretations offered by both Muslim. and non-Muslim

scholars, dassical and modem, we may raise the question, as Stetkevych does, "Whose

point of a view is thus represented?"69 The likely answer is that they represent their own

• time and place, which is "co-determ.ined aIso by the [or theirJ historical situation." In

other words, interpretation represents at least the interpreter himself, his own

generation, class, society, etc. This includes bis world view, mode of thought, language,

Ievel of culture and civilization, and even tradition. Muslim. scholars of cIassical times,

modem Western scholars, and modem Muslim exegetes all represent their own times.

They offer interpretations that differ even as they base themselves on different points of

view, different times and different places. The key ta understanding these differences is

the historical situation bridging the reader and the text. Since then, the interpretation is

very significant for each interpreter for it expresses bis own historical situation wnich

•
68 Hans-Georg Gadamer. Truth andMethod. trans. Joel Weinsheimer and Donald G. Marshall. 200 revised
ed. (New York: Continuum., 1997) 296.
69 Stetkevyc~MulJammad and the Golden Bough 58.
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differs from others. This leads us to the question of what significance the tale of (Ad and

Thamiid holds for each individual

In studying these differences of interpretation, the dialectieal process underlying

them aIso emerges, since besides speaking for a specifie tinte and place, they aIso

respond to previous generations. Taking as our model the interpretation of CAd and

Thamiid, the following dialectical process MaY he observed. Al-Taban and other

cIassieal schoIars read the incomplete CAd and Thamiid narrative in the Qur)in, then

supply more complete versions. To do 50, they had to eonsult other sources, such as

israJiDya~myths.This was responded to by modem Western scholars who claimed that

the former presented merely legends, myths and irrational material. For Western

scholars, these were insufficient evidenee for CAdis existence and the historicity of

Thamiid. These scholars, influeneed by their civilizational values of logic and science,

traced the historical background of these tribes by searching for any parallel in the

sources. These two approaches are synthesized. in the Methodologies of modem Muslim

exegetes, such as CAbduh, Izzat Darwazah, Rashld Riqi and Bint al-Shiti). For they are

critieal of bath classical Muslim scholarship and the use of modem Westem logic. In

their eyes, classical Muslim. scholars offered merely isr;iJiliyai; while Western scholars

showed a concem for the historicity of narrative, their concem was with the issue of

whether or not the myths originated in the Qur>an. In other words, the question of

whether information was Qur>amc or not is very much stressed.70 Their project was to

70 Rash1d Ri4i is particuIarly critical ofKaCb al-AQbir for having transmïtted isra7 l1fytit tales in a number
of traditions; making the reliabllity of this rtiw[ doubtfuI. See bis debate with (Abd al-RalJman al
Jumjumânî recorded by JuynbolL which later was continued by Abü Rayyih. In sho~ RasJiid Ri4à defends
bis point ofview rejecting isra"J,1fytiJ elements; see Juynbolly The Atuthenticity ofthe Tradition Literature
121-138.
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cleanse the interpretation of the Qur>an from outside elements, the culmination of this

being Bint al-5hi~)'scall ta retum the narrative of (Ad and Thamüd ta the Qur>an itself.

However, it may he countered that ta interpret the staries of (Ad and Thamüd by

tracing their historidty, as mest modern Westem scholars do, is ta deny their

significance, especially if at the same time we ignore the information provided by

cIassical Muslim exegetes or fail ta take it into account, as modem Muslim exegetes do

out of desire to purge staries of israJiDyat and non-Qur>amc elements. By simplifying

the tales, we lose much of the essential meaning of these myths for classical exegetes. Of

course, it is true that much of this ma1erial is difficult ta accept as correct historical

information. The basic difference is that:

Myth is a narrative of origins, taking place in a primordial tinte, a time other than
that of everyday reality; history is a narrative of recent events, extending
progressively to include events that are further in the past but that are,
nonetheless, situated in human time.71

N onetheless, myth becomes "paradigmatic for the society in which that myth is

operative."72 Accordingly, we will Iose sight of the significance of (Ad and Thamüd as a

myth for al-Taban and other cIassical Muslim scholars, should we ignore them. We will

in fact lose the bridge connecting the reader and the text. What was the historical

motivation that drave al-'{aban and others to retell the staries and mythologize them.

Moreover, the answer ta the question "Whose point of view is thus represented?" is

impossible. By ignoring what al-Tabaii, al-ThaClabl, al-IGsâ>l and others say, data is lost,

especially their representation of their own time and society. We may find ather

meanings behind what the myths say. Stetkevych's research iota the meaning of the

myth of Thamüd, for example, shows that the story of the she-camel of Thamud has a

71 Paul Ricoeur, "Myth and History." in ER. vol. 10. 273; Eliade, Myth andReality 13 .
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parallel in the theory of totem and taboo of the classical Arabs. For the she-camel had a

very important role in their everyday life, such that it would have been taboo to kill or

even to hamstring this animal. As a result, the destruction of the I1ijr of Thamud may be

seen as the consequence of breaking a taboo.73 AIso, as Suzanne 5tetkevych observes, the

slaying of a camel is aIso found in the story of the war between the tribes of Bakr and

TaghIib during the pre-Islamic era.74

Unlike Stetlœvych,. who compares the myth of Thamud with stories contained in

the Golden Bough of Frazier7S and in the epic of Gilgamesh,76 we will restrict ourselves

ta a comparison between Thamud and (Ad. In 50 doing, one may be able to discover

what it was that they represented for the Arabs. Most classical Muslim scholars whether

exegetes or autholS of qi{;a~ works, provide genealogies for the characters in their

respective versions of <Ad and Thamüd stories. This establishes a patemai linkage,

extending for into the past, and providing a soIid tradition. As with many other stories

72 Bernard F. Batto, Slaying the Dragon: Mythmaking in the Biblical Tradition (Louisville: Westminster,
1992) 123; aIso quoted by Stetlœvych in bis MuI:!ammad and the Golden Bough 17.
73 Stetkevyeh is also conœmed with the IOle of the camel in Ambie pre-Islamie poetry and how the camel
comes to have more than one tbousand names; sec~ "Name and Epitbet: The Philology and Semiotics of
Aoimal Nomenclature in Early Arabie PoetIy- Journal ofNear Eastern Studies 45~ 2 (1986) 112-25. Sec
aIso Suzanne PincIœey StetkeYych's interpretation of the sIaying of the sbe--came1 by Tbamüd, The Mute
lmmorta/s Speak: Pre-Is/amie Poetry and the Poencs ofRitua/ (New York:: Comell University Press, 1993)
28-29; Stetkevych, MuJ]ammad and the Go/den Bough 133. It is quite reasonable that the she-camel served
as a totem, for "the sacriJege produœs death automatically" as the destruction of ThamUd occurred. Emile
Durkheim, The Elementary Forms ofthe Religious Lijë, trans. Joseph Ward Swaîn (New York: Free Press,
1965) 150-1; Sigmund Freud, Totem and Taboo: Resemblances between the Psychic lives ofSavages and
Neurotics, trans. A A. Brill (New York: Vmtage Book, 1946) 39.
74 Suzanne Pinckney Stetkevyc~ The Mute Immortals Speak 207-10; 1. Stetkevy~ Mul]ammad and the
Golden Bough 7. It starts with the slaying of a sbe-camel called Basüs of Bakr and goes to describe the
revenge by the sJaying of Kulayb of Taghfib. The consequence of these slayings was that "the bloody
ftanicidal animosity continued for forty years."
15 Sir James Frazer, The Go/den Bough: A Study in Magie andRe/igion (Ware: Wodsworth, 1993).
16 For the story ofthe heroie Sumerian figure Gilgamseb who slays the monstrous dragon, see~ for instance,
Samuel Noah Kramer, "The Epie of Gilgamesh and Its Sumerian Sources~Il Jouma/ of the American
Oriental Society 64 (1994) 7-23; Alexander Heide~ The Gilgamesh Epie and O/d Testament Para/lels
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1965); Bernard F. Batta, S/aying the Dragon: Mythmaking in
the Bib/ica/ Tradition; Benjamin Caleb Ray, "The Gilgamesh Epie: Myth and Meaning, If in Laurie L.
Patton and Wendy Doniger~ eds., Myth and Method (Charlottesville: University Press of Vuginia. 1996)
300-26.
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in the qi$a~ aImost all characters have a patemal genealogy extending back from the

sons of Adam. to M~ad.77AIso, we encounter frequent attempts at assigning

numbers or quantities, the most common of these being three, seven, forty, seventy and

hundred. These numbers appear &equently in these two tales. Gad did not send rain to

CAd for three years. The number of people in the Ad's delegation was seventy, while the

known names were seven. Hüd and~ were both appointed by God as His

messenger at the age of forty. The physical height of CAd members reached seventy

dhir;i(s. I<anül.t slept in the cave for a hundred years, and~ for forty. The number of

evildoers among Thamüd was seven, before the addition of Qidir ibn Silif and

~dda( ibnM~j who made it nine. The length of time separating of the killing

the she-camel from the punishment meted out to Thamüd was three days, the same

number as the colors that appeared. on the faces of Thamùd mem.bers, and the same

• number of cloud colors (red, white and black) that presaged CAdis destruction.

There are ManY more simiIarities just in comparing the tales of cAd and Tham.üd.

The major ones are that bath Htid and~~ are prophets of Gad, and that in the q~~of

al-ICisiJi especially, Jibr1l is always presented as a Mediator not only of revelation

(~y) but also of the destruction of bath CAd and Thamüd. Other similarities include

God's intervention in the lives of bath tribes, the stubbornness of bath tribes, God's

miracles performed through His prophets, the persistence of both tribes in disbeIief, and

finally the fact that they suffered extraordinary punishments.78 There are aIso parallels

•
77 A1-Kisa>i, al-ThaClabï and Ibn Katlùr aIl COYer the stories of the prophets from Adam to <Ïsa in their
qi~~ wbile the Prophet MuJyumnad's life is recorded in sfrah works such as that of Ibn Hishâm. The most
complete version is al-Tabaii's Tarikh telling from the creation of the world and Adam and continues
through ta bis own time. For one thing., note the simiJarity in which they present the genea10gy of the
charaeters.
78 Extraordinary events are the most important component ofboth tales and myths~ incIuding good and evi1
figures, punishment and supematuraI vietOlY of the tmth. Also sacred pJaces~ liIœ the masque of ~iIql, the
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between these two tales and the other tales in the~ and even the Sirah of the

Prophet Mul:tammad. The pattern of the victory of prophets over deniers of truth is seen

throughout the stories in qi{;a$ and sirah works. Thus, in the taIe of Thamüd,~ seems

to represent the Prophet MuI:tammad himself,79 as does Hüd.

In the classical tradition, typified by al-Thaqabi, the complete version of the

stories is st:œssed. Although the legends of (Ad and Thamiid are purely Arabic and are

not derived from Jewish-Christian tradition,80 later developments of the complete

version made contact with outside sources unavoidable.81 One example of titis is the fact

that the names in the genealogy of the characters are familiar from Biblical tradition, as

(Abduh himself admits in his Tafsir of luz (Amma. In commenting on Q. 89: 6-10, he

explains that the tribe of IGîthir mentioned as one of the ancestors of (Ad are the Jathir of

the Did Testament, just as the Iram are the Arim of the Did Testament82

Representations of certain classes in the myth may also he recognized. For

exampIe, at the end of the story of (Ad there is contradictory information about a

mysterious grave. This was claimed ta he bath that of Hüd and of King Shaddid.S3 The

time factor is aIso contradictory, although not widely 50, with one being placed in the

tinte of (Ali and the other in that of Mu(awiyah. Although the two contradict each other,

mountain and cave of~ are clear cbaracteristics and style of myth. See, Kees W. BoUe "Myth: an
Overview" in ER, vol. 10, 264-5; Mirœa Eliade, Myth andReality (New York: Harper Torchbooks, ) 5-8.
79 Stetkevych, MulJammad and the Golden Bough 33 and especially 124.
80 Most propbets' names in Islam, as weil as their staries, have parallels with Haggada of Jewish tradition;
see Benhard Helier, "The Relation orthe Aggada to Islamic Legends" The Moslem World, 24 (1934) 281-6;
idem, "Légendes Bibliques" 86-107.
81 This is expressed in such words as the foUowing: "[The] reciprocal influence of the Aggada upon Islam
naturaIly finds ils origin Iater, just as does the influence of the Aggada upon the Church." See HelIer, "The
Relation" 281. One attempt at comparing the figure in IsJamic tradition and that of Judaism is by Jacob
Lassner, Demonizing the Queen ofSheba; Boum/aries ofGender and Culture in Postbiblical Judaism and
Medieval Islam (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1993); Yoram Erder, "1be Origin of the Marne
of IdOs in the Qur)in: A Study of the Influence of Qumran Literature on Early Islam'" JOllma/ ofNear
Eastern Studies 49 (Ocoter 1990) 339-50.
82 MlIl}ammad (Abdub, TafsFr al-QurJtÜI al-Karfm 79.
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they also have parallel aspects. Both quotations above (on page 5-6) contain the

statement of the unity of God, Islam, the prophethood of MulJammad, the fate of

evildoers and the victory of truth, namely, the prophet Hild. Both (Ali and Mucawiyah

Iived in Islamic tintes, and both societies were under Islamic govemments. Thus they

might aIso represent the political sovereignty of Islam.84

WhiIe the existence of (Ad may he discounted on account of the absence of

material evidence (as F. R. Buhl and WeUhausen point out), the belief that (Ad existed

cannat he ignored.. At the time of the Prophel, at least, the story of (Ad, as al-Taban and

others reported it, was weIl known. It is impossible te daim, therefore, that the (Ad

motif only appeared for the first time when the Qurlin was revealed. The Qur>an, after

aa responded to the circumstances of the tinte and place of the revelation in assigning

them another meaning, a religious one. Al-Tabarl, al-KisiJi and others took the text of

the Qur>an, and by reenacting and œ-interpreting il, uncovered. the identity of (Ad. This

action involved a complex process. Their interpretation aIso reflects their respective

limes and places. Our task is not to raise the question "what is true?" but "what have

societies, civilizations, communities found necessary to point to and preserve as

centrally valid for their entire existence?"&5

Given the immensity of such a task, we will restrict owselves to the significance

these stories held for Sayyid Qu~ alone. Sayyid Qu~, living his own time and place,

83 For more on Shadd3d see, for instance, A. P. Caussin de Perccval, Essai sur l'Histoire des Arabes (paris:
Librairie de FiImin Difot Frères, 1847) 14~.
&4 We may speculate on wbether the story is true. It is very likely that a man saw the grave, but he couId not
read the inscription sinee it \VaS not in Arabie, but in Indian, which in this instance stands for a foreign
language of some kind. l'hus, fmm bis paspective he specuJ.ated tbat the letters read "80 and 80." His
~onon the letter suggests representation ofhis "bistorical situation.," on Islam.
8 Balle, "Myth; An Overview" 262-3. " it [myth] expresses, enhances, and exxtjfies belief; it safeguards
and enforces morality.. .it is not an idle tale, but a haId-worked active force; it is not an intellectual
explanation or an artistie imagery, but a pragmatie charter of primitive faith and moral wisdom." See
Eliade, Myth andReality 20.
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a1so had the right to interpret the (Ad and Thamud narratives in the Qur>an, not only as

a response to the intelpretation of (Ad and Thamud by bis predecesSOIS, but also as a

reflection ofbis own persona! experience. Thus, our task will he ta relate these narratives

to Qu~'s life, and to seek out the significance of (Ad and Thamüd for Qu~. There is a

reciprocal connedion between reading bis treatment of these narratives in Qu~IS tafsir,

Fi~a7al-QurJan, and to reading bis life. This is justified by Kenneth Cragg, who states

that "His whoJe biographycan he seen as a reading of the Qur>an, a commentary given

in a personality." 86 [italics mine]

o. Connecting the Narratives to Qu""s LUe

1became a newbom in 1951.

Sayrid Qutb.tr7

1. A BriefSIœtch ofQu~'s Life

Much has been written over the years, telling of the tragic, unique and inspiring

life of Sayyid Qu~ Ibrilùm I-Jusayn al-Shidhill.88 For this reason, this chapter will

86 Kenneth Ctag& The Pen and the Faith: Eight Modem Muslim Writers and the QurJan (London: George
Allen and Unwin. 1985) 70.
87 Quoted from (AdiI IJam~ Sayyid Qu.tb 100; according ta Hamüdah this sentence was omitted by
QuJb in bis LimtiiIha A Cdamùilfin 1965.
88 See Qu~'s autobiography, fifl min al-Qaryah (Beirut: Dar al-IPJcmab, [n.d.]); MlIl)ammad Tawfiq
Barakat. Sayyid Qol;b, Khu/tiyat lfaft:ztih wa Minhtijuhfl al-lfarakah, al-Naqd aJ-Muwajjah I/ayh (Beirot:
Dar al-Da(wah, 1977); CAdilHam~ Sayyid Qu.tb. Min al-Qaryah i/Oal-Mishnaqah: TalJqfq WaqaQqf,
3nf ed. (Caire: Smi li-al-Nashr, 1990); (Abd al-Baqï MuJ:larnm;vl~ Sayyid Qu.tb: lfaytiiuh wa
Adtihuh (Cairo: Dar al-Wafii, 1986); Shahrough. Ahkbavi, "~, Sayyid." in EM/W 400-4; Ahmad S.
Monssali, Radicallslamic Fundamenta/ism: The lde%gica/ and Po/iticaJ Thought ofSayyid Qu.th, 2m cd.
(Beirut: American University ofBeimt, 1992);:Mhd Syahnan, "A Study ofSayyid ~'SQur)ânExegesis
in Earlier and Later Editions ofHis Ff?iJtiI al-QurJtiiI: With Specifie Reference to Selected Themes (MA.
thesis, McGill University, 1997) 7-15; Adnan A. Mllsallarn, "The Formative Stages of Sayyid QuJb's
Intellectual Career and His Emergence as an Islamie ])iCiya" (ph.D. Dissertation, University of Miehigan.
1983); idem. "Prelude to IsIamie Commitment: Sayyid ~'s Literary and Spiritual Orientation, 1932
1938," The Mus/im World 80 (July-ûctober 1990): 177-89; idem.. "Sayyid QuJb and Social Justice. 1945
1948" Journal ofIslamic Studies 4 (Ianuary 1993) 56; Yvonne Y. Haddad. "Sayyid Qulb: Ideologue of
IsIamie Revival," Middle EastJournal 37 (1983): 14-29; John Calvert, "Discourse, Community and Power:
Sayyid Qu1b and the IsIamie Movement in Egypt" (Ph.D. dissertatio~ McGill University, 1993); $aIâl}.
(Abd al-Fa~ al-Kh3Iidi, Sayyid Qu.tb: al-Shtihid al-lfayy (Amman: Maktab al-Aq~ 1981); William E.
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confine itself te presenting a vezy brief summary of bis career. This journalist,. poet,

literary critic, ideologue of the !khwaÎl al-Muslimtin (Muslim Brethern), revolutionary,

Egyptian MusIim martyr, and last but not leas1;. Qur>8n:ic exegete, was born. in 1906 in

the village of Müsha~ located on the west bank of the Nile in the district of Asyüt, 235

miles south of Cairo. He died as a martyr on December '19, 1966, executed by the

Egyptian govemment

Qutb, a proIific writer, produced about 39 books in addition to scores of articles,

according ta Moussalli's list Many of these works have been translated and studied by

others.89 In bis earlier works Qu~ dealt with literary studies, including poetry, fiction,

and literary criticism (written between 1933-1948). Alter 1948, however, Qu~ shifted

from literature to general analysis of political and social issues, viewing these from the

angle of Islam. This colored bis next phase of writing. A]-(Adalah al-IjtiouiCiyah fi aJ-

Islam, may represent this new interest. Finally, in bis laie intellectual phase, Qu~

adopted radical Islamic fundamentalism. This was between 1949 and 1966. Qu~'s mast

controversial work expressing this Iate radicalism and fundamentaIism is Ma(aIfm fiaJ

Tariq. Of bis three major works on the Qur>an, aJ-Ta~ aJ-Fannf fi aJ-QurJan,

Mashahid aJ-Qiyamah, and bis magnum opus Fi~a7 aJ-QurJa4 the fust two were

written during bis early period, and therefore reflect a more literary approach to the

subject Fi~a7al-QurJan, on the other hand, was a product of bis later career.

Shepard, Sayyid QUJb andIs/amic Activism: A Translation and Critica/ Ana/ysis ofSocia/ Justice in Islam
(Leiden: E.J. BrilI, 1996); M M Siddiqui, ftAn Outline of Sayyed Qut'bs Life," in the translation ofQuJb's
Islam and Universal Peaœ, (Indianapolis: American Trust Publications, 1977) ix-xii;, Jane 1. Smith. An
Historical and Semantic Study of the Term 'Islam' as Seen in a Sequence of QurJa;, Commentaries
(Missoula: Scholars Press, 1975) 204-5.
89 For a list and. brief review of each book see Moussalli, Radical Is/amic 44-55. Calvert found QuJb's 18
articles inal-Risa1ah (1938-51), and many more in otherjoumals sueb as $aJ)(fat DQr a/-CUIIim (1939), al
Mus/imüir (1951-4), and al-Muqtafa7(1939); sec Calvert's "Discourse, Community and Power" 226.
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His career as an ideologue began when he joined the Wafd party in 1942

However, the most interesting experience in Qu~'s life, and one which was later on to

influence bis view of the West, was bis stay in the United States from 1948 to 1950,

during which period he witnessed Westem civilization at first hand. On his retum frOID

the United States he took a position as adviser ta the ministry of education. Three years

Iater, he took the momentous step of joining the Muslim. Brethren, a move which was to

cost him much, and which led ta repeated stays in jail After the weekly a/-fkhwan aJ-

Muslimzin was banned in 1954, the organization was dissolved too, and Qu~was jailed

until 1964 along with ManY of bis colleagues from the Muslim Brethren. Only eight

months after QUJb's release he was re-arrested together with. a number of other Ikhwan

members and bis brother and two SÎSters. The court passed a death sentence on Qu~ in

1966, which was eventually implemented despite calls for Mercy.

2. Two Opposite Poles

Qu~'s discourse is not a simple affair: Qu~'s intellectual development and the

various complicated influences in bis lite malœ it difficult ta reduce it to a formula.

However, his fundamentalism, radicalism and critical attitude are evident, and have

been noted by many scholars. Musallam remarks that from an early age Qu~was very

critical ofhis environment,. in all its intellectual dimensions, including literature, politics,

religïous tradition, and Qur)amc studies.90

90 Musallam , Formative Stages 87-111; Issa J. Boullata, Trends and Issues in Contemporary A rab Thought
(Albany: State University ofNew York Press, 1990) 58.
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His Fi~a7al-QurJartn (where he discusses the narrative of CAd and Thamiid) is

the fullestsynthesis ofQu~'s intellectual pe1spective, having been written after bis visit

ta the United States, and much of it even during bis traumatic imprisonment In short..

the work was completed after bis re-birth as quoted in our epigraph above.

ft is not my purpose to try ta simplify Qu1b's radicalism and oppositionaI stance,

especiallyas these are expressed in bis finest work, ~aJ. However, it is a fact that the

bulk of the latter was completed during bis prison days, an environment which clearly

contributed to bis psychological perspa.:tive while writing. Moussalli descnbes some of

the treatment he had to endure in the following passage:

It is reported that when military officers entered Qu~'s house to arrest~ he
was running a high fever. He was handcuffed. and talœn on foot Due to extreme
agony he was fainting and falling on the ground. Whenever he regained
consciousness the words ADah Akbar (Gad is mast Great) and JiJJ;ih aJ-1famd
(praise he to Cod), the slogans of the MusIim Brethren, would pass bis lips.
When he was sent to the military jail he came across Hamzah Basyuni,
commander of the jaiL at the gate and officers of the Intelligence Police. No
sooner had he stepped into the jail, than the jail staff beat and abused him for
two hours. A trained military dog was let loose at him, which, holding his thigh
with its jaws, dragged him back and forth. After this initial chastisement he was
taken to a cell where he was continuously interrogated for seven hours. On May
3rd, 1955 he was admitted to a military hospital, suffering from chest ailment,
cardiac weakness, and arthritis and various other dïseases.92

91 The histoIy of writing Fr?i/QJ is explained in Calvert's dissertation and retold in Syahnan's thesïs,. sec
Calvert, " Discourse,. CommmIity and Power" 193; Syahnan,. "A Study of Sayyid ~'s" 38-9. ft was in
Febmary 1952 that Qu""s interpretation first appeared in al-Mus/imriit, and il continued for seven issues.
The first published version ofFT?i1tiJ was brougbt out by Dar.q.yi) al-Kutub al-CArablyah fi CÏs3 al-Ifa.labï
in 1952-4, and consisted of sixteen volumes. Qu~ then wrote two more volumes in prison in 1954, then
twelve more in bis second inc::arceration. 1be thirty volumes were then published in 1959, and reprinted
with revisions of the first thirteen volumes in 1961. Sec aIso Y-usuf al-(~ Ra(fd a/-Fikr a/-/s/Oinf a/
MuCO#r. al-Shtihid Sayyid Qu.tb. Haytiiuh wa Madrasatuh was AÏhtiruh (lkirut: Dar al-Qa.1im.. 1980) 251;
Barak3t,. SayyidQu.tb 15 and 19. Fr ?i1a1 was published again by Dar fl.1ya) al-Kutub aI-CArablyah (30
vois. in 10),. and then a revised edition by Dar II}ya) al-Tmith al-CArabl in 1971 30 vols. in 8. It was
published again by Dar al-ShUIÜq in 6 vois. in 1973-4. This tbesis will use the Iast mentioned edition of 6
vols. reprinted by Daral-Shuriiq in 1988.
92 Moussalli, Radical /sJamic 34 and 62 fooblote 44; Khalidi,. Sayyid Qu.tb 145-7; Carré, "Le combat pour
Dieu et l'état islamique chez 5ayyid Qotb," Revue française de science politique 33 (1983) 681; Calvert,.
"Discourse, Comnumity" 198; Kepel Gilles,. Mus/im Extremism in Egypt: The Prophet and Pharaoh
(Berkeley: University ofCalifomia Press, 1984) 28-9; Syahnan, IfA Study ofSayyid QuJb's" 14.
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This severe experience could not have helped but increase Qu~'s radical criticism of

Egyptian society and especially its govemment at the Most mature stage of bis

intellectuallife.93 He characterized this set of conditions in bis Ma(âlim fi al-rariq, as

being that of an age of ignorance (j8hiliyah).94

Hence, ~aJ represents the culmination of Qu~'s intellectual journey in

literature, politics, criticism of Western civilization and bis environment and his re-

discovery of the Qur)an. Whether we designate mm as a poet, literary critic, ideologue,

joumalist, or even Qur)inic exegete, ~âl is representative of an these stages. We cao

find all these dimensions in this finest of bis works. It is nevertheless mostly a testament

to the radicalism of bis later years. Shepard observes, in describing Qu~'s ideological

shift, that Qu~ was a Muslim secularist in the 19305, then proponent of moderate

radical Islamism in the late 19405, and finally moved. ta extreme radical Islamism in the

last stage of bis life.95 Yvonne Haddad aIso recognizes this increasing radicalism on the

part of Qu~ after 1950. According ta her, in this period Qu~ was much influenced by

the radical writings of Mu.l.tammad Asad (formerly Leopold Weiss), (h. 1900-1993) and

Abü al-AClâ al-Mawdüdi (1903-1979).96 In the political arena, Qu~'s radicalism is shown

by bis joining the Muslim Brethren, an organization which was in direct conllict with

Jamil 1 Abd al-Na~irrs (1918-1970) regime. This radicalism was preserved in bis works,

especially 4flaI, where Qu~ expresses his dissatisfactioo. Since the narratives of (Ad

93 Ibrahim M Abu RabiC, Intel/ectua/ Origins 168; Emmanuel Sivan, Radical Islam 25-30.
94 Sayyid Qu~, Ma(a1imfi a/-Tanq, 121b ed. (Beirut: Dar al-Shuriiq, (988) 21; Yvonne Y. Haddad, "Sayyid
Qu1b: Ideologue of Islamic Revïval," in John L. Esposito, 00.. Voices ofResurgent Is/am (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1983); Leonard Binder, Islamic Libera/ism: A Critique ofthe Deve/opment ofIdeologies
(Chicago: University ofChicago Press, 1988) 179.
95 William Shepard, "The Development of the Thougbt of S3yyid Qu~ as Retlected in Earlier and Later
Editions of 'Social Justice'," Die Weil des Is/ams, 32 (1992) 20.
96 Yvonne Y. Haddad, "Sayyid QuJb: Ideologue" 70.
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and Thamüd are discussed in the ~aJ, these conditions inevitably affected bis

commentary on them.

Thus, QUJb's radicalism was bath theoretical and practical, whether in the

politica1 a.rena or in bis writings, and bath were related to each other. Therefore, the

relation between text and context, between the reality ofQu~'s life and what he himself

preserved. in his own writing, cannot he ignored. His everyday experience was

transferred into bis writings. Qu~'s text symbolizes bis own journey towards the truth.

4iJ;iJ, and of course its stance on (Ad and Thamüd narratives, is a witness to and an

expression ofQu~'s traumatic experiences. His language, style, and words are evocative

of bis life history, especially bis prison experiences.

The evolution of Qu""s literary critical perspective has been sketched by

MusaIlam. In bis literary criticism, beginning in the 19405, Musallam estimates, Qu~'s

critiques began ta take on a moral dimension. Qu~, for example, expressed bis

opposition ta singing and public bathing. This was ta lead to denunciations of Westem

civilization and aIl its attributes, especially ils philosophy and ethical trends, its various

ideological expressions including materialism, M~ capitalism, imperialism,

communism, socialism, secularism, and even Arab or Egyptian cooperation with the

West.'" Qutb even attacked France for its suppression of nationalism in Moracco, Syria,

Tunisia and Algeria. He also criticized Britain for ifs imposition of a Wafdist cabinet on

the Egyptian king by force of arms in February 1945. Later, his visit to the United States

led to a culmination in bis opposition towards the United States and Westem

91 This stance is found thmughout ~'s work, for instance in bis books Ma(Q1im~ al-CAdtildh, This
Religion of/siam (Delhi: Markazi Maktaba IsJami, 1974); Islam. The Religion ofthe Future (Delhi: Markzi
Maktaba Islami, 1974), etc.
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civilization, generally speaking.98QuJb's opposition ta Zionism, as pointe<! out by John

CalVert,99 and ils goal of creating an independent Jewish state in Palestine, was another

theme. He attacked the United States, especiallyover President Truman's support for

Jewish immigration to Palestine in 1946. Qu~'s opposition ta the president of Egypt,

JamaI (Abd al-Na~ is also worth noting. The difference between them was over their

competing visions of the nation, with Qu~ wanting an Islamic state, and President

Jamil. (Abd ~~ir a secular one. This later on caused. bitter eru!lity between th~ and

led ta the accusation of Qu~ and Muslim Brethren of forming a conspiracy ta kill the

president Qu""s denunciation of the JuIy 1954 Anglo-Egyptian Agreenlent on behalf of

the Muslim. Brethren meant direct defiance of N""~. Accused of terrorism and of trying

ta overthrow the govemment.. Qu~ and bis colleagues were thrown into jaiL100

AlI of this trenchant criticism, especially of the political and ideological variety,

may he seen as representing the negative pole of Qu~f~ thought; the positive one, on the

other hand, lies in bis concept of a true and ideal Islam. This dichotomy may he

formulated as jahillyah versus Islam, as righteousness versus evil. His physical suffering

while in prison, when he was engaged in finishing his 4ilal, MaY have sharpened these

two pales, making him. more critical or indined towards t!le negative one. Therefore,

the two pales of this dichotomy do not indude every phase of Qu~'s life, but they do

98 MusaIJam, "'The Formative Stages" 154-65; idem, "Sayyid~ and Social Justice" 68-9. For ~IS
attitude toward America presented in bis Fr?i/a1, see Anthony H. Johns, "Let My People Gol Sayyid Qulb
and the vocation ofMoses," Islam and Christian Muslim Relations 1 (1990) 146-7; For~IS rejection of
the West and its attnbutes, see Yvonne Y. Haddad, "111e Qur>3nic Justification of an IsIamic Revolution:
The View of Sayyid QuIb, n The Middle East Joumal. 37 (Winter 1983): 14-29; Ibrahim M Abu Rabi(,
IntellectualOrigins 120-37.
99 See John Calvert, "Radical IsIamism and the lews: The View of Sayyid Qu1b," in Leonard Jay
Greenspoon and Bryan F. Le Beau, 005'7 Representations ofJews through the Ages (Omaha: Creigbton
University Press, 1996) 220.
100 See for example Richard P. MitchelL The Society ofthe Mus/im Brothers (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1993) 136-7; Moussalli, Radical Is/amic 32-4; Khalidi, Sayyid Qu.tb. a/-8hâhid a/-Efayy 143.
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accurately portray Qu~'s late career. Although this dichotomy only concems Qu~'s late

life, it cannot he separated completely fram bis earlier phases.

The relation between two poles in the reality of Egyptian politicallife and what

Qu~ expressed must he noted. The classification of these poles in ~éil represents not

only the Muslim Brethren vis-à-vis the Egyptian regime but aIso Qu~IS view on the

conditions surrounding hint. The Muslim Brethren's position with respect to the

Egyptian regime was one which brought them into mutual opposition. Thus, the

opposition occupied. the positive pole and the ruling class the negative one, since this

was viewed. from a Qu~ angle. The dichotomy was colored. by political factors, and

by a complicated conflict of interests. Hasan Hanafi. points this out remarking especially

on the dichotomy of positive and negative in real politicallife:

After that time [1956], the Bretluen became an underground movement, living in
Egypt as a persecuted. community. A prison psyche began to develop and to
impose itself on their minds. Their deep motivation was a hatred of reality, a
need to revenge what nationalism, Arabism, sociaIism, secularis~ and aIl that
Nasser and the Bacth party stood for. It was a desire to destroy everything and to
build anew, a rejection of the other, a refusaI of dialogue, a denial of aIl
compromises, etc. AIl this had culminated in Sayyid Qu~ Signs on the Road
(Ma{aJim fi al-Tariq). The vanguard, the elite, the new generations of the
Prophet's companions were destined to inherit and ruIe the whole world. The
actual world was a world of disbelief, a jahiliyah world which had to he
destroyed completely and totally in order to build a new world of belief where
everyone could live and practice bis own faith. This division of the world into
white and black, gcxxl and evil, right and wrong. beliefand disbelief, pure and
impure made the Brethren mind highly Manichaean. They lived in permanent
internai and external war. Sayyid Qu~ paid for it in bis life in 1965....Even the
sociaIist trend in Qu~ts thought had disappeared. 101 !emphasis mine]

Besides Qu~b's criticism of Egyptian society and the regime in power in his day,

bis attack on the West is another illustration of bis opposition. This took the form of a

101 Hasan Hanafi, "The Relevance of the IsIamic Alternative in Egypt," Arab Studies Quarterly, 4 (1982)
60-1; also quoted by Abu Rabi', lntellectua/ Origins 216.
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dichotomy, in Qu~'s eyes, between Islam, on the one hand, and both communism and

capitalism, on the other,102 a distinguishing between Islamic and Westent values~ Qu~ts

disag:reenlent with Westem values focuses on its foundations in materialism, which he

sawas contradicting Islam's more spiritual and transcendental basis. This basic doctrine

was expressed in bis early shift from secularism. to the topie of Islamic social justice,

expressed in his aJ-(AdaJah al-IjtimaClyah. QuJ:b's opposition to the West focused a.Iso on

its imperialism, which oppressed Islamic countries. From this, Qu1h moved. on to attack

its other attributes, including philosophy, ethical trends and other values. QuJ:b even

vilified. any compromise with the West, bis denunciation of the 1954 Anglo-Egyptian

treaty being a particular case in point This attack on Mul)ammad Iqbil (1877-1939) and

MuJ:tammad <Abduh for their use of Western methods to analyze Islam was more

ideoIogical in nature.103

Islamic society versus fiihi/isociety is a simpIified expression of the two opposite

pales. The positive pole was represented. by himself, the Muslim. Brethren, his family

and bis supporters, the negative one by bis opponents, who included ail those who

favored Westem over IsIamic culture, and especially the Egyptian regime, which tried to

silence him. This general outIine is weil known, but a sharper classification as Qu~'s

model and structure of bis thought, of what lay at the basis of these distinctions has not

yet been attempted. This can he at least partially achieved through a dose reading of his

exposition of the (Ad and Thamüd paradigm in .?iléiL These two poIes, drawn large in

102 MllsalJam , "Sayyid QuJb and Social Justice" 68.
103 For a more thorough account see Sbahrough~ "Sayyid QuJb: the Poverty of Philosophy and
Vmdication of Islamic Tradition, ft Cultural Transitions in the Middle East, ed.,~Mardin (Leiden: E.J.
BrilI, 1994) 136; BouIla.ta, Trends and Issues 59; QuJb, Kh~Ji~ al-TCl.ftlWWUr al-Islam, wa
Muqawwamatuh (Beirut: Dar 1JJyi> aI-Kutub a1-CAJabïyah, 1962) 15; idem, a/-fAdtiIah al-Ijtinui{fyahfta/
ls/am, 9lh ed. (Beimt Dar al-Shuriiq, 1983).
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Qu~b's real life, are expressed in sharper focus in bis exegesis of <Ad and Thamûd in

ZiJaJ, where he expresses views that are as much a reaction te the world around him. as

they are an observation on scriptural truth.
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ChapterTwo

The Significance of (Ad and Thamüd for Sayyid Qu~b

If we want to understand [a text], we will
try ta make bis [the author's] arguments
even stronger.

Hans-Georg Gadamer.1

A. (Ad

1. (Ad in Time and Space

The tale of CAd, for Sayyid Qu~, is part of the complex history of the human race

recorded in the Qur>in. This narrative illustrates the historical formula of the "struggle

for guidance against errer, righteousness against evil, honorable messengers against

Satan, waged by al-finn and human heings...."2 It cames even greater weight by virtue

of the fact that (Ad had an actual historical role, for Qu~ assigns them. a particu1ar time

and place.

Qu~b begins by linking (Ad with the Prophet N\il.1, unlike al-raban, al-ThaClabl,

al-KisâJi, or Ibn Kat:h1r3 who Iinked. the long genealogy of (Ad ta N~. In bis

introductory comments on Q. 7: 65, he says:

Indeed, the tribe of (Ad were the descendants of Nü4 and the people whom he
rescued in bis ship. It is said that they were thïrteen in number...There is no
doubt that the children of believers in the ship embraced the religion of Nü4
(peace he upon him)-namely "Islam"-and that theyworshipped ooly one Gad,
for them there was no other god...4

1 Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, trans. Joel Weinsheimer and Donald G. Marshall, 200 revised
ed. (New York: Continuum, 1997) 292.
2 Sayyid Qu~, Ff?i/a1 a/-QurJœ, (Beirut: Dar al-Shuriiq, 1988) vol. 3, 1304.
3 See our discussion about them in Chapter One.
4 Qu$!>, Fr?i/a1 vol. 3, 1310. See aIso bis comment on Q. Il: 50-60, Ff?i/til vol. 4, 1895.
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Basing himself on the same verse, Qu~ then descnbe the close relationship that

existed. between <Ad and the Prophet Hüd. The verse itself mentions that Hüd was

brother to (Ad. This is supported. by Q. 46: 21.5 Qu~ then explains that this relationship

was due ta Hüd's collaboration with (Ad in various caravans, where a strong bond

formed. between the participants. This was aIl part of the caravan tradition of members

offering support and advice.

Qu~b tries ta fix a location for (Ad on a number of other occasions. Simply

following bis predecessor exegetes, either classical or modem, in bis commentary on Q.

11: 50 and 7: 65, he states that this tribe lived in a region of sandhills (a1Jqafsing.1)aq~in

the southem part of the Arabian peninsula.6 In analyzing Q. 26: 123, Qu~ reiterates that

<Ad were settled among the sandhills in the vicinity of the mountain of RamaI near

HacJ.ramawt, Yemen.7 He also repeats these details when dealing with Q. 46: 21,8 as weil

as Q. 29: 38.9

Qu~b affirms that <Ad had attained a high level of civiIïzation. In explaining Q.

26: 128-9,Qu~ states:

"Built ye on every high place a monument for vain delight?" (128).10 The "high
place" is everything high in the earth. In fact, (Ad built lofty structures, so as ta
a1low people ta view the horizon. This is becau.se they were arrogant and wanted
to show off their ability, eminence and wealth. To do so is fruitless .... "And seek
ye out strongholds, that haply ye may last for ever" (129).11 <Ad already enjoyed
an outstanding material civilization, as was mentioned previously. They were
able ta construct factories and build high palaces. However, they thou.,ght that

s~, Ff?i/til vol 6, 3266.
6 Qu1b, Ff?iltil vol. 4, 1895.
7 Qu1b, Ff?i/Ql vol. S. 2609.
8~. Ff?ilQI vol. 6, 3266.
9~, Ff?i/QI vol. S. 2735.
10 The translation is by Marmaduke Picktball, The Meaning of the G/orious Koran (New York: Dorset
Press, [n.d]) 269.
Il TIanS. by pjcJrtball, The Meaning 269.
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these factories and whatever they made, ÏIlcluding structures, were enough ta
protect them from death, terrible weather, or an enemy's attack.u

Qufb's explanation of the devastation (tadmliJ !)f <Ad has important

consequences for bis Iater interpretation, although bis concem is more with the

theological context and less with the destruction from an bistorical angle. Qu~ explains

that CÂd were struck down by a wind in the midst of a storm (cli$ifJ, as stated in Q. 14:

18. 13 Instead of giving the number of days, color of clouds, or any other extraordinary

events provided by târiKh, q~ or dassical tafsir Iiterature, Qu~ says that before the

calamity occurred, the tem.perature was very high. Then, when heavy rains began to falL

raising c10uds of steam, the heat dissipated and <Ad were overjoyed. They left their

dwellings supposing that they would find water, and even they joked, saying, "Here is a

cloud bringing us rain" (Q. 46: 24).14 The result of this overconfidence is revealed in the

next verse of the siirah, "Nay, but it is that which ye did seek ta hasten... " The wind is

described. as fla wind wherein [there lies] a painful torment [ramim]."lS In bis

interpretation ofQ. 51: 41, Qu~ mentions that the wind is called <aqim because it brings

death and destruction, not life.16

Qutb approaches the phenomenon of the wind which destroyed (Ad from a

theological angle. Wind is a natura! phenomenon. For Qu~, this wind was ordered by

Cod, and had a spirit Iilœ any living thing. This is based. on the belief that everything in

the world has a spirit and a living aspect. AIl existence in the world is living. Everything

recognizes its Lord, including the wind,~ (Q. 41: 16). The wind abeys God's

12 Qu1b,. Ff?i/ti! vol. S,. 2609-10.
13 Qu1b,. Ff?iltil vol. 4,. 2094.
14 Trans. Pickthall, The Meaning 360.
15~,. Ff?iltilvol. 6, 3267. Trans. Pickthall,. The Meaning 360.
16 ~,.FT?iltil vol. 6, 3384.
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command ta devastate CAd.17 "The wind is power, one of the powers of nature, one of

the armies of Gad." The wind always accords with the law of God (sannat Allah) which

He predetermines. Wind will ad if Gad commands, as in the case of cAd. It overtums

and destroys exactly as God wills it.18

Qu~b also explains the meaning of the wind that destroyed <Ad in metaphorical

terms. In Q. 14: 18, the wind is not only the real wind: it aIso represents the useless deeds

of <Ad. "Deeds which are not based on the principle of faith, with no strong connection

to the Resurrector of deeds [Cod]....are as use1ess as the blowing wind-powerless and

disorgan:i7A:!d." Their man-made structures were of no help ta them when they were in

trouble. What we learn from the actions of unbelievers is that their conduct is fruitless.

Nothing that they build is based on faith in God19

It is clear from our discussion about classical haggadic exegesis in Chapter One,

• that Qu~ offers different interpretations. Qu~ does not deal with any geneaIogy,

extraordinary tales, myths or Iegends. However, CAd's symbolic significance ta the

modem context is in bis eyes the more important aspect In bis description of the

civilization of <Ad (Q. 26: 128-9), QuJb expresses by proxy bis critical attitude toward the

West. The greatness of CAd is matched in Qu~'s eyes by the dominance of Western

civilization, especially in the area of industry. This cornes across especially in h.is

interpretation of Q. 26: 129, where he dwells on the fact that CAd "were vain in their

material stren~" One might almost assume that he was describing modem

materialism.20 In commenting on Q. 14: 18, furthermore Qu~ portrays CAdis ambition to

•
17~~ Ff?iltil vol. 6, 3267.
18~~ Ff?iltiJ vol 6, 3384.
19 Qu1b, Ff?i/til vol. 4, 2094.
20 A nmnber ofworks discuss Qu~'s criticism of the West, especially for its materia1ism. See, for instance,
Issa J. Boulla~ Trends andIssues in Contemporary Arab Thought (Albany: State University of New York
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build lofty structures, which are useless siIlee they are not based on the prindples of

faith, again using the story as a means ta expns5 condemnation ofWestern civilization.

2 (Ad as Symboln

Toshihiko Izutsu's method of elassifying the vocabulary of the Qur>in takes into

aecount two important poles in the Qur>in: positive and negative.22 Lïkewise, and

especially in view of Qu~'s treatment of cAd, we may classify Qu~an discourse into

two main lexical pales: negative versus positive, shirk (polytheism) versus tawJjid

(unitarianism),23 andjahiliyah (ignorance) versus Islam.24 (Ad is thus portrayed. as the

Press, 1990) 59; Yvonne YazbeckHaMad, Contemporary Islam and tire Challenge ofHistory (Alb8ny:
State University of New York PIes&, 1982) 90-5; idem, "The Qur)ioic Im;tification ..far an Islarnic
Revolution: the View of Sayyid Qufb~" The Middle East Journal, vol 37 (winter 1983) 24-8; Adnan A.
Mnsallam , "Prelude to IsJamic Commitment: Sayyid ~'s LiteraIy and Spiritual Orientation, 1932~,"

The Musliin WiWlif;vol. 80 (Oèto6er-1üIy 1990) 184-i; idem, trSayyid QuJb and Socfallustiœ, 1945-1948,"
JOfI1'1Ial ofIslomic Studies, vol. 4 (1anoary 1993) 68-9; Shahmugh Akbavi, rrSayyid Qufb:1be Poverty of
Philosophy and the- Vmdieation- of IsIamic Tradition,rr in-~ Mardin, ed., C"'tuml~Transitions in the
Middle East, (Leidcn: E.J.~ 1994) 134-8; Adœn A. Mllsa11am, "The Formative Stages of Sayyid
QuIb's InteUeduaLCan:er-and His Ernerg.enœ as an Tsiamic-.DaYya" (Pb.D. J)jsc;ertafjon, IInjyersityof
Michigan, 1983); 156-65; Ibrahim Abu Rabi(, Intel/ectualOrigins Origins ofIslamie Resurence in the
Modem Wor/d (Albany: State University ofNew York Press, 1996) 120-37.
21 We use die tcml "symbols" based on Clifford Geertz's theory. We pcsition the tale of (Ad and Thamiid as
symbols for Sayyïd-QgJb, "or al least symbolic elements, because they are tangible formulations ofnotions,
abstractions- from- expcrience fixcd in perceptible fonbs, WlICleœ tynbodiments of ide:as, attitudes,
jodgments, -IoDgings, -01" --beliefs.rr -Geertz, "Religion -as -a-Cultmal Sytem," -in~ +he -Interpretation of
CultJlTes (New York: HarpeI:Collins, 1973.) 91.
22 See the applicatiœ of this method in bis Gad and Man in the QurJân: Semanties of the Koranic
Weltanschauung (fokyo: Keio Institute of Cultural Studi~ 1964); Ethico-Re/igious Concepts in the
QurJa;, (Mo!J1real: McGill University Press, 1966); The Concept ofBeliefin Is/tinie The%gy: A Semantic
Analysis ofIman and[s/tin (Tokyo: Keio Institute ofCuItmal and L1nguistics Studi~ 1965).
23 See the discussion of QuJb's understanding of the first JOOSt impodant concept: after taw/]fd in bis
KhQF-:Jifal-T~ral-Is/œnf 'M'a Muqawwïmaïuh,gth ed. (Beimt: Dar al-Sbmüq, 1965) 22; Ahmad S.
Moussalli. RadicalIslamic 70-94.
24 The jcïhi/fyah, especially II1Odemjcïhilfyah, is the second Most important concept in taw/]fd, according te
QuJb. We find references to it in bis other books, for instance, Ma Ca1im.lfa/-Tarfq, 12lh ed (Beirut: Dir al
Shuriïq, 1988) 2()..1. This concept: shows the influence of Abü al-A<!â Mawdüdï, according ta a nmnber of
writers; see Boullata, Trends and ISSIIes 58; Emmanuel Sivan, Radical Islam, Medieval T1:eo/ogy and
Modem Polines (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985) 23; Moussalli. Radical Islamic, 126-7; Leonard
Binder', Islamic LiberaJism: A Ciritique ofDeve/opment Ideologies (Chicago: UDivcrsity1)f Chicago Press,
1988) 177-81; Yvonne Yazbeck HaMM, "Sayyid QuJb: Indeologue ~of -Islamic RevivaJ," in John L.
Esposito, ed., Voices ofResurgent Islam (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983) 85; Gilles !Cepet. Mus/im
Extremism in Egypt: The Prophet and Pharaoh, trans. by Jon Rotbchild, 20d ed. (Berkelçy: Universitr of
California Press, 1985) 47-52; Mnl}ammad CJmarah, Abu al-A qaMawduaf (Cai.ro: Dar al-Shuriiq, 1987)
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opposite of Hüd. CAdis deeds replesent the negatives pole, whereas Hüd's calI ta Cod is

expressive of the positive one. CAdis deeds are conveyed through a group of words

which represent negative values: jahiDyah, jabbar, mutakabbir; .tighüt, ma(~yah, .pdm,

sha)'ftin, kadhib, shirk, juJ;l.lid, and their related derived forms. On the other hand, only

positive words are used to descn'be Hüd: tawJjid, daewah, tadha.kkw; tadabbur, din,

Islam, calim,n~, and their related derived forms.

A comparison of Izutsu's lexical definition of these words with those of Qu~'s

descriptions of (Ad versus Hüd and Islam versus jahiliyah, respa..'"tively, shows Many

differences. Izutsu deals with the words by classifying them according to their meaning

in the pre-Qur>inic, Qur>in.ic and post-Qur>inic eras. QUJb, on the other band, assigns

these words new meanings based on bis contemporary experience. The basic two pales

remain similar. 80th schemes feature positive versus negative values, or IsIamic values

• versus jahiD values. However, each concept is used differently, according to its

temporality. Qu~'sconcern with the modem context is revealed in bis use of .taghal; for

exampIe, which implies materialism,. communism, colonialism and other enemies of

Qutb and Islam as a whole. By contrast, Izutsu elaborates the meaning of iman and

iJ}s.in, for instance, in the tinte of the Qur>an's revelation.

First, Qu~ locates CAdis conduct on the pole of evil, as opposed to the virtuous

pole of Hüd's caIl The former were ignorant and (umy (blind) when faced with the

messenger of God, ie., Hüd who brought tawJjidand Islam. to them. Throughout Qutb's

interpretation of this confrontation, he always describes the battle as being between the

•
two opposing tendencies, between Islam and jahiOyah, between Hüd and (Ad.

75. Besides the concept ofjtihi/lyah, Mawdiïdi's influence on Qu~ includes bis view of Islam and the state,
see Abu al-Ifasan a1-Nadwl, a/-Tafsi"r aJ-Siyaw li al-Islam: Fr Mir.Jâi Kittihat al-Ustài:Jh Abf a/-A Qa
Mawdumwa al-8htihidSayyid Qu./b (Sharja: al-Markaz al-CArabï li al-Kitâb, 1991).
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Secondly, Qu~ refers to (Ad's disobedience of Gad and Hüd, His messenger, as

constituting ma(~yah, or a retum to jâhiliyah. jiihi/iyah and the other terms used to

designate it are, in effect, directly opposed ta Islam and its related concepts. InQu~

discourse about CAd, Islam represents the original and innate character (fi.trah) of a

human being.2S The origin of Islam is found within oneself. However, human beings are

apt to neglect their ori~ thanks to the temptation of Satan, and they choose ignorance

and siInilar negative values. Using the language of Darwinian evolution,26 Qu~

reconstructs thehistary of tawlftdin the history of humanity,

A believing race of the descendants of Adam returned ta jahillyah as their
previous generations did.... Originally, the generation of descendants of Adam.
who had Iived on the earth were barn of believers and lived according to Islam
Iike their ancestors. Due ta Satan's œmptation, they tumed. away &am their
religion, ta hold the jâhiliyah. This is what NUI,. (peace he upon him) faced, when
he came ta save believers and destroy the rest of them. who were unbelievers.
They will never occupy the earth again, as Nül} prayed ta God. Hence, sorne
races of the descendants of Nü4 lived according ta Islam...the temptation of
Satan led them to retum again ta jahiliyah. (Ad and Thamüd were a jahiliyah
race, ...'0

In Q. 7: 65, Qu~ argues that (Ad cooperated with Satan, who indulged their lust and

love for possessions, hegem.ony and the comfortable life. They preferred lust to the law

of God (shazicah).2B

(Ad were accused of being polytheists (mushrikün) for deifying created. things.

This is, of course, the opposite of tawJjid 5hirk in Q. 11: 51, is described not only as

affecting the matter of ritual, but as having a much broader meaning. It indudes ittibaC,

2S F~trah is a key concept in Islam according to Qu~, see bis This Religion ofIslam (Htidha 'd-din)[sic]
(Delhi: Marbzi Maktaba Islami, 1974)50, 55; Hadha a/-Dm (Cairn: Dar al-Qalam, 1962). See also, for
example, Moussalli, Radical/s/amie 36 and 86.
26 Ibrahim Abu Rabi, Inte//ectual Origins 97.
27~,Ff?tltil, vol. 4, 1895.
28~, Ff?iltil, vol. 3, 1310.
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or obeying a certain 1J81dm1yah (rulership).29 Thus, ta obey the rulership of Cod is

essentially Cibiidah. In a broader sense it even relates te aJ-din (religion). When Prophet

Mul).ammad was once asked by a Companion about the m.eaning of (ibéidah, he said that

it did not consist in mere rituai He interpreted. (ibiidah in broader terms ta mean the act

of "following" and he gave, as an example, {Uday ibn Ifitim, the Jews30 and Christians

who follow their monks and priests, in the sense of performing (ibaam ta other than

Gad. "They prohibit what God allows and allow what Cod prohibits." For Qu~, Cib8dah

means to serve the only God. Ils inclusive (shâmi1ah) character is in respect of

"foUowing" only Gad. Itbas ta do with every matter of worldly Iife and the hereafter. As

QuJb points out, the root word "(Abdmeans to be humble and to submit" According ta

him, the Meccans who were addressed thus were not meant only ta perform. rituaIs, but

to submit everything ta Gad and ta withdraw their submission from everything besides

God.31

In the modem context, Qu~ returns to the concept of (ibadah by way of

ideology. He argues that to he a polytheist is to follow a certain ideology, such as

communism, materialism or other Westem tendencies. Qu~ describes these tendencies

as faIse lords. These lords are considered to function as real gods, and are regarded. as

having the same characteristics as God in that they possess knowledge, power, and

determination. Qup, gives the example of people who sacraIize music-such as drums,

29 For more about this IJtildmfyah. one of QuJb's principal ideas, see Mhd.S~ "A Stndy of Sayyid
Qu~'sQur>in Exegesis in Earlier and Later Editions of bis FI?i1âl a/-QurJa;, with Specifie Reference to
Selected Themes~" (MA thesis, McGill University~ 1993); MoussaJ.IL Radical [slamic 149-51; Binder~

IslamicLiberalism~ 175-77;~ "Sayyid~" 89.
30 For more about QgJb's attitude toward Jews, see bis Ma(rakotunti maCo al-Yahüd being discussed in
Ronald L. Nettler, Post Trials and Present Tribulations: A Muslim Fundamentalist's View of the Jews
(Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1987); John Calvert, "Radical Tslamism and the Jews: The Vicw of Sayyid
~~" in Leonard Jay Gn:enspoon and Bryan F. Le Bea~ eds.~ Representations of the Jews trough the

•
Ages (Omaha: Creighton University Press, 1996) 213-29.
31 ~~ Ff?i/iiJ~ vol 4, 1902.
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the saxophone, and other ïnstruments.32 To play them. is a form of worship. These

instruments are seen as holy and serve a key religious fonction in the eyes of their

followers.1'i This is how Qu~ tries ta place CAd's story within a modem context and to

include modem Western traits in the character of the latter.34

(Ad disobeyed Gad and His messenger through their ignorant deeds - as well as

by tyranny, arrogance, impudence, and iniquity. When one such messenger, Hüd, gave

them waming, (Ad called him a fooL especially condemning bis statement that they

were lacking in piety (taqwâ) towards God. (Ad were 50 bold as ta say to Hüd "La! We

sure1y see thee in foolishness, and Io! we deem thee of the liars" (Q. 7: 66).35 Hud replied

to these accusations, saying, "0 my people; There is no foolishness in me, but l am a

messenger from the Lord of the Worlds"(7: 67).36 (Ad refused ta acknowledge their own

impudence, just as they denied having gone astray. In doing sa, <Ad became jahiIi,37 and

positioned themselves on the negative pole opposite the positive pole which Hüd

occupied.

32 See aIso Adnan A Musallam , "The Formative Stages" 158.
33 Qu1b, Ff?i1tiJ, vol. 4, 1897.
34 That this ickology is anti-Westem is c1ear, as is the fact tbat he maintains a fundamentalist position on
Islam. For a discussion of the term fimdamentaljsm see, for example, Abelel Azim.~
"Fundameutxlist Influence in Egypt: The Strategies of the Muslim. Brotherhood and the TaJeffr Gro~" in
Martin E. Marty and R.. Scott Appely, eds., Fundomentalism Observed, voL 3 (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1993) 152-60; Ahmad S. Moussalli, Radical Iskunic Fundamentalism: TheJdeological and
Po/iticaI Discourse ofSayyid Qu.tb. r ed. (Beirut: American University of Beirut, 1992) 126-40 and 213
30 passim. However, Calvert disagrees with the use of 'fundamentaliqn' in Islam and prefers to use
Islamism, in order to avoid the ambiguity of its use by Protestants and Roman Catholics, see bis
"Discourse, Community and Power" 1.
3S Trans. PickthaIL The Meaning 126.
36 Ibid.
37 Qu~, Ff?ila1, vol. 3, 1311.
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3. <Ad as Quraysh

In Qu~ian discourse, the two opposite pales, recognizable in the story of CAd

have a parallel in MuJ:.tammad's tinte. Hud versus Ad symbolizes MuJ:.tammad versus

Quraysh. This is apparent from Qu~'s discussion of Q. 38: 12-6, where the struggle

between Hüd and (Ad is referred ta as having a bearing on the situation of MuI)ammad

vis-à-vis the unbelieving Meccan Quraysh.38 Qu~, in the light of Q. 22: 42, comments:

It is a pattern repeated in all prophethoods, prior ta the last one [MuJ:.tammad's],
that when messengers came with signs (ayâhs) the Iiars rejected them. What
happened. ta the Prophet [MuJ:.tammad]-blessings and peace he upon him-is
nofhing new, [even] when polytheists den.ied him. The consequence [of their
denying) is well-known, the rule is just repeated: "H they deny thee
(MuI:,ammad), even. 50 the folk of Noah, and (the tribes of) (Ad and Tham.üd,
before thee, denied. (Our messengers)" (Q.22: 42).39

Qu~ emphasizes the unity of the prophetic office in accordance with bis

principle that Islam is fully integrated (shtimtiJJ. For hint, belief in the messages of aIl

God's messengers are coUectively taw/jid This taw/jidis directed against shirk Hüd's

struggle is therefore the same as MuJ:tammad's-Islam versus ignorance, tawJjid versus

shirk AIl prophecies are one and linked with each other, as is evident from, for example,

his explanation of Q. 50: 13.40 Likewïse, the challenges to prophecy, in different times

and places, are the same too. Therefore, with respect to Q. 25: 38, for example, CAdIs

dismissal of Hüd means disavowing alI the messengers of Cod together;u because the

messengers came with the same essential mission, i.e., ta make known the tawljld of

38~,Fr?ila7volS, 3014.
39~, Fr?iltil, vol. 4,2429; trans. ofQ. 22: 42 by Pickthall. The Meaning 245.
40~) Ff?ila7, vol. 6, 3361.
41 Qu.tb) Fr?ilQ/ vol. 5, 2563
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God and of Islam.42 This meant obeying the messenger and denying the tyrants and

exploiters (Q. 22: 42).43

In Q. 46: 25" and 38: ]215 Qu~ alludes to the brotherhood of the people of (Ad,

just as it was mentioned earlier that Hüd was CAdis brother. This, he daims, aIso fits the

situation of the Prophet MuI,.ammad, who was Quraysh's brother. Thus, Qu~ in these

verses draws a paralleI between the situations of Muf:tammad and Hii.d, on the one

band, and '(Ad and Quraysh on the other. One can therefore conclude that in Qutbian

discourse the Hii.d versus Ad mode! appeared for a second tinte as MuI.tammad versus

Quraysh.

4. (Ad as a Contemporary PhenOmeDon

After dïscussing (Ad as a real and historical tribe and then again in their

• manifestation as symbolic of the Meccan Quraysh, we find that CAd's characteristics

apply aIso ta modem times. The opposition represented by the Ad versus the Hud

model had a contemporary significance for Qu~, who may have seen (Ad as

representing bis enemies and Hud as standing for himself. Thus, the battle between (Ad

and Hud symboIm!s Qu~'s battle with his opponents. He perpetuated this confIict and

brought it into bis own era. It was in accordance with Qutb's principle of thahal

(stability), that time and place did not Iimit the (Adian pattern.

421bis migbt include~IS conœpt ofshumu7fyah (inclusiveoess). an important IsIamic concept for him.
See Moussalli, Radical [slamie 109; William Shepard, Sayyid Qu!b and Islamic Activism: A Translation
and Critica/ Ana/ysis ofSocial Justiee in Islam (Leiden: E.J. BriU, 1996) xxxviü. 24-26-7. In bis book
Shepard translates and analyzes Qu~'s al-CAda7ah aJ-ijtimti(fyahjlal-Is/mn (Beirut: Dar al-Shuriiq, 1983),
also tIanslated by John B. Hardie as Social Justice ofIslam (New York: Octagon Books, 1980). See a1so
Qu1.bls FfaJ-Ttirikh: Fikrah wa Manhaj (Cairo: D3ral~hurüq, 1974) 22.
43 Qu~, Ff?üQl.vol.-4. 2429.

•

44 Qu~,Ff?ilà1vol6,3265--6.
4S Qu~, Ff?ilâl vol 5,3014.
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Qu~'s application of the (Adian paradigm ta modem conditions can he seen for

instance in bis description of (Ad's choice ta follow tyrants, exploiters, and iniquitous

rulers, rather than Prophet Hüd's calI to tawlftd

"And such were (Ad. They denied the revelations of their Lord and flouted His
messengers and fol1owed the command of every froward potentate" (11: 59).46
This is disobedience ta the command of messengers and choosing ta follow
iniquitous exploilers! Islam. consists in obeying·the command of messengers-for
it is God's command-and ta disobey the command of iniquitous exploiters. This
is the d:ifference between the way of jâhiliyah and Islam" kufio (infidelity) and
Iman (faith) ... [with respect toI every prop1urthood and messenger. It is obvious
that the cali of tawJ:ùd means ta reject the lordship of anyone other than Cod, to
disregard the hegemony of tyrants. ft is ta attain the Ievel of humanity and
liberation. To follow the tyrants is sin, shirk, kufr, meriting perdition in titis
world and the hereafter. Gad created human beings ta he free from any Iordship
of created things, [ta actuateJ petpetu.a1 hberation from exploiters, such as
leaders or politicians. [fo free from any worship other than ofGad] is [a path] of
human dignity and a secure way [of life]. It is posstble for men to lose their
dignity by accepting the lordship ofcreatures other than God.c

Qu~ injects more meaning into shirk and kufrin view of the Egyptian political context

• 5hirk and kufr are twa important words which are fOWld on the negative pole. They

appear here to mean Qu~'s enemies. For him this meant some of the Egyptian people,

who embodiJ!d the model of jahiJiyah versus Islam. The people of Egypt, representing

CAd, follow the lordship of individuals other than God, hem definecl as tyrants and

exploiters. Exploiters and tyrants appear to represent for him. Western. colonialism.,

including the British, French and American varieties.48 The ruIer-politician-Ieader

symbolizes on the other hand the Egyptian govemment, more specifically JamaI. (Abd

al-Na~. In other word.s, it is apparent that (Ad served as a symbol for Qup, in

projecting bis political and ideological ideas, in stating his opposition to ~~ir, in

• 46 Trans.Pic~ The Meaning 169.
47 QuIb, Ff?;/QI, vol 4, 1901.
48 Musallam, The Formative Stages 161-171.
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struggling against colonialism and imperialism, and in expressing bis hatred for the

West These symbols contribute ta bis reading of the <Ad narrative.

In Q. 9: 70 Qu~ descnbes another trait of cAdis which symbolizes the modem

context (Ad enjoyed an easy life, seldom engaging in contemplation, abusing their

power, and leaming no lessons from the past,. since in this verse (Ad are mentioned

together with their predecessors, the people of NiiIJ.. The generation that followed (Ad,

the people of Madyan and the people of Ibrâh1m, are aIso mentioned for good measure.

(Ad were misguided in their deeds, particularly because they were tempted by their

own strength and failed ta remember Cod. "Their comfortable Iife made them blind."

The lessons of the past were therefore useless 10 them. They closed. their eyes and did

not contemplate the norms set by Gad which no one can alter.49 Their comfartahle

lifestyle distracted. them from medîtating on the destruction of stronger generations

• preceding them and on the collapse of tyrant-exploiters. This is pure forgetfuIness

(ghaDah), ignorance, and blindness.50

The comfortable life, in Qup"s time, meant the material weHare provided by

Westem countries, while the strength of (Ad likely symbolized the hegemony of Egypt's

rulers. This is may he meant ta represent bath Westenl countries and the Egyptian

government However, the lack of medïtating refers more likely ta the West, which Qutb

perceived as having no spiritual dimension, and where the emphasis was perceived ta

he on the materia1 values. Hence, in this passage (Ad represents Western Materialisme

This is reinforced by Qu~'s further attack on materiaIism in another passage of bis

•
interpretation, this time at Q. 14: 18: "Those who base themselves on a materia1ism called

491bis includes ~'s important doctrine of thahtii (stability). See hisKh~Jisal-T~ral-IsltÏmf72,
83; Shepard. Sayyid Qu.th xxxiv; Moussalli, Radical Islam 94;Ha~ "Sayyid~: Ideologue" 75.
50 Qu1b. Ff?i/til, vol. 3, 1674-5.
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"scientific method" are liars... science does not agree with reality because it destroys the

future of innate nature and destroys human relations - [these people] are called. blind by

the Qur)an."S1

The modem Hûd seems ta he Qu~'s projection of hïmself. In other words, Hüd

versus CAd, in the modem. context, becomes Qu~ versus the Egyptian and Western

governments.

In bis account of Hüd, Qu~ describes bis most important task as being to call bis

people to God-namely, tawlftd Hüd's task was not easy, being that of one man striving

against ail those who figured as members of CAd. As Qu~ explains:

People may he astonished ta see how boldly a single man can face a community
in deep error. Due ta ignorance they believe [the daim of] those [faIse] lords that
the call ta one Gad is in error! It is amazing that only one man faces those people
who hold firmly ta the opinion of their lords...People may he astonished at the
courage of a single man striving against people in such deep error. But titis
astonishment disappears when they know the causes [of bis courage] .... It is
faith, confidence, and optimism. To believe in Gad, to have confidence in His
promises and to he optimist about His victory...The heart is filled with solid
faith, without even the slightest doubt when Gad promises victory. For it is in
bath bis hands, within himself; the promise is not for an unseen future, it is
present in reality clearly in bis eyes and heart. 52

The cali to God, represented by Hüd, is QUJb's ideal imagery. Hüd is the brave

and single courageous man who felt no doubt as he faced a community deep in error.

He is a tranquil man filled with faith, fearing nothing, even the exploiters, since these are

merely God.'s creatures. There is no strength except through Cod, including an

exploiter's energy. Hüd aIso has istiqamah (persistence).53 Seemingly, these were QUJb's

traits as weIl, since Qu~b did not fear facing bis enemies, e.g., the Egyptian government,

and he endured many years in jail. He even refused to ask CAbd al-N~ir for pardon

51 Qu1b, Ff?ila7, vol. 4, 2095.
52 Qu~, Ff?i/a1, vol. 4, 1899.
S3~, Ff?i/àJ, vol. 4, 1899.
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while in prison.St He telt strong and was fearless with God on bis side. He refused. aIl

cooperation with. the enemy.

Qu~ depicts the hard struggle between the prophet Htid and bis people, (Ad,

which symboli7A!s the contemporary struggle against Westem colonialism, and aIso the

struggle against the Egyptian govemment Just as Hüd, faced alone a people who were

strong and powerfu.l, so Qu~ alone opposed the Egyptian government which unfairly

imposed hegemony. Hiid stood for Qu,., himself, and ether as/Jao al-daewah

(missionaries), while (Ad represented Western coloniaIism, the Egyptian govemment

and the people who cooperated with them.55

Qu~'s Most important aim in relating the tale of (Ad versus Hüd is ta develop

what might he called a theology of "bberation" (baniJah).S6 Qu~ points to the distinction

between truth and evil, Islam. and ignorance, Hüd and (Ad, symbolized in himself and

• bis enemies. Hüd's task was ta liberate people from tyrants, to distinguish between the

people of Islam and ignorance, and te cleanse the earth of polytheists, exploiters, the

iniquitous, and aIl ether expressions ofjahiJjvalues. It is true that suffering has religious

meaning57 and that Qu~'s suffering in the form. of political oppression and especially

during bis prison days, relates ta this concept of Iiberation. Liberation implies not only

to the split of Hiid from (Ad or the righteous from the evil ones, but also symbolically

represents the liberation of himself from suffering during bis prison days and political

oppression by the Egyptian govemment

In Q. Il: SO, Qu~ depict5 the split between Hüd and (Ad as follows:

•
54 M M. Siddiqui, "An Outline of Sayyed Qu!b's Life," in bis translation of sayyid Qt,r:Jb, Islam and
Universal Peace ([n.p.]: American Trust Publications, 1977) xii.
SS~,Ff?ila7, vol. 4,1675.
56 Bara7 ah is an important concept in bis scheme; see bis MaCa7im 83; Yvonne Y. Haddad, "Sayyid Qu~b"
81-3.
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The call of the messenger begins when the unity of one community, the
messenger and bis people, is bound by unity of family, blood, descent, and
humanity everywhere on earth.... The call ends with their splitting into two
different basic communities....Islamic and musJu7k ...there is a large gap
between bath...Through this, and based on titis separation, God's promise is
fulfilled. with the victory of the believers and the destruction of the polytheists.58

Hiid's responsibility ended. with the coming of a demolishing wind, which annihilated

the unbelievers. After the disaster, those who had served. the messenger and obeyed bis

advice were saved, while those who did not follow him. but chose to support exploiters

and unbelievers perished.

The idea of hberation is also found in Q. Il: 50, where Qu~ stresses that the

hberation he is referring ta is freedom from any polytheism. Interpreting part of Q. Il:

54, Qu~ paraphrases it, emphasizing that Hüd seemed to achieve this for himself sinee

he said, "Indeed l bear witness ta my hberation from the polytheists who associate God

with others. You all witness my liberatîon and titis is evidence for you: that l am a

hberator from anyone who associates Gad with others."59

The key to liberating Hiid from (Ad, tawljId from the polytheists, Islam. from

jahiByah, Qu~ from bis enemies, and the positive pole from the negative one, himself

from suffering and oppression, lies in independence. Once hberated, each is forever free

of its former opponents. This is especially dear in the case of Islam, which has to free

itself of dependence on its opposite-tyrants, exp10iters, and oppressors. Qu~'s

illustration in Q. 14: 134 makes it apparent that ignorance and Islam can never coïncide

and are never in agreement. In fact, an ignorant society never allows Islam to grow and

develop as it should. The two are essentially in conflict. An ignorant society never grants

safety to Islam. An ignorant people is never satisfied. with its mission, and will always

57 Clitford Geertz, "Religion as a Cultural Sytem" 98.
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try to exploit Islam, hoping to melt into a society which will never allow Muslims to

become independent. The principal mission of such people is ta develop its ignorance.

Anyone who works within an ignorant society must merge with it, cooperate with it,

and develop and help that society to become more ignorant, not more Islamic. There is

no benefit or advantage at ail in working with this kind of society. That is why the

prophet Hiid came ta separate the two tendencies. He made it clear which was Islam

and which ignorance. This separation was realized when God punished CAdis ignorance

through a destructive wind. Afterwards, Muslim society remained with its own values.

Muslims clearly distinguish between the Islamic minh8j,60 faith, and rules and those of

an ignorant Society.61

Qu~b's search for a national and an Islamic identity was an important theme in

bis work. For him, an Islamic identity and nationhood, Cree of foreign (especially

Western) values, was essential. In bis day, in fact, there was a trend towards

"Easternism," a trend te confront the Westent hegemony and to support the notion that

Eastern countries are not inferior to Westem ones. In response to this, Qu~, however

saw Islam as being unable to cooperate with anything but Islam itself. This meant

independence in every aspect of life; in practical terms it meant refusing the Anglo-

Egyptian Treaty of 7 July 1954.62 Qu~'s rejection of total integration on the practical

level is reflected in bis unwillingness to compromise with (Abd al-N~iror the Ministry

58~, Ff?i/a7, vol. 4, 1896.
59 Qu1b, Ff?i/Q/, vol. 4, 1899.
60~ uses minhtij (system or program) often thmughout bis works, see William E. Shepard, "Islam as a
'System' in the Later Writings of Sayyid ~b,"Middle Eastern Studies 22 (1989) 31-50; Dale F.
Eickelman and James Piscatori, Muslim Polities (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996) 42;S~
"A Study of Sayyid~b" 25.
61 This doctrine is discussed in QuJb1s CAda7ah. See Shepard, Sayyid Qu.tb 105-7. and its introduction xIii
xtvü; Qu1b. Ff?i/tïI) vol. 4, 2093.
62 M. M. Siddiq~ "An Outline of Sayyed Qufb's" X; for bis anti-British stance see also Mllsallam , "The
Formative Stages" 163-5.
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of Education, which ultimately led 10 bis resignation from it.63 This act was symbolized

br Hüdts decision ta quit CAd.

B.Thamüd

1. Thamûd in Time and Space

As in the case of (Ad, Qutb explains that Thamud were the people of the Prophet

~âIih, and that~ may weil have been brother to Thamüd. In Q. 11: 61-8 Qu~

comments that Thamiïd were descended from "Muslims" who had been saved by Nü1}

from destruction. Their ancestors were therefore originally "MusIims." After a tinte,

however, their descendants we:re tempted by Satan te retum te ignorance and

polytheism.64

According to QuJb, Thamüd were widely dispersed throughout the I1ijâz. In

commenting on Q. 11: 61, for instance, Qu~ says that Thamûd lived in the north of the

Arabian Peninsula, between Tabük and Medina.65 In interpreting Q. 69: 4-566 and

especially Q. 26: 141, Qu~ adds that Thamüd's habitations, which were built of stone

(1]ajaTj, were located between the Ifijiz and 5yria. The Prophet M~ad and bis

Companions saw the vestiges of these structures on their way to fight the battle of

Tabük.67 In bis analysis of Q. 54: 23 he informs us that Thamüd were a tribe as strong as

<Ad. <Ad inhabited the southern region of the Arabian Peninsula, while Thamüd lived

in the north.68 In Q. 29: 38 Qu~ repeats that Thamüd lived in stone buildings in the

63 Ibrahim Abu Rabi', "InteUectual Origins" lO2;Mo~ Radical/sIam 42.
64 Qu~, Ff?ila1, vol. 4, 1909.
65~, Ff?ilâl, vol. 4, 1895.
66 Qu~, Ff?i1til, vol. 6, 3678.
67 Qu~, Ff?ila1, vol. 5: 2611.
68 Qu~, Ff?iltil, vol. 6, 3432.
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north of the Arabian Peninsula, located in wadi al-Qura.69 In Q. 89: 9, Qu~ explains that

Thamüd built columned structures, eut the valley rock for their palaces, and dug in10

the mountains for their houses.70

Their caravan trade allowed Thamüd ta attain comfortable life (rizq) from Gad.

Unfortunately, they denied tawlftd, as mentioned in Q. Il: 61.71 Their civilizational

achievements were, however, comparable to those of (Ad.72 In spite of their contempt for

others.

They Iived with the comforts of life and [in opposition to] their brother~ who
reminded them [of God's blessings). However, they Iived in forgetfulness
(ghaBah), failing 10 consider the one who gives these [benefits), not thinking of
the source of these comforts, not-thanking the one who grants their easy Iife.
Their messenger reminded them. to contemplate these truths. Knowing the cost
of prosperity should have made them afraid of losing. 73

This civilization met the same fate as that of (Ad. (Ad was destroyed by a

dreadful wind, Thamüd by a mysterious scream ({iélylJah). After committing sorne

ignorant deeds, the peak of which was their slaughter of a she-camel, God visited titis

fate on them.

Qu~b refers to the mysterious scream in ms interpretation of Q. 9: 71.74 God's

wrath visited upon Thamüd is most fully depicted in Q. 91: Il, however, where it is

described as the sound of a scream.. In spite of describing the scream as an extraordinary

event or punishment given by al-Kisa)l, al-Taban, or al-ThaClabl, Qu~ simply states that

69 The Aœbs saw the remnants since they traveled to many surrounding~ as it is cIaimed by the
Qur)an, "for their taming (We cause) the caravans to set forth in winter and summer (Q. 106: 2)." Qu1b, Fi
?iltil, vol. 5, 2735; For 106: 2 trans. Pickthall, The Meaning 451.
70 Qu.Jb, Ff?i/tiI, vol. 6, 3904.
11 Qu1b, Ff?i1a1, vol. 4, 1895.
72 Qu1b7 Ff?i/tiI, vol. 6,3432.
73 Quft>, Fr?ila1, vol. 5, 2611.
74 Qu~, Ff?i/tiI, voL 4, 1674.
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it is an expression of the devastation of Thamiid.75 Explaining the nature of fuis

phenomenon in connection with Q. 51: 43-4, Qu~ daims that the screaming refers to a

thunderbolt. This thunderbolt came three days after the killing of the she-cam.el, and

was done according ta His sunnah Qu~ refers ta the thunderbolt as "one of the armies

of God."76 Furthermore, Qu~ theorizes the possibility that the thunder and the scream

may have occurred at the same tim.e, or that the scream. was ane~of the thunder. The

Qurlin 54: 31 mentions one scre~which was sufficient to devastate the tribe.77

In Qu~'s reading of the contemporary context, the high level of civilization,

attained. by Thamüd, recalls that of the West, as does that of (Ad. Qu~'s critique of their

prosperity, won at the cast of their spiritual development is aIso familiar. Qu""s

emphasis on the columned structures builtby Thamüd is further evidence of the parallel

which he attempts to draw with the West

2 Tham1ïd as Symbol

Using Izutzu's semantic method, we can see the paradigms of~ and Thamüd

as being not very different from that of Hüd and (Ad. We can dassify this pairing

according to two opposite pales, just as we did for (Ad. (Ad versus Hud model is

similar to that of Thamüd versus ~, in that both (Ad and Thamud occupy the

negative pole, whereas Hüd and $aIih are on the positive one. Hence,~ represents

Islam and Thamud ignorance. This distinction 15 reinforced by the fact that Qu~

employs only positive words to describe $âlil).'s action: Islam,. lawljid, da(wah, iman,

wa1J.y, rasül, nably, .ta(ah, du(aY, huds, na$ilJah, shukr, etc. On the other hand, Thamüd

7S Qu~, FfZi/til, vol. 6, 3918.
76 •
Qu~, Ff?ila7, vol. 6, 3384.
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is identified with such negative terms as jahi/i, shirk, fasa(/, .tughyan,~ qat/, (aqr;

ju1}.üd, kufr, inkM, ghaflah takabbur, khuniEat, etc.

Of all Thamüd's faults, it is their ignorance that eams them identification with

the negative pole, as Qu~ states in bis interpretation of Q. 7: 73-9. Qu~ depicts here the

conflictbetween vice and virtue, between falsehood and the truth. This is represented by

the model of the struggle of 'Thamüd and~.78Qu~ repeatedly refers to the ignorance

of Thamiid, particularly in bis remarks on Q. Il: 61..g'l9 and especially Q. 9: 73, where

Thamüd is said to have been as ignorant as (Ad.

One of the practices of 'Thamüd which bred ignorance was their adherence ta

polytheism. This goes against the innate nature of human beings, whose original faith is

tawJjid, according ta Qu~.80 Thus, Thamüd had originally recognized tawJ:ùd, but had

since deviated from their origins. Thamud thus denied. both their original faith and their

own nature, since the human soul is created in tawJ:ùcJ, as Qu~ comments in discussing

Q. 14: 9.81 Thamüd failed to Iisten ta the cal! ta retum to their original nature, their

original faith. Thamüd never tried ta open their hearts, showing only arrogance in

believing themselves self-sufficient. "They supposed. that they created everything by

themselves. In fact, they were not etemal They did not obtain the comforts of life by

themselves... ft They would never he self-sufficient even in terms of material things.82

71 QuJb, Ff?i/a7, vol. 6, 3433. In Q. 69: 4-5, the scream is referred to as.raghiyah. This new term may have
been substituted for ~1Jah in Q. 69 when it tells of the day ofqiytÜnah.~, Ff?i1a1, vol. 6, 3678.
78 QuJb, Ff?i/a1, vol. 3, 1312.
79 QuJb, Ff?i/a1, vol. 4, 1895.
80 QuJb, Ff?i/a1, vol. 5, 261 L
81 QuJb, Ff?i1a1, vol. 4, 2090. See the simiIar discussion of Qu~b'S concept offi.trah in Moussalli, Radical
Islam 87-94. QuJb repeats many tilDes in the course of relating titis story the two important principles of
taw1Jfd in bis eyes, i.e., to worship one God. and to admit God's 10rdIiness in every matter. These two points
of tawl]fd are universaL apply to aIl times and are essential to success in this world.~ then, derives
these two principles frOID the tale of Thamüd and~ and argues that they have inspired every aspect of
Islam(~, Ff~iltïJ,vol. 4. 1910).
82 QuJb, Ff?i/a1, vol. 4. 1910.
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Commenting on Q. 11: 61-8,&3 and espeeially Q. 11: 61, Qu~ gives examples of

Thamud's practice of shirk Thamüd opted ta believe in what their ancestors had

practiced instead of following ~âl:i4's call ta believe in Gad Thamüd's stubborn

adherence ta their ancestors' beliefs was sa firmly ~eld that it was an obstacle ta

accepting the evident truth of tawlJid84

On the other hand,$~was chosen by Gad for a special calling. Qu~ describes

$aIil:L's personality as follows. According ta him,~ had a clean heart which allowed.

him finally ta leam the truth of God's proof. His clean heart was a Iight to reality, as he

is portrayed in Q. 11: 61-8.85 A messenger, according to Q. 26: 154, is a man like any

other. But he is different hom other humans in sorne respects. He is chosen for h.is

excellence br Gad and charged with the task of reminding alI humans ta return ta light

and guidance. A messenger's duty is ta give news from heaven about the unseen world,

the world that cannat be perceived by ordinary human beings. He is given the ability ta

communicate with the worid above. In spite of being so exalted he still sleeps, marries,

waIks, and performs other human functions.~ embodied aIl thîs.86

In Q. 27: 45 Qutb focuses on $&:iI}'s calI to tawJjid, bis primary concern: "We send

for Thamüd their brother $&:il} to worship God." Qu~ then points ta the universality of

tawlftd

This prindple is passed down by prophecy from heaven to earth for every
generation and every messenger. Those who hold ta their faith, generation after
generation, trust in God. Those who deny fuis truth, lie. Untii now, this formula
has been endlessly, in various forms ....S7

83 Qu~, Ff?i/a7, vol. 4, 1909.
84 ~tb, FfZila7, vol. 4, 1907.
85' •
Qu~, Ff?i/a7, voL 4, 1909.

86 Qu~, Ff?ila7, vol. 5,2612.
87 Qu.th, Fr?i1a1, vol. 5, 2644. In bis interpretation of Q. Il: 60-8 (FT?i/a1, vol. 4, 1909) and 26: 141 (Fr
?i1til, vol. 5, 2611), Qu~ repeats this message. This impties the two principles, thabtit and shumu7. see
Shepard, Sayyid Qu.tb xxxiv, xxxviü; Moussalli, Radical Islam 94, 107.
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On the other hand, the challenge of the calI to tawlJid awaits every generation.

People constantly deny their messenger, Iike Thamüd did. The pattern remains the same

even though the methods are different.88

The Most important aspect of Thamud versus~ the tale is the tragedy of the

slaughter of the she-cameL When Thamüd demanded proof of~'s prophethood (Q.

26: 155-7.),89 Gad sent the she-cameL However, the tribe mistreated this divine gift.

Sencling the she-camel to Thamiïd was significant in two ways. First it was a

trial, and second a 6tnah~ taught them that they had ta be patient in bearing the

trials sent by God; otherwise, 6tnah would result They had to demonstrate sufficient

patience, for example, to share their water with the sh~ameI. However, sorne of them.

who had wicked hearts, caused much destruction. It is said that one of them even

became drunk and that he was responsible for killing the she-cameL In killing the she-

camel they failed God's trial and the Fitnah followed (Q. 54: 27).90

Qu!b offers three possible interpretations of Q. 51: 43, concerning Thamüd's

slaughter of the she-cameL One interpretation is that only three days after God had sent

the beast, Thamüd killed it. The second is that they killed it three days after~ had

wamed them. The third is that only three days after they killed the she-camel, God sent

the mysterious scream. to destroy them.91

Killing the she-camel meant Thamüd had rejected the prophecy of ~, as

pointed. out in other verses, like Q. 91: 11-592 and 26: 153.93 Thus, Thamüd were in

88 Qu.tb, Ff?ila7, vol. S, 2644.
89 Qu~, Ff?ila7, vol. 5,2612.
90 Qu,tb, FfZi/a7, vol. 6, 3432-3.
91· .
Qu~, Ff?ila7. vol. 6, 3384.

92 Qu.lb, Ff?ila7, vol. 6,3919.
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.tuglzyiin (in deep error), an example of this being their killing of the she-camel~ had

performed bis duty in giving ms call.~ asked them ta share their water with the she-

camel, allotting one day for them and another for the she-cameL They rejected ~'s

advice and killed the animal. For Qu~, although only a portion of Thamüd's

membership participated. in killing the animal, the whole community had to suffer the

consequences.94 To those who would object that this action contradicted the idea of

individual responsibility, Qu~ argued that as individuais they had neglected the

important task ofbeing a community, of advising and giving advice to each other.95

In Q. 11: 60 Qu~ alludes ta the fact that the Qur'in does not mention any details,

such as what kind of she-camel the beast was, nor ils character. This she-camel was

merelyone of the signs of Gad. The Qur>in simply says that the she-camel was a sign of

God (ayah). Therefore, she had to have been special.96

"Lo! this is the camel of Allah, a token unto you; ... "(7: 73).97 The context is ta
show the call and the consequences of believing and denying. There is no
mention of the details of the miracle; rather, it is intended to show the
consequence after the calI. It is not mentioned in detail what kind of she-camel it
is, it is merely a proof from God [to prove ~'s prophethood]. The beast
brought His sign. 5imply, it is an uncommon camel, for it was barn from
something-uncommon [rock?]. The she-camel is an explanation of God [for
Thamüd], the real truth is ooly known by Him. It functions to show the
truthfulness of His messenger...We are supposed not to add anything that is not
mentioned in [the Qur)an itself] - [we have to he content] not ta provide any
further detail...98

Qutb stresses that the reader must he content with the information provided regarding

the she-cameI, and not seek out alternative explanations-such as anecdotes from

93 Qu~, Ff?i/a7. vol. 5, 2612.
94 This includes the jamtiCah principle, a concept of Qu~b'S mentioned in bis <.Ada7ah; see the translation by
Shepard, Sayyid Qu.tb 68-83; Boulla~ Trends and Issues 61; Yvonne Y. Haddad, t1Sayyid Qu~b" 87-8.
95 Qu~, Ff?i/tiI, vol. 6. 3919.
96 Qu~, Ff?i/a7, vol. 6. 3919.
97 Trans. Pickthall, The Meaning 127.
98 Qu~, Ff?i/tiI, vol. 3, 1313.
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isra7 iliyat taIes, as previous interpreters had done. In short, Thamüd injured the she

camel simply out of wickedness. In fact, based on Q. 11: 60 we can assume from the

QurJan itself that they probably slaughtered the animal with a sword.

Nevertheless the killing and torturing of the she-camel is a medium for Qu~ to

condemn symbolically the Egyptian govemment's arrest of members of the Muslim

Brethren and especially the point that th.is action, like the killing of the she-came~would

lead ta a fitnah. We could assume, accordingly, based on Qu~'s discourse, that there is a

direct parallel between the arrest and killing of his compatriots and the decision of

Thamüd to kill the beast for which they had been made responsible.

3. Thamüd as Quraysh

The model of $a.lilJ. versus Thamïïd symbolizes as weIl the struggle of

• MlÙ).ammad against Quraysh, just as the Hïïd versus (Ad model does. Thus, we can see

the same basic similarities between Thamüd and Quraysh in Qu~'s discourse. Thamud

is a manifestation of Quraysh, for both committed jahiIi deeds. By the same token,

M~d,maintaining the oneness of prophecy, is represented by~.

We can find a number of similarities between Quraysh and Thamüd in Fi ~a7.

In Qu~bIS interpretation of Q. 27: 45-7, for example, the stubbomness of Thamud, who

prefer to endure the punishment of God rather than accept His guidance is the same as

that demonstrated by Quraysh. Qu~ then explains to sorne extent Thamud's

recaldtrance. When the Prophet~ came to remind them of God's message, Thamud

answered him with defiance, saying "0 God, if~ brought the truth from You,

shower us with stones," instead of, "Oh Gad if ~lil:t brought the truth frOID You, guide

•
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us to faith and the righteous way."99 In Q. 17: 59, Qu~ points out that Thamüd's

stubbom attitude is similar to that of Quraysh when Prophet M\Ù].ammad informed.

them about his israJ (night journey). The Meccan Quraysh refused to believe him and

even demanded. that he produce a miracle as evidence. The result of their demands was

the same, for bath Thamüd and Quraysh remained unconvinced although the miracle

had been performed. Some Meccan Muslims even apostatized. after the israJ. In titis way

the israJ did not prove the prophethood of M~ammad for Quraysh, but became a

source of fitnah, as did the she-came1.1OO

In interpreting Q. 22: 42101 and Q. Il: 62 Qu~ compares the rejection of tawJjid

by bath Thamud and Quraysh. Quraysh ignored. the truth of MuJ:.tammad, just as

Thamlid did with ~. Quraysh accused Mu1.lammad of heing a soothsayer and a

fabricator of the Qur)an. Both Thamüd and Quraysh forgot their innate nature in

tawlftd ItThey are the same tale, repeated many times in history."102 They are alike in

having asked for a proof.

Then we find a people who faced the miracle wruch they had asked for,
accepting not with faith and belief, but rejecting and slaughtering the she-camel!
The polytheist Arabs asked Mul)ammad (peace and blessings be upon him) for a
miracle, similar ta miracles prior ta them, ta have faith. They were the people of
~~who had gotten the miracle that they asked for. This did not have any effect
on them. Faith does not need miracles. The calI is ta he contemplated by the heart
and the mind. But, jahiliyah had mastered. their minds and hearts!!!l03

Bath denied the miracles offered them, Thamüd by slaughtering the she-camel, and

Quraysh by rejecting the truth of the israJ and the Qur>an.

99 Qu~, Ff?ila7, vol. 5, 2644.
100 Qu~, Ff?iltiI, vol. 4, 2237.
101 Qu~, Ff?ila7, vol. 4, 2429-30.
102 Qu~, Ff?ila7, vol. 4, 1908. This includes Qu~'s principle of thabat (stability), see Moussalli, Radical
Islam 94; Shepard, Sayyid Qu.tb xxxiv.
103 Qu~, Ff?ila7, vol. 4, 1909.
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Qu~b reemphasizes the similarity between Thamiïd and Quraysh based on Q. 22:

42, he explains the continuity of the same problem: the challenges and fate of the two

tribes, and the missions of the Prophets sent to them. M~admerely continued

what had already been brought by ~.104 In commenting on Q. 26: 141, Qu~ links bath

tales by mentioning that M1Ù)ammad himself witnessed the vestiges of Thamüd when

he and the Muslims went ta fight at Tabiïk.105Qu~ says that the question "do you know"

in Q. 89: 6 is addressed to Quraysh, who knew of the history of the ruins, in arder to

show them what awaited exploiters and polytheists who went against the calI of one of

their own kin.106In commenting on Q. 38: 16, Qu~ shows how Thamiïd and Quraysh

shared the same character in that they bath invited punishment refused to believe in the

promises of Gad and denied His grace (ra1Jmah).lf11

4. Thamüd as Contemporary Phenomenon

One illustration of Qu~ reading of the contemporary situation is his

interpretation of Q. 27: 47. In this passage he examines the shirk inherent in Thamiïd's

jahiJiyah. Thamiïd practiced. khuraEaf and believed in omens (tirah). Whenever they

faced a problem, they consulted omens ta foretell the future. They did this especially

when they had felt doubt, and they accepted whatever the omen indicated. For example,

if the abject (a bird) turned from left ta right they rejoiced and considered the problem

solved. When the amen moved from right ta left, they supposed that a problem might

occur. According to Qu~ this irrational practice of seeking an amen indicates that they

cannat deny the need of their soul for metaphysical guidance. They practiced

104 Qu~,Ff?i/a7, vol. 4, 2429.
lOS Qu~, Ff?i/a7, vol. 5, 2611.
106 Qu~, Ff?ila7, vol. 6, 3903.
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unconsciously the metaphysical action beyond the real and seen world. Another

evidence of the need for the metaphysical world is that people who do not believe in the

unseen world because they think it cannat be treated by science, still believe in unlucky

numbers, such as number thirteen, or bad fortune like a black cat crossing one's path.tos

The above passage indicates Qu~'s criticism of bis society, the practice of seeking amen,

especially among the Egyptian people. Western people, tao, who disbelieve in religion,

still hold ta these practices. Thus, both are contemporary Thamud.

The contemporary Thamûd is manifested in another of Qu~fS symbols, namely,

the conspiracy to kill~. It is evident in bis interpretation of Q. 27: 48:

The nine groups have evil hearts willing destruction. They never desire i$/al)
(reform). They opposed ~'s call with their arguments, even swearing with
each other to do something. What is surprising is that they swear by God with
this evil deed, kill $a:1i4 and bis family.tOlJ

In Q. 17: 59 Qu~ describes this contemporary Thamud as~ for their other

destructive deeds.110 ?âJim has a broader meaning beyond killing. Thus, fuis

contemporary Thamüd, besides conspiring to kill ~, performs other evil deeds as

weIl. Speaking of killing, there are two killings in the Thamüd tale. First is the slaughter

of the she-camel and second the conspiracy ta kill ~. Both the conspiracy and the

slaughter, in Q. 91: 11, are .tughyan.

The important tragedy in titis tale is killing «(aqrand qat:!). These key words have

a function in Qu~b's symbolization. One is in the slaughter of the she-camel commîtted

by Thamüd. This, in Qu~b's reallife, symbolizes the Egyptian govemment's oppression

107 QuJb, Ff?i1a7, vol. 5,3014.
lOS QuJb, Ff?i1a7, vol. 5, 2645.
109 QuJb, Ff?i1a7, vol. 5, 2645~ .
110 QuJb, Ff?i1a7, vol. 4, 2237.
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of the Muslim Brethren.ll1 Thamüd represents the Egyptian government, whereas the

she-camel the Muslim. Brethren. The key word 1inking bath is the action of slaughtering,

as Qu~ always stresses, for bath the Egyptian government and Thamiîd have blood on

their hands. Both slaughtering the she-camel and abusing the MusliJn Brethren members

have led to fitnah The Muslim Brethren, as a fundamentalist organization, were

committed to Islam, and this of course was because they considered themselves

"defenders of Gad."112 The same thing happened to the she-camel, for it was from God,

and functioned to prove~'s prophethood Another parallel is that bath the Egyptian

government and Thamüd faüed the trial of Gad, for not being patient, and for killing the

object finally.

Qu~b is manifested in~. For bath perform. the calI of Gad. Qu~ came with

the Muslim Brethren and~ with the she-camel to prove their truth from Gad. Their

people were against them. The key point is that for bath~ and Qu~, a conspiracy

was hatched to kill them.

In the qi$a~ tarikh or classical tafsir Iiterature, we find that in the myth, Iegend or

tale of the she-camel, its murder or hamstringing caused the destruction of Thamud's

city of Iiijr, since the she-camel functioned as a totemic animal. There is a prohibition to

kill or even hamstring the totemic animal, according to Durkheim, Freud, or

Stetkevych.1l3 However, Tham.üd did that which occasioned their punishment from

III For the torture ofQu!b and bis colleagues during their imprisonment, see our discussion in Chapter One,
and for further details see for instance, Gilles Kepel, Muslim Extremism 28-9; Carré, "Le Combat pour
Dieu et l'Etat islamique chez sayyid Qo~, l'inspiIateur du radicalisme actuel" Revue Française de science
politique 33 (1988) 681; Sal3I}. (Abd al-Fatt3tl al-Kh3lidi, Sayyid Qu.tb: a/-Shtihid al-Efayy (Amman:
Maktabatal-Aq~ 1981) 145-7.
112 This echoes the title ofBmce B. Lawrence's Dejënders ofGod: The Fundamenta/ist Revoit Against the
Modem Age (New York: HaIperandRow, 1971).
t 13 Jaroslov Stetkevych, MulJammad and the Golden Bough: Reconstructing Arabian Myth (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1996) 133; Emile Durkhe~ The E/ementary Forms of/he Re/igious Lift, trans.
Joseph Ward Swaïn (New York: Free~ 1965) 150-1; Sigmund Freud, Totem and Taboo: Resemblance
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Gad. QuJh, on the other hand, sought for myth114 ta express bis ideological and religious

experience. In this case he found that ta hamstring the Muslim Brethren is as sinful as to

hamstring the she-camel of $ëilil}. However, Thamüd, as the breaker of taboo, was finally

destroyed by God, whereas Qu~ and bis followers, as prodaimers of the truth, were

defeated by W~'s govemment even finally hanged.

between the Psychic Lives ofSavages and Neurones, tIans. A. A. Brill (New York: Vmtage Book, 1946)
39.
114 Calvert, "Discourse, Cummunity and Power" 225. He may be in agreement with Raphael Patai's saying
that myth "must he judged as means of acting upon the present" See Patai's Myth and Modem Man
(Englewood ClifIs: Prentice-Hall, 1972) 2-3. AIse. N'mian Smart observes that seeking for myth in
awakening modem nationalism is common, especially in arder to gain power to face the oppressors. See bis
"Religion, Myth and Nationalism" in Peter H. Merkl and N"mian Smart, eds., Religions and Po/idcs in the
Modem World (New York: New York University Press. 1983) 15-23. This also may fit Qu~'s oppressed
condition and seeking for a myth with which to avercome. at least symbolically. bis more powerful
enemies.
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Chapter Three

Commenting on Qu~b'sHermeneutic

There is more work in interpreting
interpretations than in interpreting
things, and more books about books
than on any other subject; we do
nothing but write with glosses on one
another.

Michel Foucaultt

Having explored in the previous chapter the factual basis and symbolic value given to

(Ad and Thamud by Sayyid Qu~, in this chapter we focus on the hermeneutical

approach that he takes in analyzing the Qur>an's treatment of the subject. To accomplish

this we will present, deconstruct and appraise Qu~'s hermeneutic respecting (Ad and

Thamud.

A The Features of (Ad and Thamüd in the ~âJ

Generally speaking, Qu~'s system in commenting on (Ad and Thamüd applies

to the whole of the ~aJ, since bis treatment of fuis theme is not very different from rus

treatment of others in its pages. While discussions of (Ad and Thamud are often

confined to particular sections of some works like the Oi§a$ aJ-AnbiyaJ of al-Thaqab"i, al-

KiséÏ)l, Ibn Katlùr, and sections of al-rabaii's histories, Qu~bIS treatment of (Ad and

Thamüd follows in the footsteps of other conventional exegetes, bath classical and

modem, such as al-Tabarl, Ibn KathIr, al-Tabars!, Rashld Riga, al-Mara~ and Bint al-

t See bis The Order ofThings. an Archeology ofthe Human &iences (New York: Vintage Books, 1994)
40.
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Shati>. Thus, like his fellow exegetes he discusses (Ad and Thamüd as they happen to

appear in the textual sequence of the sUrahs and verses.

The general structure of Qu~'s tafsir has a bearing on bis interpretation of (Ad

and Thamüd. Let us take for example bis treatment of Q. Il: 50-68, whose miJJwar or

mawqü( (pivot or central thesis) is these very two tales. Qu~ begins by presenting the

text of these verses in a group. This group, moreover, he subdivides into several smalIer

ones (ashwa.i).2 For instance, Q. Il: 50-68 is divided as follows: 50-57, 58-60, 61-65, and

finally 66-68. This method is a common feature throughout the ~il. Another example is

the long group of Q. 41: 1-36, which he further divides as follows: 1-8, 9-12, 13-25, 26-28,

29-32, and 33-36.

After presenting the text, Qu~ supplies a brief introductory paragraph

establishing its connection to the previous verses. Then, he offers a summary of the

general meaning of Q. Il: 50-68, introducing at this point the theme of (Ad and Thamüd.

This approach is reminiscent of aJ-l]ujjah (argumentation) of al-Tabarsi and al-Maraghi's

al-ma(na aJ-jumali (general meaning). After this we encounter the more conventional

method of interpretation wherein the verses are enclosed in brackets followed by the

text of the commentary. Qu~ adds one more explanation regarding bis opinion on the

2 The concept of the unity of theme in the surahs of the Qur>an was not discovered by sayyid QuJb, rather
it bas been addressed by many exegetes prior to him. Mustansir Mir discusses it in bis "The Süra as a
Unity: a Twentieth Century Developrnent in Qur)an Exegesis" in Approaches to the QurJdiz, eds. G.R.
Hawting and Abdul-Kader A. Sbareef(London: Routledge, 1993) 211-24; idem, Coherence in the QurJtÏn:
A Study ofI~/tÏlJr'sConcept ofNapn in Tabbur-i QurJQir (Indianapolis: American Trust Publications, 1986).
In bis article he shows that the idea is fiot new, for it is found in early CU/Uln al-QurJtÜz such as those ofal
Suyüji (al-1tqtïn Ji Vlüm al-QurJtiit, 3rd 00. Cairn: Dar al-T~ 1985) and al-zarkasIii (al-Burhtiit ft
Vlum a/-Qur)tÜl. Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-CIlniiyah, 1988). Mir finds, however, that sorne recent exegetes
pay particuJar attention to the concept, including Asbraf CAli Thanavï (Baytin a/-QurJtin), Izzat Da1wazah
(a/-Taftir a/-lfadFth). T~)l (a/-MTzan if Tafiir al-QurJtin) and many others. Almost all of them
defend the idea that each stirah bas genernl themes (mi!J:war [Qufb], gharafj ITaba~1],rab.t [Thanavi).
This lends coherency (irtibti!) to each verse in the sürah. However, Mir notes Mit is remarkable that there is
hardly any evidence that, in holding this view, sorne of the exegetes have heen influenced by others. Rather
it is aImost certain tbat each one of them arrived at the view independently" ("The SUla as a Unity" 217).
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CAd, in this section, relating the tribe ta contemporary situation. In adding this section,

Qu~b's tafsir is distinguished frOID aIl others, for although he had already given an

explanation of the relationship between CAd and contemporary issues in the previous

section, this section serves to strengthen his previous arguments. He then proceeds to an

interpretation of Thamüd in the same way.

Comparing these features in the -?ila7 to those found in other exegetical works is

interesting. Indee<:L while there is much that is unique about Qu~b's organization of his

materia1, we find that he resembles other exegetes in bis overall approach. Thus, we find

that al-Taban. appears to have followed the same pattern of interspersing commentary

within the sectioned text of the Qur)an.3 Both classical and modem interpreters

commonly use tItis system. Qu~ himself employs this method as mentioned above.

Among classical exegetes, the most distinguished tafsir in terms of systematization is

that of Fakhr al-JJm al-Râii.4 He gives his extensive comments which he arranges under

the headings: "The first problem (al-masJaJah al-wal," "The second problem (al-masJalah

aJ-tham)," and so forth. The immense details of his work make it possible for him to

comment at length on a particular matter, and then offer solutions.s Al-Tabars"i6 on the

other hand begins each of bis commentary units with the selected text of the Qur)an,

3 For more about al-Tabaii's meth~ see Jane Dammen McAuliffe, QurJa-"ie Christians: An Analysis of
C/assical and Modem Exegesis (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991) 24-45; ide~ "Qw')ânic
Hermeoeutics: The Vïews of al-Tabaii and Ibn Kathïr," in Andrew Rippïn, 00., Approaches to the History
ofInterpretation ofthe QurJm. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988) 47-54; Mahmoud M Ayoub, The QurJan
and its Interpreters (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1984) 3-4; al-Tabaii, Jami( a/-Bayan.lf
Taftfr a/-QurJan (Beirut Dar al-MaCrifah, 1986-7).
<4 Al-Razï, a/-Tafsfr al-Kohlr (Beiru1: Dar J1.ly3> al-Turath al-CAr3bï, [n.d)).
S For instance see bis treatment of Ibr3liim and Free will issues, in Anthony H. Johns in bis "Al-Razï's
Treatment of the Qur)amc Episodes Telling of Abraham and his Guests: Qur)inic Exegesis with a Human
Face, Il Institut Dominicain D'études Orienta/es du Caire .\;lé/anges (}vflDEO) 17 (1986): 81-114; Al~
"Free Will Issues in Fakhr al-Dm al-Raiï's and al-zamaksharrs Interpretations of Verses 17: 15 and 28: 59
ofthe Qur)an: A ComparisoIl," a paper presented at the Middle East Studies Association ofNonh America
meeting, Chicago, December 5 1998.
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followed. by al-fJ.ujjah (argumentation), aJ-lughah (language), al-iCrao (grammar), and

finally al-maCna (meaning). He includes portions of Qur)amc text again in the maCna

section. In presenting the story of (Ad and Thamud, he gives a special heading, qiMat

Hüdand qi§{;at$éililJ. However, the modemist exegete (Abduh in bis TafsirJuz) (Amma

employs the more conventional system of al-Taban, simply including the Qur)amc text

bracketed within bis commentary. (Abduh and Rashld Ri4a7 adopt on the other hand

the following arrangement in their Tafsir al-Manarwhen dealing with <Ad and Thamüd:

these sections are headed with the titles qi.{;$at Hiid Calayh aJ-saJam and qÎ$$élt $a7ilJ

caJayh aJ-sa1am. After which there is a short summary, telling the general tale of <Ad or

Tha.müd. This is then supplemented hy additional commentary in the more usual

arrangement. Among the modern exegetes, the tafsù of al-Maragh18 is the most

systematic of all, and shows some similarity ta that of al-Tabars1. He presents first of all

the text of the Qur>an, which is then followed by tafsir aJ-mufradat (explanation of the

vocabulary), aJ-maCna aJ-jumli (the overall meaning), and aJ-icfal] (clarification). In the

latter section al-Maragm returns ta the conventional method of citing bracketed verses

inside the text of the commentary. Al-Maraghl's tafsir has similarities with Ridats with

that of al-Tabars"i, in the sense that there is a special title given for the certain narratives,

for instance q~t$à1i1J. and qi$$atHiid

6 Mahmoud M.. Ayoub, The QurJan and ifs Interpreters 6-7; al-Tabarsï, Majma( al-BayanT .If TaftTr al
QurJan (Beirut: Dar al-Fila, 1957).
7 For more discussion on the method ofexegesis adopted by (AbduhlRida's TaftTr al-Manar's see, Dammen
McAuliffe, QurJanic Christians 78-85; Jacques lomier, Le commentaire coranique du Mana;.: tendances
modernes de /'exegésè coranique en Egypte; Cbarles C. Adams, Islam and Modemism in Egypt (London:
Oxford University Press, 1933) Ill; Rasliid Ri~, TaftTr al-QurJan al-Ffaklm [Taft;;' al-Manar] (Cairo:
Ma~CatMlIl)ammad (Ali $ubayl}. wa Awladuh, 1954).
8 A1).mad~ aI-MaI3ghï, TafsFr al-Maraghr(Cairo: Sbarikat Maktabat wa Ma~CatMUSJafii al-BabI
aI-fJalabl wa Awladih, ad).
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The arrangement of Qu~'s tafsir is therefore a kind of synthesis of the attempts

made byal-Tabarsl, <AbduhjRiçi in their Tafsir al-Manar, and al-Maragf:ù. The mast

obvious resemblance is in Qu~'s introductory paragraph, which is similar to al-iJuffah in

al-Tabarsl's text al-maCna al-jumali in al-Maraglü's, and the introductory paragraph to

each section of <Abduh's and Riç-a's Tafsir al-Manar. Likewise, the explanatory section is

similar to that found in the works of <Abduh, al-Maraghi (al-IdaIJ), and al-tabars! (aJ-

maCna). The mast obvious difference on the other hand is the fact that Qu~ never adds

titles to each section of the discussion of <Ad and Thamüd, which al-Maragm,

CAbduhjRigi, and al-labarsl do.

B. Unity of the Message

QUJbrs treatment of CAd and Thamùd is restricted in the part they play in the

Qur'an, hence, gathering bis material, he draws upon many other verses of the Qur)an

located in different sUrahs. Underlying this practice is the doctrine of the unity of the

message of the Qur)an in Qu.~rs hermeneutic. What Qu~ does in bis ~aJ is different

from what he attempted in two earlier works, a1-Ta~ al-FanIÙ fi al QurJan and

Mashéihid al-Qiyamah, in respect to the basic grouping of verses, even though in terms

of size neither of the latter can he compared to the immensity of ms ~81 Parts of the

TéJ$w1rwere first published in 1939,9 the Mashahidin 1947.10 In these two works Qu~

9 This appeared in al-Muqta.taj 94, 2 (February 1939): 206-22; Issa J. Boullata, "The Rhetorical
Interpretation of the Qurlan: ICjaz and Related Topies," in Andrew Rippin, ed., Approaches to the History
of the Interpretation 150, note. 38; Adnan A. Mussallam, "The Fonnative Stages of Sayyid Qu~b'S

Intellectual Career and His Emergence as an IsIamic OaCiyah, 1906-1952 (pb.D. dissertation, University of
Michigan, 1983) 130; Mhd. Syahnan, "A Study of Sayyid Qu~b'S Qur)an Exegesis in &rUer and Later
Editions of his Fi ?i1til al-QurJtin (MA. thesi~ McGill University, 1997) 31; Sayyid Qu.th, al-TQ§Wlr al
Fannïfi al-QurJan, 14th 00. (Beirot: Dar ShUIÜq, 1993).
10 MusaIJam, "The Formative Stages" 144; Issa J. Bou1la~ "The Rhetorical Interpretation of the Qurlan"
150; Sayyid Qu~, Mashtihid al-QiyamahjfaJ-QurJan, 7rh ed. (Cairn: Daral-Macarif, 1981).
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coUects verses which touch on the same thernes, then he comments on them, focusing in

particular on the relation between their artistic beauty and re1igious import For example

in bis al-Ta~wir, he tries at pre-point ta explain various narratives in support of bis

argument about the Qur>an's aiIn in presenting them. One reason proposed by Qu~ is

that the taIes serve to strengthen the truth of the revelation of Prophet M1Ù).ammad.

According to him., Mu.Qanunad's illiteracy preserved him. from reading any other

scriptures, which meant that he must have received these narratives as revelation frOID

God. Qu~ cites Q. 12: 1-3 and other related passages.ll Likewise, in his Mashahid, Qu~

collects verses which discuss the Day of Resurrection, then comments upon them.. He

presents material from sorne 80 sUrahs of the Qur>an choosing only those verses which

discuss various aspects of the doctrine of the resurrectïon.

On the other hand, Qu~, in dealing with (Ad and Thamüd in bis ~âJ, chooses

not ta employ the thematic approach, and thus does not collect references to these two

tapics in a particular chapter or section, as he does in bis Mashahid However, this is

simply because he follows conventional exegesis in this case, giving bis interpretation

sequentially sürah by sürah and verse by verse, as he does in the rest of ~aJ. Thus,

Qu~b's interpretation of the narratives of (Ad and Thamüd in the Qur>an must he sought

in the scattered references to thent and according to the sequence in which they occur in

scripture. In following this conventional method, Qutb cannat avoid one of the main

stylistic weaknesses of his predecessors, namely, redundancy, since he tends ta repeat

the same interpretation in different places. Qu~ is in fact quite repetitive in expressing

his emotionaI, poetic, and sometimes long-winded argument concerning CAd and

Thamüd.

Il Sayyid Qu~. al-T~rral Fannf 145.
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Nonetheless, the unity of the message of the Qur>an, which Qu~ links with the

doctrine of artistic portrayaL. is interesting. In bis T~wirhe devotes his discussion to

this artistic imagery. Qu~ views the Qur>an as having two complementary aspects:

artistic expression and religious doctrine. The Qur>inic style is united by its harmony

and integral form. This renders the Qur)an a siQr(charm) to anyone who reads or listens

to it; an aspect related. ta the doctrine of the inimitability of the Qur)ân, as Boullata

points out in his article.12 Before going any further in describing this unity, Qu~'s

definition of imagery and artistry is worth noting. He states:

We want to widen the meaning of imagery, to know the peak of imagery in the
Qur>an. It is a pictorial representation Qf color, movem.ent, imagination, as weIl
as with tone in personification. It is manifested. in characteristic, dialogue, sound
of sentence, rhythm of expression, music of discourse, showing of personification
after personification, tested. by eyes and ears, sensory perception and
imagination, mind and consciousnesS.13

Hence, the unity of the message of the Qur>ân as expressed by Qu~ in bis ~aJ is

essentially based on these considerations. Qu~ relates one verse to another based on

sensual dramatization, dialogue, imagery, tone, musical discourse, rhythm, and other

artistic aspects. In Qu~'s discussion of (Ad and Thamiid in bis ~aJ this approach is

particularly evident in the way he presents the beauty of these two narratives.

Nevertheless, there is a clear difference in Qu~'s treatment of the narrative of (Ad and

Thamiïd in ms ~a7and in bis two earlier works aJ-Ta~and Mashahid:. in the former,

we find an abundance of politicaL social, or ideological themes, whereas in the latter two

Qu~b is much more concerned with poetic expression as such.

12 Issa J. Boullata, "The Rhetorical Interpretation of the Qur>an" 34-5; Encik Othman Hin Muham~
"Pendekatan Sayyid Qulb dalam Tafsiran Qur>an" in Mohd Asin Dollah and Zakariya Stapa. a/-QurJa;,
da/am Beberapa Perspektif(KuaJa Lumpur: Peoerbitan Pustaka~ 1992) 106-8.
13 Qu.th, a/-T~lr a/ Fannf 37; Issa J. BoulIata, "The Rhetorical Interpretation of the Qur>an" 151.
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Qu~b sees the themes of (Ad and Thamüd as forming an ïntegral part of the

Qur>an. While subordinate to the overall themes of each sürah of the Qur>an, the (Ad

and Tham.üd narratives are integral ta their sürahs context These connections are based

on themes, style, dramatization, tone, color, and rhythm. Qu~ thereby rejects the notion

that any one part of the Qur)an is independent of the rest14

These therefore were sorne of the considerations that persuaded Qu~ to divide

the sUrahs into groups of verses. The CAd and Thamüd themes fall into these groups,

some of them standing alone as dealing uniquely with one or the other narrative, but

most of them. just subordinate to the main theme of their group. The groupings in which

(Ad and Thamüd figure are scattered throughout th~?3/aJas follows:

•
Q. 7: 59-93:

59-63 (N~), 65-72 «Ad), 73-79 (Thamud),
80-84 (Lü~), 85-87 (ShuCayb), 88-93 (ShuCayb).

Q. 9: 42-92:
42-48, 49-52, 53-57, 58-60, 61-66, 67-70
(67-69: hypocrisy, 70: CAd-Thamüd),71-72,
73-74, 75-78, 79-80,81-85,86-89,90,91-92

Q. Il: 50-68:
50-57 (CAd), 58-60 (their destruction), 61-65
(Thamud), 66-68 (their destruction).

Q. 14: 1-27:
1-8,9-14 (9: NUQ, (Ad, Thamüd), 13-14, 15-17,
19-20, 21-22, 23, 24-27.

Q. 17: 58-72:
58-60 (punishment, 59: Thamüd), 61-65, 66-69,
70-72.

34 verses

50 verses

18 verses

27 verses

14 verses

•
1~Y-usufal.(A?m. RtiQd a/-Filer al-lsltÏmfa/-Mu~ir:al-8htihid Sayyid Qu.tb. f[aytituh wa Madrasatuh wa
Atht:iTuh (BeinJt: Dar al~ 1980) 265. Furthennore, ~'s doctrine is also counter-argument to
Richard Bell's assumption.. For Bell relates this interchange of thernes to the chronology of the revelation.
His theory holds that each verse within a given surah bas a different theme which may he revealed at
different times from the others. See bis The QurJân Translated with Critica/ Re-arrangement ofSurahs
(Edinburgh: T.T. Clade, 1960) and A Commentary on the QurJa;, (Manchester: Manchester University
Press, 1990).



15 verses• Q. 22: 42-57: Niil}, CAd, Thamûd (42).
42-48 (42: Niiq, <Ad, Thamud, 43: IbraIùm,
Lü~, 44: Madyan, MUsa), 49-51, 52-54, 55-57.

Q. 25: 2144: CAd,Thamud (38). 23 verses
21-29, 30-34, 35-40 (Müsa, NlÏlJ 38: CAd, Thamüd,
~l}ab al-Rass), 41-44.

Q. 26: 123-139: CAd. 16 verses
123-135 (CAd), 136-140 (their destruction)

Q. 26: 141-159: Thamüd. 18 verses
141-152 (Thamüd), 153-154 (theirchallenge
ta ~aIil).), 155-159 (their destruction)

Q. 27: 45-53: (Thamiid ail) 9 verses
45-47,48-49,50-53
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Q.38: 1-16: 16 verses
No grouping. (12: NlÙJ, CAd, FirCawn, 13: Thamûd, Lüt,
A~l}âb al-Aykah).

•
Q. 29: 1~54:

14-15, 16-18, 19-23,14-25,26-27,28-30,
31-32 (Ibramm), 33-35 (Lü~), 36-37 (Madyan),
38 (CAd, Thamüd), 39-40 (Qarun, FirCawn),
41-43,44-45.

40 verses

Q. 40: 21-55: 34 verses
21-25,26-34 (31: Nül}, (Ad, Thamiid),
35-37,38-40,41-46,47-52,53-55. (aIl about Müsa)

Q. 41: 1-36: 36 verses
1-8, 9-12, 13-25 (13-18: CAd-Thamiid), 26-28,
29-32,33-36.

Q. 46: 21-28: 7 verses
21-23 (CAd), 24-25 (destruction), 26 (place),
27-28 (destruction).

Q. 50: 1-45: 4S verses
1-11, 12-35 (12: Nül}, A~l:tab al-Rass, 13: CAd,
FirCawn, Lût, 14: A~~ab al-CAykah, Qawm TubbaC).
36-37, 38-45.

• Q. 51: 1-60: 60 verses
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1-6,7-9,10-14,15-23,24-34 (Ibrahim), 35-37,
38-40 (Müsâ), 41-42 (CAd), 43-45 (Thamüd),
46 (N~), 47-51, 52-55, 56-8, 59-60.

Q. 53: 1-62:
1-18, 19-28, 29-3433-62 (50: (Ad, 51: Thamüd,
52: N~, 53: Mu>tafikah).

Q.54: 1-55:
1-8, 9-17 (N~), 18-22 (CAd), 23-32 (fhamüd),
3340 (Lüt),41-42 (FirCawn), 43-53,45-55.

62 verses

55 verses

•

Q.69: 1-21: 21 verses
1-12 (4-8: CAd, Tham.üd, 9-12: FirCawn, Mu>tafikah),
13-18, 19-52

Q. 89: 1-30: 30 verses
1-14 (6-8: cAd,9: Thamüd, 10-11: FirCawn), 15-30.

Q. 91: 1-15: 15 verses
1-15 (10-15: Thamud).15

The verses concerning (Ad and Thamud are an integral part of each grouping. Qu~

insists on the links between the verses. Thase dealing with (Ad and Thamüd are not

independent from the central theme of the 5Ürah, but are connected to the verses before

or after. Qu~ tries to Iink the verses of <Ad and Thamüd with the rest of the verses

within a sürah. For example, in Q. Il: 50-68, as he hegins to comment on (Ad and

Tham.üd, in the introduction paragraph he connects these verses with the previous story

of N1ÏJ1. in the preceding verses, as follows:

The people of NUl) have disappeared. from historyi most of them were liars to he
destroyed by the wind and buried by history. They were far removed from the
ra1Jmah (rnercifuIness) of God, [while the rest of them who] were helievers
occupied the earth in accordance with the norms of Gad "the rewards for
muttaqin." The promise of God to NiiIJ. was "0 Noah! Go thou down (from the
mountain) with peace from Us and blessings upon thee and sorne nations (that
will spring) from those with thee. (There will he other) nations unto whom We
shall give enjoyment a long while and then a painful doom from Us will overtake

• 15 The numbering of the verses is based on that found in the ?i1QI itself.
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them (11: 48)."16 As tinte went on so did history, and the promise of Gad was
fuIfilled. When CAd, who were descendants ofN~ and spread in the country
after them Thamüd- they deserved ta he included in the words of Gad, "nations
unto whom We shall give enjoyment a long while and then a painful doom from
Us will overtake them. (Q. 11: 48)."I7

The ïnterconnection of the verses and stories within the Qurlan is emphasized by

Qu~. The linking of aIl figures and characters is evident from the following

introductory comment on Q.ll: 69-73:

The context [of these verses] lies in the history of succesSOl'S of N~, the nations
who deserved ta he blessed and those who deserved ta he punished... the story
of Ibrarum, who deserved ta he blessed, whereas in the story of the people of Lilt
they receive punishment In bath staries of Ibrahim and Lut the promise of Gad
cornes true, as it is said: "0 Noah! Go thou down (from the mountain) with peace
from Us and blessings upon thee and sorne nations (that will spring) from those
with thee. (Ihere will he other) nations unto whom We shall give enjoyment a
long while and then a painful doom from Us will overtake them" (11: 48). The
blessings for Ibrilùm.. and the rewards for bis descendents, were for IslJiq and bis
offspring the prophets of Banil Isral1l, and for IsmaCù and bis offspring from
whom later barn the seal of Prophets [Mul:tammad].18

Qutb is not the only exegete who favored this technique of grouping. It is a1s0

employed by both classical and modern exegetes when trying ta relate each verse within

a SÜTah ta the one before or after in order ta establish their connection ta each other.

Mustansir Mir has observed in bis article on the doctrine of the unity of the verses in

each sUrah that since of the latter has a central theme, it is important to connect one

verse ta another within that SÜI'ah. Mir was of course concerned with the central theme

of each SÜTah, whereas we detect a comm.on theme involving (Ad and Thamüd scattered

throughout the Qur)an. How Qu~ groups the verses dealing with this subject is

instructive, particu1arly when compared to simiIar attempts at organizing them on the

part of other commentatol'S.

16 Trans. Marmaduke Pictkthall,. The Meaning ofthe Glorious Koran: An Exp/ana/ory Translation (New
York, Dorset Press, [ad]) 169.
17 Qu~, F[?i/a1. vol. 4, 1895.
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The c1earest grouping of the verses on (Ad and Thamüd in c1assical exegesis may

he found in Ibn Kattùr's tafsir: 19

•

Q. 7: 65-69: (Ad
Q. 7: 70-72: (Ad
Q. 7: 73-78: Thamûd
Q. 7: 79: Thamûd
Q. 9: 70: Nü1J., CAd, Tham.üd, Ibrilùm, Madyan
Q. Il: 50-52: (Ad
Q. Il:53-56: (Ad
Q. Il: 57-60: (Ad
Q. Il: 61:1llamüd
Q. Il:62~3:Thamûd
Q. Il: 64-68: Thamud
Q. 14: 9: N~, (Ad, Thamüd
Q. 17: 59: Thamüd
Q. 22: 4246: N~, (Ad, Thamûd
Q. 25: 3540: Müsa, NüJ:.t, <Ad, Thamüd (38)
Q. 26: 123-135: (Ad
Q. 26: 141-145: 1llam.ûd
Q. 27: 4547: Thamûd
Q. 29: 38-40: {Ad, Thamûd (38)
Q. 40: 30-35: NûIJ., (Ad, Thamüd (31)
Q.41: 13-18: CAd, Tham.ûd
Q. 46: 21-25: (Ad
Q. 46: 26-28: (Ad
Q.50: 12-15: cAd, Thamûd (12-13)
Q. 51: 38-46: CAd, Thamûd (41-45)
Q. 53: 42-55: CAd, Thamüd (50-51)
Q. 54: 18-22: (Ad
Q. 54: 23-32: Thamûd
Q. 69: 69: 1-12: Ad, Thamud
Q. 89: 1-14: CAd, Thamûd (6-9)
Q. 91: 11-15: Thamud20

Al-Tabarsl on the other hand groups them as follows:

4 verses
2 verses
5 verses
1 verse
1 verse
2 verses
3 verses
3 verses
1 verse
2 verses
4 verses
1 verse
1 verse
4 verses
5 verses
12 verses
4 verses
2 verses
2 verses
5 verses
5 verses
4 verses
2 verses
3 verses
8 verses
13 verses
4 verses
9 verses
12 verses
14 verses
4 verses

Q. 7: 72-78: (Ad, Thamud
Q. 9: 67-70: (Ad, Thamûd
Q. Il: 50-60: (Ad
Q. 14: 7-10: CAd, Thamud

6 verses
3 verses
10 verses
3 verses

•
18 Qu~, Ff?i/a7, vol. 4, 1911.
19 For more on Ibn Katlùr, see McAuliffe, QurJanic Christians 74-6; idem, "Qur)3nic Hermeneutics" 54
62; Mahmoud M. Ayoub, The QurJcïn and ilS /nlerpreters 4; Ibn Kathïr, TafsFr al-QurJan al-.A.pm, 00.
Khâlid Mul}anur.ad MlIl;Jam mad (Beirut: al-Maktabah al-~iiyah, 1997).
20 The numbering of the verses is based on the tafsi"r ofIbn Kath1r itseli



• Q. 17: 58-60: Thamüd
Q. 22: 41-45: {Ad, Thamüd
Q. 25: 32-40: (Ad, Thamüd
Q. 26: 141-159: CAd, Thamüd
Q. 27: 45-53: Thamüd
Q. 29: 36-40: Thamüd
Q. 38: 11-20: CAd, Thamüd
Q.40: 31-35: CAd, Thamüd
Q. 41: 11-15: CAd, Thamüd
Q. 46: 21-25: cAd
Q. 46: 26-30: CAd
Q. 50: 12-20: CAd, Thamüd
Q. 51: 38-46: CAd, Thamüd
Q. 53: 42-62: {Ad, Thamud
Q.54: 11-21: (Ad
Q. 54: 23-31: Thamüd
Q. 69: 1-10: <Ad, Thamüd
Q. 89: 1-30: <Ad, Thamüd
Q.91:1-15:ThaEnüdn

2 verses
4 verses
8 verses
18 verses
8 verses
4 verses
9 verses
4 verses
4 verses
4 verses
4 verses
8 verses
8 verses
20 verses
10 verses
8 verses
10 verses
30 verses
15 verses
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•
The practice of grouping and dividing verses of the Qur)an into sections is found

also in modem exegesis, such as in the commentaries of Rash1d Ri4i1CAbduh and of al-

Maraghl. Previous to thïs, however, (Abduh commentaries had not bothered to do the

same. Thus, in interpreting CAd and Thamüd in Q. 89: 6-9 <Abduh simply treats these

along with other verses from Q. 89 in the normal way, i.e., quoting the text and

providing a running commentary. In Riqi's/CAbduh's Tafsir al-Manar, on the other

hand, we find grouping of verses, based on theme, espeeially in the case of CAd and

Thamüd. Unfortunately, because this talSirextends only up ta Q. 12, we have only a few

examples hom which ta draw a comparison:

Q. 7: 64-71: CAd
Q. 7: 72-78: Thamüd
Q. 9: 68-70: Nü"q., CAd, Thamüd, Ibrah1m, Mu)tafikat (Q. 70)
Q. Il: 50-52: cAd
Q. Il: 53-57: CAd
Q. Il: 58-60: cAd

7 verses
6 verses
2 verses
2 verses
4 verses
2 verses

• 21 The numbering ofthe verses is based on the tafsfr ofal-Tabarsl itself.
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~. Il: 64-66: Thaxnud22

2 verses
2 verses
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Al-Maraglù for bis part offers another arrangem.en~grouping the verses of the

Qur)an conceming CAd and Thamüd as follows:

•

~. 7: 65-72: CAd
Q. 7: 73-79: Thamüd
~. 9: 68-70: CAd, Tham1id
Q. Il: 50-52: CAd
Q. Il: 53-57: CAd
Q. Il: ss.6O: cAd
~. Il: 61-63: Thaxnud
Q. Il: 64-68: Thamiid
Q.14: 9-12: CAd, Thamüd
~. 17: 56-60: Thamiid
~. 22: 42-46: CAd, Thamüd
Q. 25: 38-40: CAd, Thamüd
Q. 26: 123-140: (Ad
Q. 26: 141-159: Thamüd
Q. 27: 45-53: Thaxnud
Q. 29: 38: Thamüd
Q. 38: 12-15: CAd, Thamüd
Q. 40: 30-35: CAd, Thamüd
Q. 41: 12-18: CAd, Thamud
Q. 46: 21-28: (Ad
Q. 50: 12-15: (Ad, Thamüd
Q. 51: 38-46: cAd, Thamüd
Q- 53: 33-54: (Ad, Thamiid
Q. 54: 18-22: (Ad
Q. 54: 23-32: Thaxnud
Q. 69: 1-12: CAd, Tham1id
Q. 89: 6-32: (Ad, Tham1id
Q. 91: 11-15: Thamüd23

7 verses
6 verses
2 verses
2 verses
4 verses
2 verses
2 verses
4 verses
3 verses
4 verses
4 verses
2 verses
17 verses
18 verses
8 verses
1 verse
3 verses
5 verses
6 verses
7 verses
3 verses
8 verses
21 verses
4 verses
9 verses
12 verses
26 verses
4 verses

When we compare the grouping of verses of CAd and Thamüd in the -?iJa7 of

Qu~bwith those of other exegetes listed above, it is obvious that Qu~'s divisions are the

largest in terms of the sheer number of verses included, ranging from 7 to 62, depending

on the group. By contrast, the fewest verses in any given group are given by Ibn Katlùr,

• 22 The ownbering of the verses is based on Tafsii- a/-Manar itself.
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who sometimes includes only a single verse in bis grouping. Al-Tabarsl's selection is in

many respects similar ta that of al-Maraglù, although in sorne cases the former mixes the

narrative of <Ad and Thamüd with other themes due ta the many verses found, for

example in Q. 89 or 91. The mast systematic in terms of topic is probably al-Maraghl's, as

he is quïte consistent in grouping verses according to the theme of (Ad and Thamüd and

in not mixing these with other tapies. Ibn KathIr's selections are also minimal, as are

RicJi's; another similarity between the two is that they often treat (Ad and Thamüd

separately, confining the applicable verses for each in a discrete group, as in the case of

Q. Il. This at least appears to be the case, given that Raslùd RicJi does not cover the

whole Qur>an.

Moreover, based on the above comparisons, one may conclude that Qu~'s

approach was unlike those of the other exegetes, whose own approaches varied

• considerably. The uniqueness ofQu~'sgrouping of verses lies in the fact that he divides

each of these into smaller groups. We cannot find this system of division in any of the

works of previous exegetes. In 50 doing, he makes up for the weakness of his

predecessors' groupings where each smaller group of verses appears disconnected from

the group before or after it This is due to the different themes of each group of verses.

This may he illustrated by the example of Q. 54: 1-55, consisting of 55 verses, which he

further divides as follows: 1-8, 9-17 (Niil), 18-22 «Ad), 23-32 (Thamüd), 33-40 (Lüt), 41

42 (Fir(awn), 43-53, 45-55. Qu~ shows in this way that the stories of (Ad and Thamüd

are closely connected. to those of N1Ïl)., Lut, and FirCawn. This certainly contrasts with the

practice of Ibn aI-Katlùr, aI-Tabars1 or al-Maraglù, each of whom places stories in

smaller, different groups. In separating the discussion of N~, CAd, Thamüd, Lüt, and

• 23 The numbering of the verses is based on the tafsFr ofal-Mar3gIii itself.
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Fir(awn, they fail to show the coherency and interconnectedness of the verses in the

sUrah. Qu~'s broader groupings allow him. to show the relationship of the verses in a

sürah without confusing the themes by making indiscriminate selections. In al-Tabars1's

grouping, for instance, we find a large group of verses touching on various themes, but

Qutb refines these by re-dividing them. For example in Q. 53: 42-62 (20 verses), al

Tabars1 seems to mix the verses of <Ad and Thamüd with other topies, whereas Qu~

expands the grouping (Q. 53: 1-62: Le., 62 verses) but re-divides it as follows: 1-18, 19-28,

29-32, 33-62 (50: <Ad, 51: Thamud). Hence, the stories of <Ad and Thamüd are treated as

integral to the theme of these verses.

However, there is a point of similarity among an the exegetes, including Qu~, in

that their grouping of the verses is based on their own analysis, not on any tradition,

Prophetie or otherwise. They aIso base the connections between each verse on thematical

considerations.

There are, however, sorne weaknesses apparent in Qu~'s m.ethod. For example,

once he is convinced of the central theme of a group of Ver5eSJ Qu~ dissolves bis

interpretation of <Ad and Thamüd in that theme. In the case of certain groups of verses,

such as Q. Il: 50-68, the central theme is <Ad and Thamüd, and 50 throughout this

ïnterpretation of these verses he focuses on this very theme. Ho'W'ever, in other cases,

where the central theme appears not to be <Ad or Thamüd, and therr appearance May be

attributed to the support they lend to the main point being marked, Qu~ sometimes

neglects ta comment For example, Qu~b passes over in silence on the story of <Ad and

Thamud mentioned in Q. 14: 13-17, since he wants instead to discuss the overall theme

of Q. 14: 1-36, namely, the might of God and natural phenomena. He believes that Q. 14:

• 1-36 represents a unity, and that the account of CAd and Thamiid in verses 13-17 is
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incidental to this, since the narratives merely serve as examples of generations

previously destroyed for ignoring the signs contained in natural phenomena. Qu~

therefore does not extract any information of (Ad and Thamüd from Q. 14: 13-17

although it contains worthwhile information.24

One can aIso see a difference between Qu~'s grouping of verses in the earlier

sUrahs, where fewer verses are involved and greater thematic consistency maintained,

and the later sUrahs, where the groups are larger and have a greater variety of topies

covered. Thus we find that the groups analyzed. in Q. 7 to 27 (with the exception of Q. 9)

contain fewer verses on average. Whereas in sUrahs Q. 29 to 91 (except for Q. 46) the

quantities are greater. We may speculate that when he began writing of 4iJaI, Qu~ was

more systematic and that over time he became less 50. We find particularly haphazard

groupings in the last sUrahs especially in Q. 50 to 91, where Qu~ begins the grouping

from verse number 1 and ends with verse number 15 to 60.

C. PositioningQu~

Qu~b's position as heir ta the interpreters of CAd and Thamüd is that of a

modernist exegete. Following the rationalization and demythologization of <Ad and

Thamud by the West and then its synthesis by Mu.Qammad cAbduh and bis successors

(as we discussed in Chapter One), Qu~b takes a simiIar critical approach, yet differing

from other modem commentatoIS in Many respects. Thus, while he agrees with

CAbduh's decision to discard aIl israJiliyat and detailed description (50 often

encountered in dassical tafsir, as we discussed in Chapter One), Qu~b stresses in tum

the moral lesson contained in these narratives, in addition to their semiotic content.

24 Qu~,Ff?i1a7 5, 3103-31.
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Qu~b successfully accomplishes two important tasks. First, in continuation of <Abduh's

approach, he deconstructs the classical position and discards any extra-Qur>amc

sources; and second, he discovers the moral lessons and the significance of (Ad and

Thamüd for bis own time and particuIarly in the modem Egyptian contexte By

highIighting the (Ad and Thamüd narratives, he analyzes the moral state of

contemporary society, dividing it in terms of such Qur>ânic designations as CAd,

Thamüd, ]ahi1iyah, and shirk on the one hand, representing its negative pole or

tendency, and as Hüd, ~~, Islam and tawJ;ùd, on the other, emphasizing the positive.

In this way he completes CAbduh's mission of finding the Qur>an's moral significance

for today's world. Moreover, he sets an example that is followed to different extents by

Bint al-5ha~>, for instance, who insisted on allowing the Qur)an to speak for itself, and

by Izzat Darwazah, who wished to disconnect the Iink between Qur>amc and Biblical

narrative.25

In the end everything cornes down to Qu~'s sources, which, based on our

analysis, were of three kinds. First, there is, of course, the Qur)an itself. Mahmoud

Ayoub for one has stated that "the author [Qu~] is careful not to depart from the Qur>an

in interpreting it," aIl the while making "a conscious effort to remain within the purview

of the Qur>an."26 Second, there is the interpretation of Qu~'s predecessors, among the

exegetes, whom Qu~ by no means abandons entirely, whether cIassical or modern. This

type of source cornes into play especially when he tries to situate <Ad and Thamüd in

terms of time and place. This may he seen in ms locating <Ad in Al)qaf, near fta4rmawt,

and Thamüd in I-Jijr, between the I-Jijaz and Syria. Significantly, though, Qu~b does not

25 See our discussion in chapter one.
26 Mahmoud M Ayoub. The Qur}tin and ifs lnterpreters 7.
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add anything new in this case. His most important debt to (Abduh and bis supporters,

and to such as Rashid Riqa and al-Marighi, is in the prindple of moral teaching. The

third and final source is Qu~'s own experience in religious, ideological, and political

life, which led to bis introducing the contemporary situation into narratives. Thus, bis

experience in everything from literary criticism, political activism, the Muslim Brethren,

even bis living in the United States, as weil as bis anti-Westem ideology and bis

suffering in prison contributed bis reading of the Qur>amc verses dealing with CAd and

Thamüd. In other words, we may say that bis own life-experience provided one of the

main sources for bis interpretation of these narratives.

When we juxtapose Qu~rs interpretation of (Ad and Thamüd and that of

Westem schofars, it becomes immediately apparent that he is not responding to

Westem findings about (Ad and Thamüd. He acknowledges neither Western skepticism

regarding the existence of (Ad nor Western scholarship on the evidence of Nabateans

inscriptions related to Thamüd, which we mentianed in Chapter One. Whether this was

due to stubbomness or ignorance, it is difficult to say; ail that is certain is that there is a

disconnection between Qu~'s interpretation and Westem findings on this topic.

In consequence of this, Qu~ limits himself to seeing (Ad and Thamüd from the

perspective of the Qur)amc text literally. This results in bis achieving a certain

consistency in his use of sources. On the other hand, he is inconsistent in his

interpretation of data, stating for instance that both (Ad and Thamüd were historical

phenomena, when in fact does not have the historical evidence ta back up this daim. At

the same time bis insistence that it is unnecessary to go into the detaiIs of the tales is an
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obstacle ta further investigation of the historical rea1ity of CAd and Thamud. This is a

perfect example, in fact, of what Boullata calls Qu~'s "ahistoriclt approach.27

In addition ta Qu~'s lack of historical perspective in bis tafsïr on cAd and

Thamtid, it can aIso he said that, if we apply Fazlur Rahman's double movement theory

in interpreting the text,28 Qu~ misses one essential step. This is ta discover the history of

the text Qu~'s emphasis is on another step, i.e., that of interpreting the text

pragmatically in accordance with the present condition. It is true that the interpretation

may he different from the original text, indeed; it may not even he necessary ta retum to

the original meaning, as Gadamer states.29 But Qu~ts morallessons and bis interest in

applying these tales to bis own situation and tinte seem ta concentrate only literally on

the text This results in a break with the historicity of the past text and the data outside

it, bath of which are necessary for understanding such a text and context

Qu~b's disregard of the historical context of CAd and Tham.ùd and bis reliance

merelyon the QurJan as bis only source have two important consequences. First, the

enigma of the circumstance when the staries of CAd and Tham.üd were retold by the

QurJan is not uncovered., in which we may raise sorne questions and consider a

probability. Conceming the tinte of revelation of cAd and Thamüd, what is the

27 Boullata designates Qt4b's thinking as ahistoric, in the sense that he embraœs self-construeted
monolithic dcgmatism and persists in applying bis own thought, not tolerating pluralism, disregarding the
effects of place and time. Jn agreement with Boullata, we may aIso view him as ahistoric in his failing to
prove the historicity of CAd and Tbamüd. See Issa 1. Boullata, Trends and Issues in Contemporary Arab
Thought (Albany: State University ofNew York Press, 1990) 62.
28 We simplify Rabman's hermeneutical theoty to two important aspects: presenting the historical text of
the past and finding its affini1y 10 the present condition. Although Rabman's theory is originally for the
purpose of studying legal texts, we are right 10 apply it in treating narrative texts for bath are texts of the
Qur)an. Fazlur Rahman, Islam and Modernity, Transformation ofIs/amic InteJleciua/ism (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1982) 6; Tamara Soon, "Fazlur Rabman's Islamic Methodology" Mus/im
Wor/d, vol. 18 (1991) 212-30; Richard C. Martin, "Unders!aDding the Qur)an in Text and Context," History
ofReligions, vol. 21 (1982) 362-4; Amhar Rasyid, "Some Qur>anic Legal Texts in the Context of Fazlur
Rahmau's Hermeneutical Method" (MA. thesis, McGill University, 1994) 35-7.
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significance of retelling the stories of (Ad and Thamüd? They are not simply offering a

morallesson, but they aIso contain ideological meaning, as they do for Qu~ himself (we

discussed in the Second Chapter). In attempting to Eix their time of revelation, for

example, Izzat Darwazah30 theorizes that the tales must have at least been known to the

original audience of the Qur)an and circulated among them after they had been

revealed. To what extent the popular version of the narratives differed from the

Qur)amc one, and thus to what extent the Qur)an changes the taies, by adding or

reducing material, is of course of great interest, but it goes beyond Qu~'s interpretation

inhis~aJ.

Second, Qu~'s a1most exclusive reliance on the Qur)an in bis interpretation and

bis rejection of much of what is preserved by classical interpreters such as al-Kïsali, al-

Taban, Ibn KathIr, al-ThaClab1, means that Qu~ loses significant data. Al-Taban. and

other Muslim scholars discuss (Ad and Thamüd in their historical, exegetical and qi$a~

works, where they offer fuller versions. This is far from being a question of whether they

recorded the information correctIy or not, but rather one of what it tells us of the

popular understanding of (Ad and Thamüd in their time. Moreover, for the purpose of

further investigation, the data preserved by al-Tabarl and others is important in itself

and ought not to he discarded or judged in the light of modern rationalism. From this

perspective, finding new meaning for c1assical exegesis is one solution, rather than

blaming it for containing israJiliyiit and non-Qur)amc materials. For these materials

represent their age, so that ta judge their rationality based on modern logic is irrelevant

29 Hans Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, 200 ed. trans. by Joel Weinsheimer and Donald G. Marshall
(New York: Continuum, 1997) 140.
30 See hisAl-QurJan al-Majfd (Beirut.: al-Maktabahal_cA$iiyah, [n.d])I66-85.
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and reductionist; to treat their description of CAd and Thamüd as a myth on the other

hand is a much more reasonable solution.

Qu~b often takes issue with classical scholars accusing them of injecting non

Qur)éÜtic materials into their interpretation of the narrative of (Ad and Thamiid, and

insisting that the Qur>an alone be appealed to. However, while it is true that al-raban

and other classical scholars inject non-Qur>amc myths into their analysis of CAd and

Thamud, it is aIso the case that Qu~b himself applies new, non-Qur>ânic sources,

particuIarly in the form. of bis own experience in bis Egyptian contemporary context. On

the one hand, Qu~ rejects the mythical interpretation favored by bis predecessors, but

on the other he creates new material of bis' own with regard to CAd and Thamiid. There

is little to choose from in trying to determine which approach is the more Qur>an-based.

Abu Rabi( descnbes Qu~ as "constantly shift[ing] from the theological to the

• ideological or from the doctrinal to the world of realpolitik in his Qur)amc exegesis."31

He is right in saying that. In terms of their exegetical method, Qu~'s pred.ecessors

indiscriminately mixed legends, myths, and tales, whereas modern exegetes have

tended. to discard these myths and instead extract the morallesson from the narrative. In

rus own way Qu~ brings these tales into bis own life, and gives them pracbcal

significance. However, just as dassical exegetes mythologized the narratives, Western

scholars demythologized the~ and modem exegetes rationalized them, Qu~ seems to

have tried to theologize his ideological beliefs and political experience. In classical

exegesis, the tendency to sacralize CAd and Thamiid is more pronounced, consisting as it

does in emphasis on extraordinary events and miracles; nevertheless, Qu~ is no Iess

• 31 Abu Rab~ Inte/lectual Origins 214.
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committed. to sacralizing and mythologizing bis political ideology, which he achieves by

highlighting the dichotomy betw'een Islam. and jahiliyah.

o. Triangular Argument

Using Gifford Geertz's theory "modelof' and "model for" reality,32 we showed in

Chapter Two that the model of cÂd versus Hüd and of Thamüd versus ~aIiIJ stand for

symbois in Qu~fS thought This is evident if we look at Qu~fS point of view in seeing

historical conflict phenomena and bis contemporary situation. Thus, the modeIs aIso

represent Qu~rs world view33 .and the order of reality. According to Qu~, the latter

always follows this pattern: CAd-Hud, Thamud~~, negative-positive, evildoers-

virtues, challengers-prophets. As we pointed out earlier, by employing Toshihiko

Izutsu's theory,34 Qu~fS concept of positive and negative poles sets CAd, Thamüd,

• Quraysh.. Nasserism, the West on the negative side, along with challengers of their

prophets, evildoers, committingjàhilideeds, mushrikiïn, and other related terms. On the

positive side we find Hüd,~, Mul:tammad, Qu~ himself, the Muslim Brethren and

other IsIamist defenders of positive values, such as prophets, Islam, tawJ:üd, and other

related terms.

In seeing the pattern of the two tendencies, positive and negative, we can relate

this to the problem of suffering. His suffering in reallife, due ta the oppression of beth

the Egyptian govemment and Western colonialis~ produced in Qu~b the concept of

evil. The concept of evil, cAd and Thamüd, appeared. together with its opposition, being

•
32 Clifford Geenz. "Religion as a Cultural System, Il in bis The Interpretation of CU/lures (Princeton:
HarperCollins Publishers, 1973) 93.
33 For more account on ethos and world view according to Geertz, see bis "Ethos, World View and the
Analysis of Sacred Symbols," in his The Interpretation of Cultures; ide~ Islam Observed: Re/igious
Deve/opment in Morocco andIndonesiŒ (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press. 1971).
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Htid and~.This concept functions as a vehicle and a model for Qu~ to express the

oppression of the powerful Egyptian govemment and the West Following the analysis

of bath Foucault and Sangren, Qu.~ can he seen as an agent and producer of power

through bis interpretation of the narrative.35 This power is important, for him at least, to

face the powerful Egyptian govemment who oppressed. and jailed hint. Therefore, the

correspondence of Qu~'s ideological and religious experience is c1ear. Thus, it follows

Geertz's theory that both ideological and religious experience are part of "cultural

system" and they can he identified through finding their significance from interpreting

symbolical meaning.36

Qutb's formula can be illustrated. by means .of triangles, in which opposing

theories of good and evil form the angles at ils base and the victor in this struggle forms

the apex. The pattern repeated in history and scripture was supposed to rePeat itself

• once again inQu~ own encounter with the forces of ignorance.

No.l No. 2

34 See our discussion in Chapter Two page 44-5.
35 Michel Foucault., Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, trans. Alan Sheridan (New York:
Vmtage Books, 1979) 29, Steven P. Sangre~ ""Power" against Ideology: A Critique of Faucoultian

• Usage," CulturalAnthrop%gy 10 (1995) 22.
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No. 3

lMuI;1ammad 1

~
No. 4

QUrayshi

~

•
No. 5

fThe West!the Egyptian govemmen~

~

Looking at each of these triangles in turn we can observe the following. In the fust the

basic formula is that Islam is opposed to jaJziliyah, a confrontation which always ends

with the victory of Islam. In the second, (Ad challenges Hud, their prophet, but they are

destroyed instead by a wind (~aror (aqim). Thamud disobeys ~aI:il)., killing the she

camel sent as proof from God, which leads to ~~IS victory and Thamud's destruction

by a divine "scream" ({Xly1)ah). In the fourth Muhammad struggles against Quraysh and

wins out at the end. Finally, in the fifth triangle we see the pattern of Qu~ as defender

• 36 Geertz, "Religion as a Cultural System" 87-125; idem, "Ideology as Cultural System" in ms The
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of the truth and positive values opposing the West and the Egyptian government, who

represent all that is wrong in the world. However, the apex of the fifth triangle differs

from the others in that no clear victory can he descnbed. Whether Qu~ saw bis victory

as imminent or as having ta he bought with his own life, is difficult to say. Yet the fact is

thatN~ is in a position of power.

Qu~b contributes, it must he admitted, almast nothing to our knowledge of the

historical CAd and Tham.üd, limiting himself instead to a simple description of the

period and geographical location of these tribes. Nor does he break new ground in

drawing a parallel between the (Ad/Hûd, Thamüd/~ and Quraysh/Mul)ammad

paradigms, for this had been anticipated by al-Taban, al-Tha<labi, al-Kisi>l, for example,

in their qi{;a$ works, a point we made in Chapter One. There we saw how classical

authors were struck by the fact that Hüd and~ were chosen by Gad as prophets at

• the age of forty, as was Mul)ammad ~'s father passed. away before bis birthday, as

did Mul:tammad's. The name of Hiid's father was CAbd Allah, the same as that of

Muf.tanunad. The situations of <Ad and Thamiid at the time of the revelation of their

prophets were the same as the situation of Quraysh in that they worshipped certain

idols and surrounded themselves with many others (see our discussion in Chapter One).

In the modem exegesis, attempts to Iink the story of CAd to Mul:tammad's era are also

found. Khalaf Allah37 suggests that the story of CAd is a waming for Quraysh not repeat

the same deeds. Any stubbornness on their part would aIso he punished. as was that of

the CAd. Qu#> merely expressed aIl these points triangular paradigms, wherein he uses

• Interpretation ofCultures 193-233.
37 See hisAI-Fann al-Q~~ifi al-Qur)tiiz al-Karim (Cairn: Maktabat al-NaIJ4ah a1-Mi~ah, 1950-1) 138
9.
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(Ad and Thamud as media for expressing bis attitude towards contemporary issues. In

other words, the contemporary cAd and Thamûd have a contemporary role in ~;il

We May describe the emphasis thatQu~ places on CAd and Tharoud in the three

paradigms of remote past, mediate past and present in a diagram as follows:

CAd and Tham.üd in the past

CAd and Thamud at the time of MuJ:.tammad

CAd and Thamùd in Qutb's time

Qu~b employs the same method, approach, style, rhetoric and even comments in

most of the instances when he addresses (Ad and Thamud. Therefore, it is reasonable ta

describe Qu~b as repetitive and often redundant in his interpretation of bath tales. Since

the tales seem identical, he repeats sorne arguments for bath narratives. Leonard Binder

notes that this is aImost to be expected since his writing style is repetitive and

emotional,38 and contains seemingly contradictory and inconsistent statements.

Nevertheless, we have pointed out that Qu~'s style in interpreting the Qur)an is poetic
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and stresses its artistic aspects. His writing is not for an academic audience but for the

common Egyptian people. In the Iight of this consideration it is understandable that

Qutb should stress the literary and artistic aspects of the text rather !han its merely

factual aspects. This, however, does not obviate the monotony of bis presentation. Nor

does it reduce the repetitiveness that characterizes bis presentation of the material on

(Ad and Thamiid. While it is noticeable that he devotes more attention to the former of

the two tribes, it is aIso clear that his remarks on (Ad are meant to serve for Thamud as

welI.

The fact that bath (Ad and Thamud were products of the age of jahiliyah was

significant for Qu~'s concept of a contemporary jahiliyah.39 In fad, what emerges from a

reading ofQu~ is not confined. to either the past or the present. Qu~himseH states:

Jahiliyah is not a period in time. ft is a condition that is repeated every tinte. It is
a condition that is repeated every tinte society veers from the Islamic way
whether in the past, the present or the future.40

Boullata rightly concludes thai;. for Qu~, jâhiliyaJr.

....ceases to he only a past, historical period of ignorance of Gad before Islam and
becomes, in pejorative usage, a human condition, a state of minet, a quality of
society, a way of life whereby the Islamic system in any age or land is ignored
and whereby human beings, even if they call themselves 'Muslim', deviate from
the Islamic way prescribed by the Qur)an and the Prophet's teachings.41

Jahiliyah transcends time and space. ]8hiJiyah existed even before the time of pre-Islamic

Quraysh. Thus, we have three different expressions of jâhiliyah over tïme. The fust of

38See LeonaId Binder,lslamie Liberalism 171, 175; Moussalli, Radieallslamic 40-2.
39 Emmanuel Sivan, Radical Islam 179; Ibriiliim M Abu Rabi(,lntelleetual Origins 180, for stating that "in
bis evaIuation of the meaning and historical implications ofjahi/Jyah in the ?ilal, Qu~ refers to the spread
of political and social division, the ascendance of the tribal and regional menta1ity. and the prevalence of
social and moral malaise in modem Muslim societies"; Kenneth Cragg, Pen and Faith 59-61; John Calvert,
"Dïscourse, Commuoity and Power: Sayyid Qu~ and the IsIamic Movement in Egypt" (ph.D. dissertation,
McGill University, 1993) 207.
40 Sayyid Qu~,Ma Ca1imjfal-Tariq 224; traDS. Yvonne Haddad, "Sayyid~b" 87.
41 Boullata, Trends andIssues 58.
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these predated considerably the coming of Islam; this was the era of <Ad and Thamüd.

The second is manifested in the behavior of Quraysh just prior ta Islam, which furnishes

us with our common understanding of the term. The last is modern jahiIiy~ the

version which Qu~ scholars usuaily focus on, represented. by the West and the Egyptian

govemment in the time of Qu~. Thus Qu~'s model of <Ad and Thamud becomes "in

pejorative usage, a human condition, a state of mind, a quality of society, a way of life,ft

and can therefore he applied at each stage in the continued existence of jahiIiyak in pre

Quraysh, Quraysh, and modem periods. The close lin.k between <Ad-Thamüd and

jéihiIiyah renders them interchangeable: (Ad and Thamüd were j8hili, while conversely

anyone who behaves in a jâhilill'léUmer is (Ad and Tham:iid.

Thus Qu,., widens the Islamic concept of <Ad and Thamüd, making its abstract

enough that it can he applied in theory ta anyone evil, fitting a certain definition of jahili.

• At the same time, however, he is tao free in applying the term. Thus, he uses it ta

designate not ooly the West and the Egyptian government (i.e., Nasserism) but is

trapped into applying it to ail his enemies, real and perceived, and mto judging others

by bis own standards. Qu~ therefore ultimately gives in tao easily to the practice of

taklir, as did the Kharijites of old.42

Kenneth Cragg has described the ?i1aJ as "a commentary given in a

personality.ne It is evident that Qu~'s retelling of the story of (Ad versus Hüd and of

Thamüd versus~ is largely a self projection vis-à-vis ms political environment, as we

pointed out above in the Chapter Two. Qu~ tries to tell us of bis own experiences

•
through the tales of (Ad and Tham.üd: bis opposition to the West and its cultural

42 Emmanuel Sïvan, Radical Islam 110; Leonard Binder, Islamic Liberalism 172 and 185.
43 Kenneth Cragg, The Pen a;;d the Faith: Eight Modern Muslim Writers and the QurJan (London: George
Allen and Unwin, 1985) 70.
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tendencies, bis antagonism. towards (Abd al-Na~, and bis ideological stance as a

prominent member of Muslim. Brethren. 5ince bis account of (Ad and Tham.üd is

persona], bis interpretation may he relevant for him first of aIl, for bis time and location.

However, it may he irrelevant to others with different experiences. But then, aIl tafsir

reflects in sorne ways the experience of its writer, which in itself is a contribution to our

overall knowledge of the Qur)an.
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Conclusion

The simplistic, enigmatic style of the Qurlan in referring to the tales of CAd and

Thamüd casts doubt on the very existence and historicity of CAd and Thamud,

ÏrreSpective of the value of the narrative and its raIe in religious teaching. Ta fill this gap

classical haggadic exegesis, offered. a more complete version of CAd and Thamud

legends, as may he seen in al-l'abarl's tatSir and tarïkh, or in~ aJ-AnbiyéiJ of al

IGsall, or al-ThaQabl. This often involved relying on isra>ïliyat transmissions. On the

other hand, from the Westetn scholarship perspective, the importance of cAd and

Thamüd lies not in what role these play in the Qurlan, but in how they might confirm

research or excavations which point ta the existence of actual tribes bearing these names.

For modern Muslim exegetes, therefore, dedicated to defending the truth of the

Qur)an, the aim of the scripture in telling of CAd and Thamüd consists in no other

purpose than to extract a moral Iesson. They offer their interpretation by simpIifying,

rationalizing, and demythologizing, the latter concerned. in particular with discarding

the non-Qurlinic materials-myth, legend and extraordinary tales provided by classical

exegetes. However, ta understand (Ad and Thamud in this way, is ta depreciate the

qi§a~recordedby al-l'abarl, al-Kisi)l, al-ThaQab1, Ibn Kath1r, and many others. To judge

myth based on "what is true" is inappropriate and leads to reductionism. For our task is

not to judge the myths with the toois of modern logic but ta find a way ta understand

them, to show the significance of the myths for the tellers.

Based. on our analysis in this thesis, we find that the two narratives have a clear

significance for Sayyid Qu~b. In our close reading of Fi~;i1aJ-Qur)an, by connecting
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(Ad and Thamüd to Qu~ not only as the heir of previous interpreters, but also as a man

who occupied time and space, we find that the two tales serve for Qu~ as a response to

the modern situation surrounding him. Qu~ uses the two tales to express himself vïs-à

vis bis environment; thus the affinity among many aspects; political suffering,

ïdeological conflict, and religious experiences can he traced by reading rus interpretation

of the two narratives. Thus, the model of the narratives is operative and they become

symbols for Qu#J. We have seen the triangular model which represents Qutb's world

view and the order of reality according to him: negative versus positive, and ending

with the victory of positive-Hüd in. the case of (Ad,~ in the case of Thamüd,

MuJ::tammad in his confrontation with Quraysh. This may he extended to include Qu#J

himself in his encounter with the negative forces of bis age: Nasserism and Westernism;

materialism; communism; etc. Hüd and ~ function as a projection and a

representation of Qu~ himself, and (Ad and Thamüd as bis enemies. Interestingly,

Qutb's concept of liheration as the outcome of the story of cAd versus Hüd not only

implies the liberation of righteousness from evil, Islam from jahillyah and Hüd from

CAd, but also Qutb himself from bis suffering at the hands of bis more powerful

enemies - the Egyptian govemment and Western imperialism. AIso, in the case of the

hamstringing and sIaying of the she-camel by Thamüd (a rebellious act against prophet

~aIil)) represents symbolically the oppression and torture of the Muslim Brethren by

JamaI (Abd. al-Na~'s regime. Qu~bIS assumption of the roIe of Hüd and $~, and ms

designation of bis enemies as Thamüd and CAd, gave Qu~b the moral strength he needed

to face the more powerful Egyptian government and Western hegemony. Therefore, we

find that the paradigm of (Ad and Thamüd in QuJb's triangle ends with the victory of

positive pole. This model embodied for Qu~b the ideological and political conflict raging
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in the Egyptian context; nevertheless, in contrast to the victory for Hüd and~ or

even Mul:tammad, Qu~ and other members of the Muslim Brethren were politically

defeated by JamaI CAbd al-Na~, jailed and even ultimately hanged.

In evaluating the structure of Qu~'s ~éÏl, we find that he follows the

conventional structure of tafsir, interpreting the verses of cAd and Thamüd based on the

sequence of the sürah and verses. Thus, the interpretation of the two taIes is to be found

scattered in different passages of the Qur)an. However, Qu~ offers another

systematization, namely groupings of verses within each sürah, arranged thematically.

This idea is found in the tafsirs of bis predecessor's particu1arly those of Ibn Kathir, aI

TabarSi, CAbduh'sjRiqi's Tafsïr aJ-Manar, and aI-Maraghl. Sayyid Qu~ follows this

trend. However, Qu~ is unique in bis groupings, which consist of a large number of

verses which is then divided again into smaller groups. In doing 50, the connection of

each verse, theme, large group and smaller group within sürah is emphasized, and with

the help of aesthetic principles, he tries to connect verses to one another. Therefore, he

offers a solution to counter the idea of disunity of the verses of the Qur)an, although in

sorne cases Qu~ is not entirely successful in applYÙlg this idea, due to bis lack of

consistency and systematization.

Nevertheless, QUJb sought a new dimension to the interpretation of CAd and

Thamud by assigning new meanings and systems to familiar structures. He follows

<Abduh's lead in discarding non-Qur>anic materials, e.g. israJiliyat myths, and goes a

step further in trying to extract moral lessons in accordance with the contemporary

context At the cost of the historicity and original meaning of the two tales, Qu~b proved

they belong not only to the past or to the world in theory, but are a part of practical daily

• life, they are as operative as his famous concept of jahiIiyah. Thus, in widening the
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meaning of the two tales, he identifies certain contemporary people as (Ad and Thamüd,

a perspective that leads to subjective and persona! judgement Although Qu~ agrees in

theory with (Abduh's advice, to discard non-Qur>amc material, such as iswiJiyat

myths, in practice he recreates another kind of non-Qur)amc material in interpreting

(Ad and Thamüd, namely, his ideological and political experience. Hence, Qu~ in turn

sacralizes, theologizes, and mythologizes the latter.
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